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ABSTRACT 
A programme of work was instigated to investigate and improve the efficiency, and 
stability of intra-cavity 6talons for the Argon ion laser, especially in the far blue to near 
ultra-violet wavelength region, by using sol-gel prepared silica. The original program 
has been modified by experiences outlined below. 
We have attempted to differentiate between the sol-gel derived and the high temperature 
prepared silica. We confirm that relatively small changes in thickness of silica monoliths 
can give rise to proportionally much larger changes of refractive index. Our main target 
has been to assess whether it is possible to make a new optical material that shows 
insignificant changes in optical path length or refractive index with temperature. 
The main body of the work done in this project involved the design and construction of 
an interferometric dilatometer (a dilatometer is a device for measuring the thermal 
expansion of a material), driven by an Argon ion laser, which will measure both the 
coefficient of thermal expansion and the thermal change of refractive index (thermal 
dispersion) of sol-gel silica, and other samples, in the temperature range from ambient 
to 1000 C. Samples need to be approximately 1 cm thick with ends polished flat and 
parallel. 
In the course of the work a number of novel devices were designed, their construction 
and use are detailed. 
The Materials with the highest potential for having insignificant changes in refractive 
index are composite materials in which the thermal dispersion of one component is 
negative and that of the other is positive. It is thus recognised that a composite material 
might be made to balance the two effects. 
Our own attempts to impregnate porous silica with a number of monomers is detailed, 
but the main characterisation work was done on a number of samples of porous silica 
impregnated with PMMA obtained from outside sources, the change of refractive index 
of P.MMA being negative whilst that of silica is positive. Samples were tested for two 
possible conditions; 1) To make the optical path, nd, invariant. 2) To make the 
"instrumental" optical path, (n-l)d, invariant. Each of the two possibilities might be 
realised by varying the ratios of the silica content tothat of the PMMA. 
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Introduction. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the early days of the development of sol-gel silica tests were performed at L. U. T. in 
which samples of fully densified gel-silica were inserted in the cavity of an Argon ion laser 
to provide single-mode operation giving power outputs only slightly lower than those 
observed for single-line operation. While later tests were unable to reproduce these 
observations, interest was sparked in the possible uses for this glass in gas lasers, especially 
in the ultra-violet part of the spectrum where the transmission characteristics of gel-silica 
are considerably better than those of fused silica. In order to consider how the silica might 
best be used a programme of work was set out to investigate the thermal characteristics of 
the silica. This was considered necessary because it was thought that the coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE) for gel-silica would be extremely low, thus leading to a high 
thermal stability for devices using it. The method chosen for the characterisation was to 
build a dilatometer - a device for measuring the CTE of materials. 
Dilatometry is the study of thermal expansion of materials. Over the last thirty or forty 
years, as the industrial and scientific world has tried to characterise materials with an ever 
increasing accuracy, dilatometry has been found as a convenient and accurate method of 
finding the CTE of materials. The first diJatometers used the relationship between the 
separation of two capacitor plates (one of which is attached to the sample) and the voltage 
drop across them. The, so called, capacitance dilatometer fixes the position of a reference 
electrode. While the other plate is attached in some way to the sample. As the sample 
deforms so the electrode separation will change. By operating with a small air gap, 40 - 100 
!-lm, and using a capacitance bridge with a lock-in analyser, displacements down to a 
fraction ofa micron can be detected [I]. 
The study of the expansion of a solid body presents little difficulty when the substance can 
be obtained in the form of a long bar; but when small crystals have to be used the very small 
changes in length that must be measured present much more of a challenge. A body, 10 mm 
in length, whose coefficient of expansion is 10-7 per degree centigrade (such as sol-gel 
silica) expands only 1 nanometer for every I centigrade rise in the temperature. Fizeau 
(1864,1866) was the first to use interference fringes to measure these minute changes. 
Since Fizeau's early experiments many improvements have been made in the field. These 
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days interferometric techniques are widely used to measure the thermal expansion of a 
number oflow CTE materials. 
Later in the project the investigation was expanded to include the characterisation of 
optical path changes with temperature. It was noted that while the CTE of a number of 
silicas could be made very low, the "thermal dispersion" (the rate of change of refractive 
index with temperature) values were two orders of magnitude higher and it is this 
parameter that controls the change in optical path with temperature. The possible ways in 
which a material, possessing the property of zero optical path change with temperature, 
could be synthesised were then investigated. This led to the investigation of composite 
materials in which the thermal dispersions of two materials might be made to balance. 
Because the thermal dispersions of silica and PMMA are of opposite sign there exists the 
possibility of producing a composite material from porous gel-silica, impregnated with 
PMMA, in order to create thermally stable optical components. This concept is investigated 
and measurements, using the dilatometer, of a sample constructed from such a material is 
described. 
Our own attempts to impregnate porous silica with a number of monomers is detailed, but 
the main characterisation work was done on a number of samples of porous silica 
impregnated with PMMA obtained from outside sources, the change of refractive index of 
PMMA being negative while that of silica is positive. Samples were tested for two possible 
conditions; 1) To make the optical path, nd, invariant. 2) To make the "instrumental" 
optical path, (n-l)d, invariant. Each of the two possibilities might be realised by varying the 
ratios of the silica to the PMMA. 
In this work we outline the development of an interferometric dilatometer that operates 
over the temperature range from ambient temperature to about 100° C (equivalent to the 
operating temperature of intra-cavity optical components). It is designed to monitor 
optically clear samples of thickness upto about 2 cm, with ends polished flat and parallel, 
and to give measurements from which the CTE and "Thermal dispersion" can be evaluated. 
Some preliminary results are given for a range of materials including Dynasil, fully densified 
gel-silica, PMMA, and a porous gel-silicaIPMMA composite material. 
Theory is deVeloped to consider the operation of the interferometer, a novel phase 
quadrature device and to introduce alternative methods of measuring an optical 
component's thermal stability in which the concept of an "Instrumental" optical path is 
considered. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter contains some of the background to the work undertaken in the course of the 
work described in later chapters. It covers two main areas of physics; (1) Mode selection 
techniques in lasers, with special attention given to the use of the Fabry-Perot etalon. (2) 
Dilatometry designs for the detennination of the CTE (Coefficient of Thermal Expansion). 
We will start with a short history of the Fabry-Perot etalon and then continue to outline 
some of the existing mode selection techniques currently in use. 
1.1 Fabrv-Perot Etalon 
In 1831 George Biddell Airy, Plumian professor of astronomy in the university of 
Cambridge published the second edition of his book "mathematical tracts" which included a 
tract on "The undulatory theory oj optics". In this tract Airy, a leading proponent of the 
theory, devised the theory for a device that was not to appear for another sixty years when 
Fabry and Perot were to make it known to the world. He considered light entering an 
optical system of two blocks of glass aligned parallel with one another. 
A 
Fig. 1-1 Two blocks of glass with an incident ray shown entering along AB. 
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In an elegant derivation Airy [1] calculated the retardation, V, of successive components of 
vibration as being 2DcosP and showed that the brightness of the reflected light was 
and of the transmitted light was 
In these expressions a and e were the vibration coefficients for the incident light and the air-
to-glass reflection respectively, and proper allowance was made for phase changes. As 
illustrations of his mathematical theory he looked at soap bubbles noting two things; 
(i) I ••• when the soap bubble has arrived at its thinnest state, just before bursting, the 
upper part appears perfectly black' 
(ii) , The intensity is also zero when Dcosfi = /.../2, /..., 3/.../2 ... , but it will be impossible 
to make the light of all different colours vanish with the same value of D, and thus no 
value of D will produce perfect blackness'. 
In transmission Airy considered two closely spaced glass prisms with light passing between 
them close to the angle of total internal reflection so that /3 may be made close to 90°. He 
noted that for small changes of the angle of incidence, "the expression of the intensity of 
light will be varied much ". When he used focused sunlight on the apparatus he found that 
each wavelength component formed "bands" and of these he said " ... the position and 
breadth of those bands is different for every colour, the mixture forms a very splendid 
series of coloured bands, in which the succession of colours differs from that produced by 
almost every other phenomenon ofinterferences". 
Airy then went on to apply his formulae to Newton's rings, justitying this on the basis that 
the two surfaces were so close that "the defect from parallelism will produce an error 
amounting only to a small fraction of A/'. One must suppose that Airy did not recognise the 
possibility of obtaining circular fringes for plane parallel surfaces that arises out of the 
cylindrical symmetry of his basic expressions. 
The first observation of these fringes was made by W. Haidinger who described them in 
1855. He had previously discussed fringes seen in reflection in a parallel sided mica plate at 
considerable obliquity - these were approximately straight bands. In 1855 he described 
circular fringes seen in reflection with light at normal incidence. These interference fringes 
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were observed through a glass plate inclined at 45° which served as a beam splitter, passing 
the incident light to the mica plate and sending the reflected light to the observer. However 
it seems now that we cannot be sure whether Haidinger understood the character of the 
fiinges he was observing. 
The first truly spectroscopic observation and application of Airy's formula must therefore 
be credited to M. R. Boulouch who in 1893 considered the fiinge systems of rings formed 
simultaneously for two wavelengths A. and A' - the two sodium D lines - in both reflection 
and transmission using Airy's expressions. Unfortunately his experimental notes were rather 
sketchy, missing out details such as what plates he used, how they were held apart and how 
they were adjusted " ... it suffices to produce rings between two transparent plates coated 
with a silver film sufficiently thin such that the whole is slightly transparent for sodium 
light; after aligning the two surfaces, and for a suitable distance between the plates, the 
doubled rings appear very clearly .... It also seems that he did not take the technique any 
further than to note that it could be extended to examine flames ofihallium and lithium. 
In 1897 Charles Fabry and Alfred Perot published in Annales de Chimie et de Physique 
their paper "On the fringes of thin silvered plates and their application to the measurement 
of small thicknesses of air . .. This work arose from their interests in electricity and the 
necessity therein of precise measurements of small distances. Fabry and Perot firstly pointed 
out the sharpness and contrast of the fiinges arising in a thin film of air between glass 
plates. After referring to Airy they provided a derivation of the Airy expression in 
transmission of the form given by 
where now a and f were transmission and reflection coefficients and ~ was the optical 
retardation of successive components. Noting the term 4f / (1- f)2 in the denominator 
they said "This factor can be considered as defining the fineness (in French finesse) of the 
fringes". They tabulated this factor and also p (the trough to peak ratio) for different values 
off between 0.1 and 1. Noting a practical limit with f approaching 0.9. They also discussed 
the types of fringes including fringes localised in the plate and, more importantly, circular 
fringes localised at infinity whose size reduces as the plate thickness increases. They went 
on to describe fringes of superposition in a beam of white light traversing two thin air 
plates. This provided them with a straightforward technique for measuring small 
thicknesses; rapid and precise comparison could be made with a standard calibrated plate 
with a narrow wedge angle. They called this device a "Lame-etalon" (Lame -- film or layer, 
etalon -- standard of weight or measure) and described one model as being made up of 
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glass plates 20 cm long, 3 cm wide and 1 cm thick, separated by thin strips of mica of 
slightly different thicknesses to form the wedge. Another device was described in which 
movements of a plate as small as Al200 could be detected. In a later section of their paper 
Fabry and Perot measured the small change of phase on reflection at the silver films and 
noted this as a very small correction factor for their measurements. Finally they provided a 
detailed explanation of the interference rings due to scattering in the silver surfaces when 
observing a bright source. 
This paper must then be greeted as the birth of the Fabry-Perot interferometer, as the broad 
comprehension of the properties of multiple-beam fringes is obvious. In the following years 
Fabry and Perot published a number of papers in which their theories were developed. As 
scientists realised the potentials of the devices, in the following decades, an increasing 
number oflaboratories around the world started working with both the etalon -- fixed plate 
separation -- and with the interferometer. 
Since then the Fabry-Perot etalon has enjoyed a uniquely versatile history in which it has 
been used, among other things, for absolute wavelength measurements (giving the highest 
precision), resolution of spectroscopic line structure (hyperfine line structure) or line-
widths, evaluation of the metre, determination of refractive indices of gases and 
measurement of small displacements. The most modem use for which the etalon has been 
adopted is as a narrow bandwidth filter used intra-cavity in a wide variety oflasers. 
1.2 Mode Selection Techniques in Lasers 
Let us begin by noting that it would be possible to pass the output of a laser, oscillating in a 
number oflongitudinal modes, through a filter (for example a short Fabry-Perot resonator) 
external to the laser cavity, and in this way obtain a narrow-bandwidth laser beam. In the 
same way it is possible to put the filter in the resonator cavity to achieve the same effect. 
For a great many laser systems, mode competition effects in the cavity are such that if some 
modes are suppressed within the laser resonator, more energy will be available for the 
remaining oscillating mode or modes. Thus more power will be obtained by using mode-
selection techniques within the laser resonator. A second reason for the use of internal 
mode-selection techniques is that one can usually obtain greater selectivity with a given 
filter by using it inside the laser resonator, as it is only necessary to introduce a loss greater 
than the gain to completely suppress an unwanted mode [60]. For these reasons, all the 
techniques we shall discuss for mode-selection are internal techniques. 
2.2.1 Interferometric Techniques 
There are a number of mode-selection techniques that we will call interferometric 
techniques. In each case some type of complex laser resonator using more than two mirrors 
is used to provide a resonant structure for which only one high-Q (Iow-loss) resonator 
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mode will be above threshold for laser oscillation. The first scheme shown in Fig. 1-02 was 
originally proposed by K1einman and Kisliuk [2]. It is a three mirror laser comprising two 
coupled Fabry-Perot resonator cavities. 
partially reflecting mirror 
. I I~,/ 
,7 
7 I 
Fig. 1-02 Schematic of mode selecting arrangement showing two resonant cavities. 
The two mirrors at the left-hand end of the laser resonator act as a reflector whose 
reflectivity varies with frequency. The reflectivity of a two-mirror interferometer of this 
type will have maxima and minima as functions of frequency (see, for example, [3]). The 
technique has been analysed in detail in [4] and experimental results have been reported for 
the 6328-A He-Ne gas laser [5], [6], the argon ion laser [7], and solid-state lasers [8], [9). 
Kobayashi and Matsuo [10] have described a modification of this technique which involves 
substituting a Fabry-Perot electro-optic modulator for one of the laser end mirrors. Under 
suitable conditions they could achieve enhanced mode selectivity. 
It is also possible to achieve enhanced mode selectivity by using such interferometers at 
each end of the laser resonator as shown in Fig. 1-03. 
Fig. 1-03 
1 1 7 " 7 
7 
11 
Mode selecting interferometers at each end of the laser give a narrower output than the 
previous method. 
By using an interferometer at both ends of the laser, each with a different spacing, narrower 
low loss regions can be obtained [11). 
The technique shown in Fig. 1-04 was suggested by Collins and White p~ and Manger and 
Rothe [13). 
Fig. 1-04 showing a tilted Fabry-Perot etalon (fp) used as a mode selector. 
It has been used with solid-state lasers [12], [9], [13], [14] and [15], gas lasers [14], [16], 
[17], dye lasers, [18], and parametric oscillators [19). In this scheme a tilted Fabry-Perot 
etalon is inserted at a small angle in the laser resonator. The reflectivity of the composite 
mirror consisting of the tilted etalon and adjacent end mirror corresponds closely to the 
transmission curve of a simple Fabry-Perot resonator. Thus a narrow region of high 
reflectivity can be obtained by using sufficiently high-reflectivity coatings on the etalon. The 
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spacing between the reflectivity maxima is c/2d, where d is the etalon thickness. There will 
be some loss for the favoured mode or modes, however, due to the "walk-off" associated 
with the tilt of the etalon. For many applications, this loss is low enough to make this 
technique a useful one (see, for example, [20]). Because the walk-off loss increases as the 
reflectivity of the etalon surfaces is increased, the technique is used primarily with lasers for 
which there is appreciable mode competition, and a low finesse etalon is sufficient to 
produce single-frequency operation. Single-frequency operation with a low-finesse tilted 
etalon in the laser resonator has been reported for He-Ne lasers [16], argon ion lasers [14], 
and solid-state lasers [14], [20]. The use of a tilted etalon in a ring laser has also been 
reported [21]. Hariharan [22] has reported the use of a modified etalon with almost 
concentric spherical surfaces in high power ion lasers to achieve high efficiency single-
mode output. 
front mirror rear mirror 
exit -++-. [7 -7--/ _-+-7 -++-0 -11 beam ~ ~Z ____________ ~7 [1 
concentric etalon 
Fig. 1-05 Concentric etalon arrangement as described by Hariharan. 
The fourth technique, shown in Fig. 1-06, involves the use of a Michelson interferometer 
used as a complex end-reflector [23]. 
7 
z 
, 
Fig. 1-06 bs stands for beam spJitter. 
c 
The loss maxima are spaced by -;---:-, where d, and d2 are the spacings of each 2(d, -d2 ) 
mirror from the beam splitter (labelled bs in the figure). The mode selectivity of this device 
is limited because the reflectivity of the Michelson interferometer varies sinusoidally with 
frequency. The ring-laser analog of this device is discussed in [24] and [25]. 
The Fox Smith mode selection technique, shown in Fig. 1-07, originally described by Smith 
[26] has been used by a number of experimenters to obtain single-frequency operation of 
gas lasers [26], [27], [28]. The technique is thought to be more efficient than the Fabry-
Perot technique but more difficult to construct and adjust properly. 
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11 ;> 7 
Fig. 1-07 Fox-Smith Arrangement. 
As before, the three left-hand mirrors can be thought of as a mirror of variable reflectivity. 
In this case the reflectivity peaks are spaced by (c ) . 
2 d, +d2 
By increasing the reflectivity of the beamsplitter, it is possible to make the width of the 
low-loss region as narrow as desired, while maintaining low "on-resonance" losses for the 
favoured mode. This versatility has made this technique one of the most used methods of 
achieving single-frequency gas laser operation. 
Rigrod and Johnson [29] used a coated solid quartz prism to form a mode-selector 
interferometer of the Fox-Smith type for use with an argon ion laser, shown in Fig. 1-08. 
By placing the interferometer in a temperature-controlIed oven they were able to keep a 
resonance of the mode-selector stabilised to within ± 3 MHz. 
mirror IV1 
laser 
resonant prism 
M.--
proportional control --.....: 
oven block 
Brewster-angle 
window 
Fig. 1-08 Single frequency argon ion laser using a temperature-stabilised coated quartz prism to 
select a single longitudinal mode. M2 acts as a bearnsplitter while M3 and M4 completely reflect the 
beams. 
A variation of the Fox-Smith technique is shown in Fig. 1-09. It has identical mode 
selecting properties to those of the Fox-Smith if the values of the beam-splitter 
transmissivity and reflectivity are interchanged. 
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Fig. 1-09 Variation of the Fox-Smith. 
Di Domenico and Seidel proposed the device shown in Fig. 1-10. The device operates on a 
"vernier" principle, and the favoured modes are those that are resonant in both of the two 
coupled resonators of almost equal length. 
Fig. 1-10 
1.2.2 Electronic Feedback 
bs 
Two coupled resonators of almost equal length. 
Because the amplitude of a laser emission using any of the previously described mode 
selecting schemes wiIl depend on the relative tuning of two, or more, coupled resonators, a 
number of workers have developed electronic feedback systems to "lock" these resonators 
together (examples of this regime are described in [26], [27] and [30]). 
It is possible by means of internal modulation to mode lock a set of longitudinal modes of a 
laser so that the output mode amplitudes and phases correspond to an FM modulated wave 
[31]. There are a number of mode-selection techniques which can produce essentiaIIy 
single-frequency output from an FM-locked laser (see Fig. 1-11). Because the single 
frequency energy is derived from all of the oscillating resonator modes, these techniques, in 
principle, should be capable of producing multimode power in a single frequency output. In 
practice, however, the output powers obtained with the FM-locked laser techniques are 
comparable with those obtained by other methods. 
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Single frequency obtained by demodulating the output from an FM-locked laser. 
1.2.3 Resonant Absorber 
The use of a resonant absorber in the laser resonator to obtain single frequency operation 
has been proposed by Chebotayev [32] and Lee [33] (see Fig. 1-12). The mode selection is 
much more selective than the coarse frequency selectivity obtained by using gas absorption 
(to prevent laser oscillation in the absorption band ofa gas). Single mode experiments have 
been reported with a 632.8 nm He-Ne laser using a discharge of pure Ne as the resonant 
absorber [32] and [33]. 
Fig. 1-12 
resonant 
absorber 
Resonant absorber used in the laser resonator to obtain single frequency operation. 
1.2.4 Absorbing Film 
Because the standing wave patterns of the different longitudinal modes have nulls at 
different points along the axis of the resonator, a thin absorbing film placed in the 
resonator, as shown in Fig. 1-13, will tend to absorb those modes which have appreciable 
electric fields in the film. The mode with a null at the film will experience very little loss if 
the film is a small fraction of a wavelength thick. This technique was proposed and 
demonstrated by Troitskii and Goldina for He-Ne [34] and argon ion [34] lasers. 
absorbing 
film 
IT t. 7 I E ~ 7 , 7 
Fig. 1-13 Absorbing film placed in the resonant cavity to select a single mode. 
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A comparison of the absorbing-film technique to other mode selecting schemes by Troitskii 
[34] has concluded that the technique is most useful for relatively low power lasers, and 
other schemes must be used to obtain efficient high power operation. 
1.2.5 Separate Resonators 
Finally a unique and as yet unexplained single frequency technique was reported by Forsyth 
[35], who found that if the 488 nm and 514.5 nm radiation from an argon ion laser were 
resonated in separate resonators, single frequency output could be obtained at 514.5 nm. 
It must be noted that all the mode selection techniques discussed require a high degree of 
thermal control over the optical components, very small changes in component or cavity 
length will result in laser instability (power loss and mode hopping). 
In our investigations of sol-gel silica we were interested in using it to form components for 
intra cavity mode selection in an urgon ion laser, the sol-gel could be used to select single 
modes in the ultra violet region of the lasers output as its transmission characteristics are 
better than those of high temperature prepared silicas in this region and its low CTE would 
provide good thermal stability. Of specific interest to us was the design detailed by 
Hariharan [22] which would allow high efficiency in gas lasers. 
1.3 Methods of Determining erE (Dilatometry) 
In this section we will look at the various methods of determining the CTE of materials and 
give a comparison of their effectiveness and relevance. 
There are a range of dilatometer systems in use today, some are specifically used to 
measure the expansion of large CTE materials in a production environment and have 
relatively low resolution, for example the minimum measurable .1.L using a typical push-
L 
rod dilatometer is taken as 0.0001, while 'at the other end of the scale there are techniques 
for ultra low CrE materials which require careful sample preparation, and extensive testing 
under laboratory conditions, such as interferometric dilatometers (resolution is about 'JJ60 
or 0.01 !lm). 
There are 9 major techniques used for the determination of small displacements due to 
thermal changes:(l) Comparitors [36], (2) Auto-collimators [38], (3) Optical levers [37], 
(4) Capacitance micrometers [39], (5) Differential transformers [40], (6) X-ray diffraction 
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[41], (7) Ultrasonic interferometry [42], (8) Photographic interferometry [43], (9) Optical 
interferometry [36]. 
1.3.1 Comparitors 
Comparitors measure the expansion of a rod, or bar, specimen using some kind of 
micrometer microscope [36], [44]. The sensitivity is limited by that of the microscope, and 
low accuracy is obtained. 
1.3.2. Auto-collimators 
Auto-collimators work in such a way that the expansion of the specimen causes a mirror to 
tilt [38] while the angle through which a probe beam is rotated is measured using an 
engineers autocollimator. 
1.3.3 Optical Levers 
A rotating rod, such as the arrangement described in [45J works in a similar way to the 
autocollimator, but the tilt of the mirror is amplified by an optical lever. These optical lever 
methods are usually relative, but accuracy may be higher than in the previous 2 methods 
with accuracy's as high as 0.003 nm being claimed [46]. 
1.3.4 Capacitance Micrometers 
Capacitance methods involve the thermal expansion producing a capacitance change in a 
parallel plate capacitor formed from the specimen [39]. The technique is capable of high 
sensitivity and accuracy, particularly at low temperatures. However, the form of the 
specimen must be closely specified. 
1.3.5 Differential Transformer 
The Differential Transformer method (sometimes known as the push rod dilatometer), as 
described by Evans and Winstanley, [47], incorporates a movable. armature and two small 
coils forming active arms of a bridge network to measure the CTE of materials in a 
temperature range between -196° C and room temperature (see Fig. 1-14). The electrical 
bridge network was energised so that changes in length were sensed by the transducer and 
gave rise to an out of balance signal. 
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Schematic of Push-rod dilatometer. 
Specimen length is about 3 cm and length change measurements are given an accuracy of 
about 1 x 10-6 in ("" 25 X 10-3 Ilm). 
1.3.6 X-Ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction methods measure the changes in the spacing of sets of atomic planes in 
crystalline materials. These methods include Single-crystal Bragg goniometry (goniometry 
is the measurement of inter-facial angles in crystals) [44J and powder diffraction 
photography [48]. These are absolute methods which require only very small quantities of 
material and can be used to very high temperatures ("" 2500K). 
1.3.7 Ultrasonic Techniques 
An ultrasonic technique, described by Goring [42], features a fixed path ultrasonic 
interferometer which provides the means for the measurement of acoustic wave velocities 
in a gas. Such velocities, when combined with frequency measurements permit the 
computation of acoustic wavelengths, the number of which can then be correlated with the 
length of the sample being studied. The technique is used over the temperature range from 
ambient to 4500 C with a claimed resolution of .iL "" 2 x 10.4 . 
L 
The system described utilises an X-cut quartz crystal which emits acoustic waves into a 
Nitrogen atmosphere; these waves, when reflected back upon the emitting surface cause a 
mechanical reaction which is electrically detectable. When the emitted and reflected waves 
form standing waves a resonance peak, which corresponds to an integer number of half 
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wavelengths, is clearly observable. The sample to be examined is used as the spacer while 
the crystal and reflecting surface then form a cavity for the standing waves. 
1.3.8 Photographic Interferometry 
Photographic interferometry, as described by SpetzJer and Heflinger [43], utilises the 
specular reflection from curved surfaces. However, it strictly requires the sample to be 
polished to give spherical or egg shaped surfaces. It is an interferometric technique using a 
double-exposed photographic plate, illuminated by a laser. Instead of forming an actual 
hologram the technique simply records the interference pattern of light reflected from the 
object. The two interference patterns, one recorded before heating and the other after, 
produce a.,Moire pattern from which the CTE value may be obtained by direct 
interpretation. A typical sample would be a 2.S cm polished sphere and an accuracy of 10% 
was claimed for the CTE values. 
There has also been some work on establishing CTE values for metals holographically [49], 
but the main thrust of the work has been to demonstrate an insensitivity to extraneous 
motion of the sample rather than any serious quantitative work, nevertheless measurements 
of metallic samples have been made in the temperature range up to about 100° C with a 
claimed accuracy of 10%. 
1.3.9 Optical Interferometry 
Optical interferometry techniques are capable of high accuracy but tend to require careful 
preparation of the specimens. There are a number of different interferometric techniques 
used including Fizeau [SO] and [51], Fabry-Perot [52], [S3] and [S4], and Michelson [SS], 
[S6] and [44]. The group also includes work done using laser speckle interferometers, 
Vikram and McKinstry [S7], in which length changes in the specimen cause speckle 
movement in light reflected off a probe mirror. 
Because we required a high degree of accuracy for our work and these interferometric 
techniques are generally more precise than the other methods they have formed the main 
background to the work detailed in later chapters, therefore we will consider these 
arrangements in more detail. 
1.3.9.1 Fizeau 
A typical Fizeau type interferometric dilatometer is described by Sharlandjiev and Mintchev 
[51] in which a low power He-Ne laser was used to measure the expansion of samples in a 
vacuum oven over a temperature range between 20° C and 800° C. The sample was 
prepared by shaping to the form of a hollow prism with a central orifice of about 10 mm 
diameter (see Fig. 1-15). 
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Fig. 1-15 Sample with interferometer end plates. 
The prepared sample would be placed in the centre of the vacuum oven on a quartz plinth. 
With the optical arrangement shown below to monitor the extension the oven would be 
heated over a period of hours. 
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spatial filter 
~==~0mirror 
objectives semi silvered mirror 
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viewing 
Fig. 1-16 
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Optical arrangement. 
The photosensor was placed behind a 200 J.lm pinhole to let just a small stripe of the fringe 
pattern fall on it. 
It was designed for use with low CTE materials (around 0.1- 2.5 x 10-6 K-1) with a given 
error for measuring length changes of 15-50 nm. 
1.3.9.2 Fabry-Perot 
The second type of interferometric dilatometer is based on the dependence of Fabry-Perot 
resonances between two mirrors at each end of the sample [52], [53] and [54]. In the 
system described by Jacobs et. at the sample to be tested is formed into an etalon spacer, 
with highly reflecting end plates contacted to each end. The Fabry Perot resonances are 
then probed by variable radio frequency sidebands derived from a frequency stabilised laser. 
A change in the temperature causes a change in the interferometer length which shifts the 
resonance frequencies (the system is shown below). 
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Fig. 1·17 schematic diagram of the apparatus. 
J-
Samples were required to be hoJlow cylinders of approximate length 10 cm, with ends 
polished flat and approximately parallel. The endplates were made of ultra low expansion 
material and coated to 99.7% reflectivity giving a finesse of about 750. The accuracy 
claimed for this method was limited only by the laser stability (claimed to be 1:109 ). 
1.3.9.3 Michelson 
The third of the truly interferometric dilatometry techniques relies on modifying the 
Michelson interferometer, for example, the arrangement described by Bennett [44] is 
capable of making thermal expansion measurements over a temperature range between 0 
and 5000 C with a resolution of a few nanometers for samples of 50 mm thickness. While 
not necessarily as accurate as the Fabry-Perot techniques this is better than most 
conventional dilatometers, though it is much more complex than our design. 
The optical arrangement incorporates a double passed interferometer, which allows a 
considerably reduced requirement for parallelism of the sample end faces over single pass 
Michelson. 
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Fig. 1·18 Optical arrangement of double passed interferometer. 
By double passing the beams onto the sample and reference mirrors any expansion of the 
sample would be amplified by a fourfold change in path length allowing a very high degree 
of accuracy. The specimen was housed in a vacuum chamber so that all the measurements 
could be made in terms of the vacuum wavelength of the laser source, which is independent 
of temperature. 
Outputs from the two detectors were recorded continuously on a chart recorder. The 
expansion of a sample subsequently determined by counting the recorded cycles of the 
interference fringes. 
Sources of error identified were; 
(i) A vertical temperature gradient in the base plate, which could produce a curvature 
of the upper face which would appear as a path change. This effect was reduced by 
replacing the original fused silica base plate with a similar plate of Cervit. 
(ii) Temperature effects in the vacuum tank window produce refractive index 
variations. These were reduced by water cooling as much of the window as was possible, 
leaving only small areas clear for the interrogating beams. 
(iii) The interferometer block could be affected by temperature changes within the oven. 
The interferometer arrangement, although at first sight not symmetrical, was path length 
compensated so that if the temperature in the interferometer changed uniformly no change 
in path difference would occur. 
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Modifications to this regime were developed by Okaji and Imai [55] who detail the 
construction of multifold path interferometers, which allow increased accuracy and stability 
over the above arrangement. 
1.3.9.4 Speckle 
A number of speckle dilatometer systems have been developed and reported, including 
Vickram and McKinstry [57], Costa et al [58] and Vikram, Agrawal, Roy and McKinstry 
[59]. 
The system reported by Vikram et a/ was a relative method, meaning that the expansion of 
the sample specimen was compared to that of a reference sample of known CTE. 
(alternatively two rods of the sample, of different lengths could be used.). A typical system 
would test the samples over a temperature range of O· C to 250· C for samples of about 5 
cm, with a resolution for l1L of around 2 x 10-5 . 
L 
The method utilised the rotation of a probe kept on the sample and reference rods (kept 
about 0.5 cm apart), as shown in Fig. 1-19. the method was developed because the authors 
felt that existing interferometric techniques were too costly, or complex for a production 
environment. The time requirements for these interference methods also proved to be 
higher than was required. 
sample reference 
..................................... " from 
; 
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Fig. 1-19 
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Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement. 
The only sample preparation required is that the bottom surface be flat and the top surface 
be edged. Alternatively a thin wire oflow expansion material could be used as a spacer. 
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The laser speckles created at the thin glass screen would then be magnified by the video 
camera, rotation of the probe due to the sample expansion would cause the expanded 
speckles to move on the monitor screen. The movement would then be measured and the 
expansion of the sample calculated. 
Note. The arrangement does not require a vacuum furnace as do Michelson and Fabry-
Perot type interferometers. 
In summary very high degrees of accuracy can be obtained from interferometric 
dilatometers but the equipment necessary can be very expensive and complex. The degree 
of sample preparation can also be very high. 
The optical arrangement chosen for the dilatometer in this project was based on the 
Michelson arrangement. there were a number of reasons for this which are briefly outlined 
here. 
(I) The samples we had to work with were about 1 cm thick (for use as Fabry·Perot 
intra-cavity etalon) which meant that they would be too short to form a good cavity for the 
Fabry-Perot interferometry technique. Therefore the Michelson system was the 
arrangement that would afford us the highest possible degree of accuracy. 
(2) The system would allow us to measure variations in optical path through the sample 
as the temperature was increased, which opened an area of investigation previously 
unreported with this type of apparatus. 
(3) The optical system could easily be upgraded at a later stage to incorporate a double 
pass arrangement [44] or even a multi-fold arrangement [55] which would significantly 
improve the resolution of the system. 
In our apparatus we tried to produce comparable accuracy levels to those attained in some 
of the above mentioned techniques, but keep the capital expenditure low. Thus we did not 
have access to a two frequency laser for use in an AC detection system (a system which 
allows enhanced accuracy levels over DC detection). Later developments in the project 
required us to be able to probe the optical path length changes within samples. We decided 
that the only arrangements that could be adapted easily for that approach were those of the 
Michelson type, we therefore opted for that form of system. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THEORY 
In this chapter we shall develop the theory behind the project. This will cover several areas of 
interest. The first section will investigate the validity, (,lr otherwise, of The Lorentz-Lorenz 
relation for dispersion in optical materials and show that~it holds true then there is a value of 
'''''ex 
refractive. for which thermal dispersion goes to zero (we note that it might be possible to 
achieve this condition with porous sol-gel silica). In the second section the theory governing 
the operation of an interferometric dilatometer, incorporating a sample shaped as an etalon, is 
discussed. The third section discusses how the different possible experimental arrangements 
can give different parameters. The fourth section investigates the way in which two quarter 
wave plates can be combined to create a phase quadrature device. The final section deals with 
the theory surrounding the development of a device (the Ostroumov coupler) to prevent 
thermal air currents distorting the interrogating beams of the interferometer. 
2.1 The Lorentz-Lorenz Relation 
First we note that the dispersion of a material is defined as the rate of change of refractive 
index with wavelength. Then we note that our interest in the Lorentz Lorenz relation will lie 
principally in investigating the variation of refractive index with temperature (what we shall call 
the thermal dispersion). 
In this section we shall try to ascertain whether the dispersion in solids can be predicted by the 
Lorentz-Lorenz dispersion formula used so successfully in gases and liquids or whether we will 
have to match our experimental results with one of the numerous formulae for optical materials 
(e.g. Hartmann, Conrady, KettIer-Drude, Sellmeier, Hertzberger) [1]. 
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These investigators, and others, have looked into the problem of devising an equation to 
describe the variation of index with wavelength but the equations they produced have either 
been empirical or approximations and have had limited success. 
The Lorentz-Lorenz relation holds true for liquids and gases, but has not been applied to 
solids; here we consider its possibilities. 
The relation for dispersion in a gaseous dielectric medium is derived, by Born and Wolf [2], to 
be 
2.1 
Where n is the refractive index. 
a.; is the polarizability of the ith species. 
N; is the number of polarizable molecules per unit volume. 
In the range of refractive indices near that of silica (n :::; 1.5) the relationship can be 
approximated written as 
n=a+bx 
where 
41t x=-~N.a.. 3'7' 1 I 
2.2 
The coefficients a and b can be derived using the method ofleast squares so that if for example 
we examine n in the range lA $; n $; l.6, we easily derive the approximate form 
n = 0.9114 + 2.0058x 
The result may seem empirically sound and clearly relates to the conclusion drawn by Hench 
and West [3] that the material density of an optical solid and its refractive index relate linearly 
according to the law 
n=c+dp 2.3 
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where c and d are constants and p is the material density. 
The relations 2.2 and 2.3 offer a reasonable comparison suggesting simplistically that optical 
solids might be governed by the more elaborate relationship 2.1. 
For a single species equation 2.1 simplifies to give 
We can define 
NV=Const. 
av aN 
=>N-+V-=O 
aT aT 
Where T is the temperature 
We can define the 'Volume Coefficient of Thermal Expansion', 13, as 
1. av =(3 
VaT 
Ifwe use this definition in equation 5 we get 
Ifwe turn our attention back to 4 we can rearrange it to give 
Differentiating with respect to T gives 
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2.9 
Note. This assumes that a remains constant with temperature. 
-d-
n 
Fig. 2-01 A typical cylindrical sample of refractive index n, and thickness d, whose end faces are 
carefully polished accurately parallel. 
To establish how the optical path through the sample changes as the sample temperature 
changes we examine nd. We differentiate to get its components 
a ad an 
-(nd)=n-+d-
aT aT aT 2.10 
We now wish to establish values for the two components. Expression 2.10 is probably best 
divided through by (nd) and written as 
la lad Ion 
--(nd)=--+--
ndaT doT noT 
By definition, the coefficient of thermal expansion is 
1 ad 
--=a 
doT L 
2.10a 
2.11 
We might, therefore, look at the terms in expression 2.10 and define them as 
1 ad 
- - = thennal expansion,aL> and dOT 
1 ion 
- = thennal dispersion, y. 
n aT 
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1 a 
--(nd) = etL +Y ndaT 
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2.12 
Our attention now turns to the second term in equation 2.10. To establish the comparative size 
of the On term we go back to equation 2.9. 
or 
41t aN et = ~(n2 -1) 
3 aT aT n2 +2 
substitute for aN from 2.7 to get 
aT 
If we make the assumption that the medium is isotropic and homogeneous then we can define 
2.13 
This gives us 
a (n2 -1) 
- 2 =-41taNa L 
aT n +2 
2.14 
but from 2.8 we know 
41tNa = n2 -1 
3 n2 +2 
By comparison with 2.14 we get 
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aT n +2 
!...(n2 -1) = [2n3 +4n-2n3 +2n] on 
aT n2 +2 (n2 +2Y OT 
but from 2.9 we know that 
But using 2.7 and 2.13 we get 
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1 aN 
--- = -J3 = -3cxL NOT 
Substituting this in we get 
but 2.8 gives 
41t Ncx = n
2 
-1 
3 n2 +2 
substituting in gives us 
Chapter 11 Theory of Operation. 
Dividing through by n2 to get the second term of expression 2.10. 
2.15 
. Thus the terms in equation2.10a can be written as 
1 ad 
--=cx d aT L 
and 
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Ion 
--= 
noT 
While the first tenn can be assumed to be fairly constant a graph can be drawn for the second 
component against values for n, as shown below. 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 
o~--~--~----+---~--~~--+----r----r---~--~ 
·o.S 
·2 
·2.5 
n 
Variation of the thermal dispersion coefficient with n. The value on the y axis must be multiplied by the CTE of 
the material to get the absolute value. 
We note that the two terms shown in 2.12 can have a balancing effect for a given value ofn 
when 
this can be rearranged to give 
The real answer to this is n = .fi, a value possibly achievable in less than fully densified gel-
silica. 
A graph can be drawn showing the way in which the optical path through a material changes 
with temperature for various possible refractive indexes. 
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, 
0.5 
0 
~ ~ 
,. , 1.2 , .3 '.4 , .6 , .7 1.6 '.9 2 
." 
·0.5 
., 
·'.5 
n 
:r (nd) against n for a range of refractive indices. 
The graph clearly shows that there will be no change in optical path length with temperature 
through a material whose refractive index is of the order of 1.4. 
This implies that if the Lorentz-Lorenz condition were to apply then a solid material would be 
optically insensitive to thermal change if its refractive index was of this value for a given 
wavelength. 
It is noted that if the Lorentz-Lorenz relation holds the two components of the optical path 
change are of opposite sign; 
An increase in optical path, due to thermal expansion. 
A decrease in optical path, due to thermal dispersion. 
In practice it has been found that the thermal dispersion of optical solids such as silica is 
positive but is, indeed, negative for a number of optically clear polymers, including PMMA. 
For this reason attempts have been made to impregnate porous silica samples with PMMA (see 
chapter 6) in order to create an essentially new optical material in which the optical path 
remains thermally invariant. 
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2.2 Theory of Etalon Expansion - Expansion of Polished Optical Samples 
In order to measure the thermal dispersion and CTE of optical materials an interferometric 
dilatometer was developed as related in later chapters. The theory for its operation (and that of 
an alternative system) is given in this section. 
A number of different optical arrangements were considered for measuring the CTE of the 
samples. One technique considered measured the CTE of the samples using only a single beam 
(see Fig. 2-02). The experiment would involve a single beam passing through a non-polarising 
beam splitter which had one face mirrored. After the cut one beam would hit the mirrored 
surface and be reflected straight back through the third face as a reference beam, the second 
beam would pass straight through the splitter and be deflected down into the oven, here it 
would pass into the sample, be multiply internally reflected and then reflected back into the 
beam splitter to recombine with the reference arm. 
input beam 
r beam ,""----I--..........J splitte r 
100% reflecting 
surfaces 
sample 
mirror 
Fig. 2-02 Schematic diagram of the optical arrangement considered. 
There were two experiments that could be performed with this set-up; 
I. With the sample un-drilled, but silvered on the underside, the combined change in nd 
could be measured from internal reflections combining to give an intensity variation in the 
structure of the sample. 
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2. With the sample drilled out and a top plate coated to a known reflectance and a mirror 
of 100% reflectance below, a structure of much greater finesse could be created which would 
allow us to measure the change in thickness, d, alone (see Fig. 2-03). 
input beam 
beam 
'IL._-+_---l splitter 
semi reflecting 
top plate a;=~=p 
base mirror 
mirror 
Fig. 2.03 showing arrangement of the second experiment. 
Both of these experiments could be performed without the need for generating a reference 
beam at the beam spIitter but the advantage of using a reference beam is that it allows us to 
incorporate phase shifting techniques. From the data generated it would then be possible to 
develop differentially sensitive and informative functions from the fringes by the careful 
choosing and ratioing of various phase components. 
It was thought that this arrangement would perform better than the two beam arrangement 
because it would provide interference information that would not be sensitive to air currents, 
as the interrogation was contained in a single beam. However, when exploratory apparatus was 
set up it was found that the fringe system generated was sensitive to air current movement in 
the path between the mirrored beam-splitter and the etalon sample. This was because, when the 
light was split, the phase of each arm was intimately related to that of the other, in the same 
way it is in say a Michelson, even though the information sought was locked-up in the intensity 
variation from the etalon sample. With this realisation it was decided not to use the 
arrangement as it held no advantages over the two beam method and had the disadvantages of 
having grossly mismatched path lengths for the two arms and having a reference mirror that 
would not allow truly absolute measurement. 
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The arrangement finally chosen for the two beam interferometer can be seen in Fig. 2-04 and 
the theory for the re-combination of the reflected beams is developed below. 
fringes for 
pentaprism splitting optic 
"";.:-+------I--=::~~ 
.... 
....... 
B 
" . 
...... 
r.:-+-+-t--=-~ 
..•... 
", 
A 
,-..L---L--L---,base mirror 
input beam 
and sample 
expansion 
Fig. 2'()4 Schematic diagram of the optical arrangement used showing the splitting optic, the role of the 
pentaprism in deflecting the beams from the horizontal to the vertical plane, and the two beams interrogating 
the sample and base mirror. 
2.2.1 Etalon expansion theory 
Various sample designs can be configured and are discussed below, and in the following 
section: Firstly we consider the light, from the interrogating beam, striking the etalon and 
examine what happens to it (Fig, 2-05), 
Fig.2'()5 
r--------c'~ 
refractive 
index n 100 % reflecting 
surface 
etalon 
'----______ J.'-, (sample under test) 
The etalon has a 100% rellective coating on its back face. The angles in the diagram have 
been exaggerated for clarity. 
The fraction of light transmitted at an air to medium boundary is given as t while that 
reflected is r. When the light reaches a medium to air boundary the fractions are given as 
t', r'. Note that on the back surface c' = 1. We wish to collect the reflected beams together 
and evaluate the combined amplitude. 
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2 
A;t rr' 
r--------------.~ 
100 % reflecting 
surface 
Fig. 2-06 Showing the amplitude variation of the beams. 
If the amplitude of the input beam is .\ then the total reflected amplitude of the light is given 
by 
A, = Air + Aitt'e2ikmd exp(ih)[ 1 +r'e2ikmd exp(i~R) +r'2e4ikmd exp(2ih)+ ... oo] 
2.16 
21t 21tn km is the wave number of light in the medium km = - = --
Am Aa 
Am is the wavelength of the light in the medium 
and h is the phase shift on reflection at the inside back surface of the etalon. 
The form of this function can be seen to resemble that of the binomial Theorem 
and so we can sum it to get 
A Aitt' exp(2ikd +i~R) A = ·r+ ( 
, I l-r'exp 2ikd+i~R) 2.17 
Because of the conservation of energy we can write 
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2.18 
Therefore we may write the reflected amplitude as follows 
2.19 
In order to confirm the validity of the equation we examine the conservation of energy. We 
define the intensity I as 
I = ArA; where A; denotes the complex conjugate 
2[ r+exP(2ikd+ih)][ r+exp(-2ikd -ih )] 
I =Ai l+rexp(2ikd+ih) l+rexp(-2ikd-ih) 
2 [1+r2 +2rcos(2kd+~R)] 2 
:.I=Ai l+r2 +2rcos(2kd+h) =Ai 
We can see that the energy of the input beam is conserved in this situation. 
The reflected beam can now be combined with a coherent reference beam such that 
2.20 
where \if is a spatial phase factor 
A -A hI' A [r+eXP(2ikd +i~R)] tot - ·e + . ( ) 
I I l+rexp 2ikd+ih 
A _ [i'l' r+eXP(2ikd+ih )] tot - Ai e + (..) l+rexp 21kd +lh 
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Before the intensity is found we require the expression to be simplified by the removal of a 
common factor 
We wish to simplify this expression by obtaining the real part of as much as possible. We note 
the following. 
e
ia 
=cosS+isinS 
:. eia +e-ia = 2cosS 
and apply it to our expression to give 
The intensity I is given by 
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2.21 
2.3 Instrumental optical path 
Though a common measure of optical path is the factor nd this does not include air paths 
present in the observational experiment shown below. 
etalon 
... d-+ _, 
innut beam n-+ ____ L-___ -l 
5, -Jo 52 
L 
In most instrumental situations the optical path includes an air element. 
This then leads to the concept of Instrumental optical path, as will be shown. 
By choosing the sample to be transparent, and totally reflecting off its lower surface, we have 
found that relation 2.17 applies 
In practice the phase factor IjI is calculated on the following basis: 
If the light in beam A (Fig. 2-04) travels a distance I, from the beam splitter to the base mirror, 
then it is subject to a total phase shift of 2k.l, in traveIling from the splitter and back again to 
the splitting point. We also consider the beam interrogating the sample, beam B, (Fig. 2-04) 
travels a distance in air 12 from the splitter to the sample. Thus this interrogating beam is 
subject to an air path phase shift of2k.12' Here k. = 2nl'A.. where 'A.. is the air wavelength. 
We can also assume that the two path lengths in the interferometer satisfy the condition 
12 + d -11 = Lo = constant 2.22 
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since it is assumed that the base mirror does not rotate during the thermal cycling process. 
Here La allows for a small discrepancy of distance due to errors in lining up the base mirror 
with respect to the splitter. 
The combined amplitude is now rigorously of the form 
2.23 
We can lose the factor exp{2ik.lJ since it is common to both terms and disappears on taking 
mod2 of the amplitude to form the intensity. The expression can then be identified with the 
form of 1 where we must choose 
2.24 
This finally yields the intensity in the form 
2.25 
This can be written in the more enlightening form 
2.26 
where n is the refractive index of the sample 
We note that strictly, this expression is a function of three thermally dependant variables i.e. 
(n-l)d, (n+l)d and nd. 
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We note that the most rigorous stance lies in an adjustment of the experiment to re-model the 
sample as shown below in Fig. 2-07. 
Fig. 2-07 
mirrored 
upper surface 
A 
,. 
,/j 
\ 
... / ! 
I 
B 
/·············" .. ···r···~ .... :~ "···· '. 
.. . . 
:... ! 
: .. 
1,.,''''' 
clear 
upper surface 
mirrored 
lower surface 
Half the sample is reflective on the upper surface while the other half is reflective on the lower 
surface. 
With this form of sample we can write 
d=Lo +e 2.27 
Where & is a geometrical, not thermally dependant, error factor. The expression 2.26 then loses 
a factor -d from the expression (n-l)d, +d from the expression (n+l)d and becomes a function 
solely of nd. This modification has been introduced in this project but further work will have to 
await further investment in the programme. 
I There are two tenns in the numerator of equation 2.26. To a first approximation only the first 
i need be regarded, as the second is multiplied by the factor r making it small by comparison (the 
same is true of the denominator). For the purpose of the project fringe movements will be said to 
depend on the variation of k.(n-l)d. 
We shall first attempt to analyse the results on the basis of the separation of maxima of the 
intensity pattern which are given by 
2.28 
or 
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1 ~n 1 ~d Aa 
--+--= n~T d~T nd~T 
where ~T is the observed temperature increment. 
We shall calculate the effect on 
1 ~n y=--
n~T 
of the contribution from the expansion term 
1 ~d 
d~T 
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For silica, the effect of the expansion can be ignored, whereas for PMMA, the situation is 
confused since large values of the expansion term are quoted. 
Before continuing with these discussions we note that the optical path through the solid is 
actually important in what we call the 'instrumental sense 
Take two examples: 
(a) For a simple lens, the optical path is a mixture of air path and path through refractive 
material. Both the focusing and Fermats principle clarifY the relative roles of these two types of 
path. From the lens makers equation 
where f is the focal length of the lens and f1' T2 are the radii of curvature, we see that the 
refractive index enters via the factor (n-l). This takes into account the relative roles of the air 
and refractive materials. 
(b) For an intra-cavity etalon placed in a laser cavity, as the etalon expands it occupies 
more air space in a fixed cavity length. In Fig. 2-08, we see that the actual optical path 
encountered on the way to the reference observation plane L is given by 
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a.P.=nd+l 
etalon 
+d-. _, 
in!llJ.!.L1ib~amllL_-+-2.n!.....-f--__ ---' ____ --1 
S 1 --J"L-_...Jk-, S 2 
l: 
Fig. 2-08 In most instrumental situations the optical path includes an air element. 
Ifwe assume that the surface SI is fixed then as the etalon expands, we have the conservation 
condition 
d + I = constant = C say 
So that we can write for the optical path 
a.p. = nd + C - d 
=(n-l)d + C 
Again it is (n-l) and not n that enters into the consideration. We shall define the quantity (n-
l)d as the Instrumental optical path to distinguish it from the quantity nd discussed 
simplistically earlier in this chapter. 
Thus we see that if we truly want to construct a material whose instrumental optical path is 
thermally invariant, we require that 
~[(n-l)dl 
0= =0 (n-l)d 
or 
ny 0=£+-=0 
n-l 
Whether we chose to conserve nd or (n-l)d is really a matter of deciding on the correct 
cocktail of silica and PMMA but no a-priori rules exist to give guidance for the relative 
proportions. 
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2.4 Theory of the Phase Quadrature Device 
In this section an alternative derivation of the theory for the re-combination of the beams is 
given which allows the development of theory for the analysis of the phase data generated by 
the use of a phase quadrature device. The operation and construction of the device are detailed 
in chapter 3. 
Note. The use of the phase quadrature device requires orthogonally polarised light which can 
then be analysed by inserting a polarising filter, oriented at 45° to the planes of polarisation, in 
the beam. 
The total reflected amplitude of the light is given by equation 2.16 
Using the same analysis as before we note that this leads to the result 
_ A [r+eXP(2ikd+ih )] 
Ar - i 1+rexp(2ikd+ih) 2.19 
The reflected beam can now be combined with a coherent reference beam AIJI = A eilJl which 
has a phase, 1jI, which can be varied, with respect to the interrogating beam, by the use of the 
wave plates in the phase quadrature device. 
Note. Two orthogona\1y polarised beams passing through a quarter wave plate suffer a 
relative phase shift of 1t/2 if their respective electric vectors line up with the crystalline axes of 
the wave plate. Rotating the plate through 90° changes the sign of the phase shift from plus to 
minus (refer to Fig. 3-18). 
Input 
Polarisations {: 
Fig. 3·18 Light passing through a quarter wave plate 
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Both beam are passed through an analysing filter oriented to cut the intensity in haIf, hence the 
factor of Jz must be introduced. 
A A· A =_r +-' e''II 
tot J2 J2 
A = -' eT + -' --~.,..-----~~ A· i... A· [ r + exp(2ikd + ih) ] 
tot J2 ..fi 1 +rexp(2ikd +i~R) 
.'. the intensity 1 can be obtained from 
A2 A~ 
1=-' +-' + 2 2 
This can be expanded 
1 = A2 + A~ [e-i'll[ r + ei(2kd+h )][ 1 + re-i(2kd+h )] + ei'll[ r +e -i(2kd+o!>R)][ 1 + rei(2kd++R)]] 
'2 [1+rexp(2ikd+ih2)l[1+rexp(-1ikd-i~R2)l 
We wish to obtain the real part of this expression, first by simplifYing the denominator and then 
by further expanding the numerator. 
I = A~ + A~ [2re-i'l' + e-i'l' [ r2e-i(2kd+o!>.) + ei(2kd++R)] + 2rei'l' + ei'l'[ e -i(2kd++.) + r2ei(2kd++')Jj 
, 2 1 +c2 + 2r co~2kd + ~R) 
We can now simplifY the numerator using ei8 +e-i8 = 2cos8. 
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I = A~ + At [4rCOS(\jI)+2r2 cos(\jI-2kd - ~R) +2cos(\jI +2kd +~R)] 
12 1+r2+2rcos(2kd+h) 
We are now in a position to look at some specific situations (regarding what can be achieved 
with our phase shifting apparatus). We consider two mathematical expression by inserting 
values for \j1 in the expression above. 
CASE 1 
8r +(4+4r2)cos(2kd +~R) 
(4 -4r2)sin(2kd +~R) 
Divide through by 4 to get 
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eASE 2 
This can easily be seen to give 
which can be simplified to 
Ix-I""){ [(4'-4r2)sin(2kd+h)] 
I", +L", = 4[1 +r2 +2rcos(2kd + h)] 
I",-Lj{ _ (1-r2)sin(2kd+h) 
Ij{ +Lj{ -1+r2 +2rcos(2kd +~R) 
We can now define the variable 
So that 
and also 
So that 
Chapter 11. Theory of Operation. 
2.34 
2.35 
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2.36 
Both 2.35 and 2.36 can be rearranged to give expressions fortan(2kd + h) 
2.35 gives, on dividing through by cos(2kd + ~R); 
11(1 +r2) + 211rcos(2kd +h),(I-r2)sin(2kd +~R) 
= 
cos(2kd + h) cos(2kd + ~R) 
2.37 
equation 2.36 gives, on dividing through by cos(2kd + ~R); 
c;(I-rZ)sin(2kd +h) 2r+(1 +r2)cos(2kd +~R) 
cos(2kd + ~R) - cos(2kd + ~R) 
( ) 2r+(I+rz)cos(2kd+~R) tan 2kd+~R = () ) 
c; 1- rZ cos(2kd + h 2.38 
equations 2.37 and 2.38 can now be combined to get an expression for cos(2kd + ~R) 
2r +(1 +rz)cos(2kd +~R) 11(1 +r2) +211rcos(2kd +~R) 
C;(I-rZ}cos(2kd +~R) = (1- rZ}cos{2kd +~R) 
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It is now possible to substitute in 2.35 for cos{2kd + ~R) 
simplifying this gives 
(1-r2)sin(2kd +~R) 
cos{2kd+h) 
1l(1+r2}[ (1+r2)-2C;l1r]+21lr[C;1l(1+r2)-H]_ 
C;l]( 1 +r2) - ?.r -
The factors in the numerator can be simplified 
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2.39 
Chapter IL Theory of Operation. 
:. tan(2kd +~R) = [( 2) ] C;111+r -2r 2.40 
This shows that if the ratios from 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, and 2.32 above are taken then a tan 
function can be generated that depends only on these ratios and the reflection coefficient of the 
glass plate on the top of the sample. 
The theory shows that a tan function can be generated from four phase contributions. We 
decided that we could best create them by adapting the existing solenoid motor and using two 
quarter wave plates. 
The purpose of such manipulation is two fold 
(a) To remove dependence of the result on laser intensity. 
(b) To provide good differential sensitivity regardless of the actual expansion conditions in 
the sample. 
2.5 Ostroumov Coupler - Theorv of Onset of Convection. 
In this section we will look at free convection in small-diameter tubes. We have used the 
following theory to develop a device that will cut out convection currents in our apparatus. 
The device has been named after the Russian scientist who originally developed the theory. 
We attempt to determine the onset of steady convection in a fluid at rest in a vertical 
cylindrical pipe along which a constant temperature gradient is maintained. 
A perturbation proportional to e ioot is applied to a fluid at rest with a constant vertical 
temperature gradient aT = -A. The state of rest is unstable if there is any value of Cl) whose 
az 
imaginary part is positive. Hence the onset of instability is determined by the appearance of a 
solution for which the imaginary part of Cl) is zero. In this case we are concerned with the 
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appearance of a steady convection as a result of instability; hence we must seek solutions for 
which the real part of co is also zero, that is, solutions independent of time 
We consider the system of equations derived by Landau and Lifshitz [4] for governing steady 
flow. 
(v.grad)v = -(~ }radp' -13T'g+v~v 
v.gradT' = X~T' 
divv = 0 
Where v is the velocity of the perturbing motion, p is the density, p' is the pressure change, T' 
is the temperature change, g is the force of gravity and v is the kinematic viscosity v = Tt 
p 
(where Tt is the viscosity coefficient). 
x is the thennometric conductivity X = ~ where 1C is the thennal conductivity and Cp is the pep 
specific heat at constant pressure. 
The quantity f3 is defined by 13 = .!. op . 
pOT 
In these equations the velocity v of the perturbing motion and the resulting pressure variation 
p' are small quantities. 
We write the temperature as T' = -Az + 't, where the perturbation 't is small; we suppose the 
pressure variation resulting from the constant temperature gradient to be negligible. Then we 
find, omitting the second order terms, 
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divv=O 
The convective velocity v is everywhere parallel to the axis of the pipe (z axis), and the flow 
pattern does not vary along this axis, i.e. Vz =v, 1: and ap'/az depend only on the co-
ordinates x and y. The equations become 
ap' =0 
ax ' 
ap' 
-=0 
Oy 
The first two equations show that ap' /az = constant, and, eliminating 1: from the other 
equations, we have 
A2
2V
= yv 
u 4 2.41 R 
Where y AR 413g = GP, and R is the radius of the pipe. 
Xv 
13ge(TI - To) G is the Grashofnumber 2 . 
V 
. v P IS the PrandtI number -. 
X 
TI - To is the temperature difference between the solid body and the fluid at a great distance. 
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At the surface of the pipe we must have v = 0 and the heat flux continuous. Moreover the total 
mass flux through the pipe must be zero. 
Equation 2.41 has solutions of the form J n (kr) cosn~ and In (kr) cosn~ where In and I" are 
Bessel functions of real and imaginary arguments respectively, r and cl> are polar co-ordinates in 
the cross section, and 
kR=yt. 2.42 
The onset of convection corresponds to the solution for which y is least. It is found that this is 
the solution with n = 1: 
(Vk2) 't =vo -. - COS~[Jl(kr)Il(kR)-Il(kr)Jl(kR)] 
.l3g 
op' 
The pressure gradient - does not appear. The condition v = 0 for r = R is satisfied 
oz 
identically, and the total mass flux through the cross section of the pipe is zero. In the limiting 
case of thermally insulating walls, we must also have ih = ° for r = R, or 
or 
The smallest root of this equation gives the required critical value ofr =(kR)4 = 67.4. In the 
opposite limiting case of walls of infinite thermal conductivity, we must have 't = 0 for r = R; 
then J l(kR) =0, whence the critical value is y = 215.8. 
Note We constructed our light pipe system out of metal, so we can approximate its thermal 
conductivity to that of the latter case (infinitely high), then we can understand the statement 't 
= 0 for r = R as te11ing us that there can be no temperature perturbation at the walls of the pipe 
because of their conductivity. 
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To get the solutions for the Bessel functions we have taken the temperature perturbation 1: to 
have the form 1: oc eik.r where the value Ilk is a characteristic length (here k plays a role 
analogous to that of a wave number in optics). 
The onset of convection depends on a function of kR, as shown by 2.42. If R is made very 
small then, consequentially, k has to be made very much larger before the onset of convection 
is observed. Physically, then, the pipes can be reduced to a radius where the characteristic 
length of any thermal air currents is too big to create instability. 
We have taken advantage of these observations by drilling two narrow, vertical, light pipes 
through a block of aluminium, placed between the oven and the interferometer platform (the 
place of greatest air turbulence). See Plate 4. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE INTERFEROMETRIC DIlATOMETER 
In this chapter we will look at the design and construction of the dilatometer system 
constructed in the Physics department of Loughborough University as the main thrust of 
the research efforts during the Ph.D. programme. 
3.1 System Description 
The laser dilatometer comprises five main parts: 
1. A laser. 
2. A vacuum oven. 
3. An interferometer. 
4. A temperature control and regulation unit. 
5. A controlling computer. 
A schematic of the way in which the apparatus works can be seen in Fig. 3-01. The argon 
ion laser fed a beam of single-mode * light into the interferometer set-up, in essence an 
adaptation of the Michelson arrangement, the two arms of which probe the vacuum oven to 
be reflected off a reference mirror and a mirrored sample. The data from the interferometer 
was transmitted, through the detector and scope arrangement, into the controlling 
computer. Once a data point was obtained, for a given temperature, the computer would 
then command a slight increase in the temperature of the vacuum oven, allow the new 
temperature to stabilise, and read the new fringe intensity. The phase quadrature device was 
developed during the work to increase the accuracy of the data acquired in this way. 
However, it relies on polarisation sensitive splitting of the beams (which was not possible, 
for cost reasons, in the final arrangement) and hence was not used ultimately. 
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We finally concluded that since the interferometric path difference could be 
accommodated by using the splitting optic we could have the laser run in single line 
output, and not single mode, thus avoiding the severe problems of laser instability caused 
by mode hopping. 
I laser I 
detector interferometer vacuum oven 
phase quadrature 
device 
I oscilloscope L ~i computer i· temperature I controller 
Fig. 3-01 Schematic block diagram of the dilatometer apparatus. 
3.1.1 The Laser 
The laser used for the dilatometer was a water cooled Argon ion laser supplied by Coherent 
(Innova 90/5). The laser is tuneable to selected wavelengths between 457.9 nrn and 514.5 
nm. Thus, for a given experimental arrangement, results may be taken for a range of 
wavelengths. The number of fringes that pass the detector for a given expansion will vary 
with the wavelength of the light used, so that a number of results can be obtained. The final 
result can then be calculated from the mean, increasing the confidence of the final CTE 
value for a given sample. 
3.1.2 Vacuum Oven 
The vacuum oven allows the sample to be in a controlled environment where changing air 
paths have no effect. The project brief required that the oven heat optically clear, etalon 
style, samples through a modest temperature range above ambient temperature (20· C to 93~ 
C, corresponds to the temperature range used for an intra-cavity etalon) while monitoring 
the samples physical and optical changes with probe laser beams. 
The form of the vacuum oven can be seen in Plate 1, while the components, are described 
below. First the vacuum chamber will be considered, and then the oven. 
3.1.2.1 Vacuum Chamber 
The vacuum chamber, which can be seen in Fig 3-02, was made up off our parts: 
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2. The insulating base 
3. The chamber walls 
4. The lid 
lid-_ 
chamber wall 
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window (high pass optical filter) 
. : :. 
insulating 
Cervit base 
1 
vacuum 
Fig. 3-02 Side view of the vacuum chamber showing the four major components. 
3.1.2.1.1. The base plate 
The base plate was made from a 12" diameter, 1" thick, disc of stainless steel. Skimmed flat 
on both sides and ground flat where the insulating base was to be sited. It was mounted on 
three magnetic bases and had a vacuum lead through at its centre (Fig. 3-03). 
Steel Base r--- Ground section 
Fig. 3-03 
L; 
Vacuum 
leadthrough 
Magnetic Base --~ 
!..'; 
Vacuum chamber base plate showing the magnetic bases, vacuum leadthrough and the 
slightly raised section that was specially ground flat. 
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The base plate was made large enough so that the interferometer platform would be able to 
sit on it. 
3.1.2.1.2. The Insulating Base 
The insulating base (Fig. 3-04) was made from a block of Cervit glass whose function was 
to limit the heat flow from the oven into the base plate and allow the smallest possible 
degree of base distortion due to fluctuations in temperature. Cervit has a C. T.E. of 
0.1 x 10-6 /0 C which would ensure that any thermal expansion was small. The base was 
cut as a disc of glass with the sides angled to give as much contact area with the vacuum 
walls as possible. This was done to ensure the maximum solidity of the joint. A 15 mm 
diameter hole was drilled through the centre of the disc for the vacuum lead through and 
three small holes were drilled in top surface of the glass as ball bearing holders on which 
the base mirror would go. 
Ball bearing 
mounts \ 
Vacuum 
/ L"dth"ugh 
,----.-,.--.-, .............. .. 
V v 
£-. ________ --I ................ L-________ ~ 
Fig. 3-04 CelVit Base. 
3.1.2.1.3. The Chamber Walls 
It was decided to make the walls of the vacuum chamber from Tufnol (Fig. 3-05), a 
material with well-known thermal insulating properties, can also be easily machined to the 
required shape. The chamber was turned from a solid cylindrical block to form a pipe with 
an outlet halfway up its length for an electrical lead through. The bottom end was machined 
to an angle of 45° to mate with the Cervit base while the upper end had an a-ring groove 
and 6 screw holes cut for the lid. A lip was cut into the walls to coincide with the upper 
surface of the Cervit. This was for the aluminium oven body to rest on so that the thermal 
stress on the Cervit base could be minimised. 
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a-ring groove 
Lip for oven 
Fig. 3-05 Chamber walls showing screw holes for lid attachment, the o-ring groove to ensure a 
vacuum seal and the Cllt out for the electricalleactthrough. 
3.1.2.1.4 Electrical Lead through 
This was an adaptation from the standard Edwards lead through brazed into a brass plate 
that screwed into the Tufnol body and was sealed with an o-ring (Fig. 3-06). 
brass plate 
0 Electrical 
1(~th,"U9h 0 0 
•• 
•• 
0 
o 
Screw holes 
Fig. 3-06 Modified electrical lead through. 
3.1.2.1.5. The Lid 
The lid was made, from the same block ofTufnol as the chamber walls, with a cut-out for a 
vacuum window (Fig. 3-07). The window was obtained from Newport and was coated with 
a high pass filter which reflected infrared radiation generated by the oven. This was 
included to minimise the thermal expansion of the window and the air outside the chamber. 
The lid was screwed down to the chamber walls with six screws via an o-ring seal. A one 
degree angle of slope was built into the whole of the lid so that the interrogating beams 
striking the window would not reflect directly on themselves, a complementary angle was 
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also cut in the window holding plate to ensure that the Ostroumov coupler stood straight 
(see page 69). 
Fig. 3-07 
:] 
Screw 
holes -1,-------,1 
Lid i 
: : : 
. : , ";':': !,' :, ' .:; .. :---_ .•.... ••••••••••• or, .,. 
L.! ! ; 
; 
[ 
Oven lid showing slight angle given to stop back reflections from !be window interfering 
confusingly. 
Coating the Tufuol sections of the chamber with tropicalised varnish from Radio Spares 
rendered the Tufnol vacuum tight. Prior to coating the chamber would not pull a 
measurable vacuum, afterwards the chamber recorded pressures down to 3 - 4 X 10-2 torr, 
the pressure ceiling of the rotary vacuum pump being used. 
3.1.2.1.6. Insulation 
Once the apparatus was fully assembled a layer of fibreglass insulation was wrapped around 
the body of the vacuum chamber. Around the vacuum lid, rings of expanded polystyrene 
were cut and fitted, with a further sheet of fibreglass taking up the final space between the 
insulation lid and the interferometer, to prevent air currents around the vacuum window. 
Note, A 4" high ring offoam insulation was also positioned on top of the interferometer 
platform, around the optics, topped by a sheet fibreglass backed with perspex. Small holes 
were cut in the side to allow the beams to pass. 
3.1.2.2 Oven Body 
The oven body was made from aluminium bar turned down to fit inside the chamber. It was 
then hollowed out to allow the base mirror to fit snugly inside and six holes were drilled 
through the length of the walls to allow high current ceramic heating resistors to be 
inserted. These were glued in position using a metal loaded epoxy to give good thermal 
contact. The oven rested on the Tufnollip of the wall on three legs filed down to points to 
create a kinematic base and to reduce the heat flux to the Cervit base. 
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~ ~ 
3 legs 
Aluminium oven showing legs but not showing embedded resistors or leadthrough for 
thermal probe. 
An electricalleadthrough was made through the wall to allow the thennal probe to be easily 
inserted into the chamber. It was modified from a PCB right angle header and socket strip 
connection. The socket part was glued into the wall and the header part was connected, via 
fine grade transfonner winding wire, to the probe. The header was selected from a variety 
of sockets for its small size and high thennal stability (working temperature up to 105° C) 
3.1.3 Interferometer 
The optics for the interferometer (shown in Plate 2) were mounted on an aluminium disc, 
25.4 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm thick, with a 25 cm diameter hole drilled through the 
middle to allow the light beams to pass into the oven. The disc was mounted on three, 2 cm 
diameter, Invar legs that were held in place by M6 AlIen screws. The lower portions of the 
legs were held rigid by an aluminium ring 2.5 cm thick and 4.5 cm wide, again screwed to 
the legs. The optics were mounted on the top of the platform and the whole rested on the 
base plate of the oven. 
3.1.3.1 Optical Arrangement 
The interferometer consisted of two optics, mounted on rotating platfonns, which fed the 
light from the laser to the sample and a base mirror. The reflected light would be 
recombined in the splitting optic, expanded by a lens and monitored by a photodetector (a 
schematic of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 2-0 It). 
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pentaprism splitting optic 
... r-:-4---_--+----=:~~ 
...•............ 
.... , r.-••• __ +----c ____ ~ 
.... , .. 
r---L_.L_...L_----, base mirror 
'--______ ----'and sample 
fringes for 
expansion 
input beam 
Fig.2'()1,. Schematic of the optical arrangement used. The splitting optic and penta-prism are 
mounted on the interferometer platform while the sample and base mirror rest in the vacuum oven. 
The splitting optic was a novel design of beam splitter designed to split the input beam into 
two parallel output beams, of exactly matched path length. The idea came from 
examination of a typical cube beamsplitter. 
In a standard beam splitter the two beams exit orthogonally to each other, and to cause 
them to run parallel requires a further steering optic. In a thermally ramped system, the role 
of creep in the mounts for these components is critical. To avoid mechanical difficulties due 
to creep it was necessary to split these beams in such a way as to conserve the path lengths. 
A cube beamsplitter was modified by grinding and polishing into the shape shown in Fig. 3-
09. 
Input beam Input beam 
Cut 
a) b) 
Fig. 3-09 Beam splitting optic. a) showing the orthogonal propagation of split beams from a normal 
beam splitter. b) showing the re-working of a conventional beamsplitting cube. The shaded regions indicate 
the material removed to form the new optic. 
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The two sides off which the beams were totally internally reflected were polished to an 
angle of 22.5° in order to get them to emerge parallel (see chapter 4). 
The optical arrangement of the whole interferometer can be seen in the diagrams below. 
From Laser Optic Pentaprism I 
Photodetector 
Fig. 3·10 
Fig.3·lt 
Top View of the optics on the interferometer platform. The lens and photodetector were 
mounted separately. 
Optic Pentaprism 
Vacuum ,--------- ----------..., 
~ 11 11 Oven ':4 S I 
1 / ampe J 
1 I 
Base J I 
Mirror --i-.. I 
1 1 
1 I 
1 I L----_______________ J 
Side View of optics including sample and base mirror shows the working of the penta. 
prism. 
The beam leaving the laser was reflected by two beam steering mirrors, one of which was 
solidly mounted while the other was attached to a modified Ealing Electro-optics mirror 
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mount. These mirrors brought the beam height up to that of the interferometer platform. It 
then passed through a half wave plate and entered the optic. Two beams were formed at 
the cut and then transmitted parallel to one another into the penta-prism, both having 
travelled the same distance (Fig. 3-10). 
In the penta-prism the beams were reflected from the horizontal plane downwards towards 
the vacuum oven through the Ostroumov coupler. 
The important property of the penta-prism for this work is that it provides a constant 
deviation, that is to say that the incoming beam is deviated by an exact angle (90· in this 
case) independent of the orientation of the prism (Fig. 3-12). 
Fig. 3-12 
:,,! ........ 
......... ! .. , ..... 
: ·-i····. 
,.,·······~········'1'········ -, 
.... / i 
The penla-prism. The angle between the incoming and outgoing beams is invariant under 
tilting. 
The beams passed, from the penta-prism, through the Ostroumov coupler and vacuum 
window into the oven chamber. In the oven the beams were reflected back on themselves 
by the sample and base mirror. When the beams re-entered the optic they were combined at 
the cut and passed through a single short focal length expanding lens on leaving the second 
face 
Because the splitting/combining optic was non polarising it was only possible to direct 50% 
of the returning light for analysis this was because the other half was being split back 
towards the laser. This meant that accurate aligning of the beams had to be combined with 
a very slight misalignment with the input beam to prevent light being reflected directly back 
into the laser cavity. 
Light returning directly into the laser cavity has the effect of interfering in the cavity with 
light in a dynamic equilibrium condition. Any disturbance of the returning light by air 
currents or vibrating equipment will instantly cause the output beam intensity to fluctuate 
This fluctuation, in turn, feeds back to give an inherently unstable resonant cavity. 
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Such problems can now be alleviated using a short section of fibre optic feed after the laser 
output. 
The fringes were optimised in two steps; 
1. With the oven lid off but the interferometer in position the sample was rotated while 
observing the two, un-expanded, returning beams on a screen until they were both at the 
same height. Because the faces ofthe samples were not polished perfectly paraUel, rotating 
them with their mirrored faces uppermost allowed us to compensate for the slight 
misalignment in the splitting optic. 
2. With the apparatus fully assembled and insulated the optic was rotated slightly until 
the expanded fringes showed a buUseye pattern. 
The photo detector was then positioned in the centre of that pattern. 
Note. When the beams were imperfectly aligned the fringes appeared slightly curved or 
straight, as the beams were aligned the pattern gradually changed to a circular one, when 
the central fringe was obtained the beams were perfectly aligned (see chapter 4). 
3.1.3.2 The Ostroumov Coupler 
In the work of the Soviet scientist Ostroumov [1] discussion is given on the presence or 
otherwise of convection cells in a pipe of radius R.lheoretical modelling shows that onset 
of convection motion in a cylindrical pipe, the ends of which are held at different 
temperatures, is determined by a parameter proportional to R 4 • Thus convection does not 
occur in pipes of very small radius. While the theory is complex (see chapter 2), in practice, 
the use of a block of uluminium with two small holes drilled though it produced a neat 
solution to the problem of shielding the beams between the oven and interferometer from 
temperature related air turbulence (Fig. 3-13). It can also be seen in Plate 4. 
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Light pipes of radius R Interferometer 
=:J I \ c: PI,tl"m 
,- ,---
,--- '--
j Window cap 
I ' I 
~ Oven Window 
Fig. 3-13 Ostroumov Coupler in position between the vacuum chamber window and the 
interferometer platform. 
3.1.3.3 Photo Detector 
When a p-n junction is formed in a semiconductor material a region depleted of mobile 
charge carriers is created with a high internal electric field across it known as the depletion 
region. If an electron hole pair is generated by photon absorption within this region then the 
internal field will cause the electron and hole to separate. 
We may detect this separation in two ways. 
1. If the device is left open circuit, an externally measurable potential will appear 
between the p and n regions. This is known as the photovoltiac mode of operation 
2. If the device is short circuited externally (or operated under reverse bias) an 
external current will flow between the p and n regions. This is known as the 
photoconductive mode. 
In the photoconductive mode the external current flowing is directly proportional to the 
incident light irradiance. In addition to its inherently linear response, the photoconductive 
mode offers the advantages offaster response, better stability and greater dynamic range. 
Two matching photo diodes were used and amplifier circuitry built for them as seen below. 
This circuit provides precision stabilisation of the bias voltage to the optical detector diode 
and has been developed at L. U. T. and used for critical applications such as fringe locking. 
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1 
Photo-diode amplifier with constant voltage supply. 
+15V 56tn 
6V2 
OV 
Constant current drive to Zener 
820 
n 
The Op-Amp used was an LMll precision low drift. dc. amplifier which has a temperature 
stability of III V fO C and a long term stability of 10IlV/year. The constant voltage supply 
maintains a high stability from the use of temperature compensated Zener diodes which 
have a drift of 0.001% fOC. Both the offset and the gain were made externally adjustable 
by using multi-turn potentiometers. 
3.1.3.4 Phase Quadrature Device 
A primary problem for observers of fringe patterns is that they contain no differential 
sensitivity near the peak and trough of the pattern (See Fig. 3-17). 
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Intensity 
Position 
Fig. 3-17 Observation ofa sinusoid pattern. At the maxima and minima points, marked X. there is 
no differential sensitivity. The differential sensitivity is highest at the mid intensity points. 
This section considers the design and use of a device which allows analysis of the 
interference pattern at its conditions of maximum differential when it would otherwise sit at 
a maximum or null (Fig. 3-17). 
To get round the problem of variable sensitivity it is possible to employ tricks to shift the 
phase of the light emerging from the interferometer to a mid-point in the pattern where the 
sensitivity is at its highest. 
A novel device was developed to achieve this result by exploiting the relative phase shift of 
orthogonally polarised light (the overall construction can be seen in Plate 3). To understand 
the idea behind its operation fully it must first be noted that the orthogonally polarised 
beams passing through a quarter wave plate suffer a relative phase shift of Tt/Z if their 
respective electric vectors line up with the crystalline axes of the wave plate. Rotating the 
plate through 90° changes the sign of the phase shift from plus to minus (refer to Fig. 3-
18)' 
rotation 
Fig. 3-18 Light passing through a quarter wave plate. 
The device that was developed incorporated two quarter wave plates, one of which was 
fixed in the path of the beam and able to rotate through 90° as shown above, while the 
other could be flipped into, and out of, the path of the beam. The combined operation of 
the two wave plates can be seen in Fig. 3-19 below 
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~ 
~rotation 
Wave plate 2 
Fig. 3-19 The beams suffer a relative phase shift of7t/2 if their respective electric vectors line up 
with the crystalline axes. Rotating the plate through 90° changes the sign of the phase from plus to minus. 
If the second wave plate is flipped into position then we can add a further 7t/2 shift. 
The two plates were controlled by the computer and driven by solenoid motors. By moving 
the plates in a carefully ordered way it was possible to get a number of useful phase 
relations. The order of events when the device was operated is as follows; If there was an 
initial phase difference of 1t/2, on the first triggering pulse wave plate 1 would rotate 90° to 
create a relative phase difference of -1t/2. On the second pulse both plates 1 and 2 would 
change and the phase difference became 1t. On the third pulse plate 1 would again switch 
on to give a difference of O. The fourth pulse would then bring both plates back to their 
starting positions and a phase difference of 1t/2. 
The method of analysis was to observe the sets of data as required by the following 
expressions (for the theory see chapter 2). 
These functions contain the intensity observed as follows 
10 = Intensity with no added phase shift 
I i = Intensity with a - 1t/2 relative phase shift 
If = Intensity with a + 1t/2 relative phase shift 
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I. = Intensity with a + 11: relative phase shift 
One very positive effect of this method is that the laser intensity is cancelled out in the 
calculations which means that only the relative phases of the two inspection beams count. 
Although the laser is run in the constant light mode the use of this calculation cancels out 
any long term drifts in the laser power. 
The device was triggered from the analog plotter output, on the back of the oscilloscope, 
that provided a TTL logic output which triggered the two solenoids, one directly and the 
other through a "divide by two" counter. The circuit diagram for this equipment can be 
seen below 
12V 
OV 
Fig. 3-20 
17V 
Rectifier Regulator 
5V 
7805 
O.22uI> 0.49~ 
L-______ ~--~--~--------~--~OV 
5V 
Power supply circuit for phase quadrature control circuitry 
17V 
Solenoid 
Motor 
5 220R -~14 7490 1i--{==:r-Logic liP 
3 7 10 
L-~ __ +-__ ~~~ ______________ ~ __ ~OV 
Fig. 3-21 
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Phase quadrature control circuitry. 
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The diodes in parallel with the solenoid motors are there to protect them. The "divides by 
two" output was connected to the wave plate that flipped in and out of the beam. 
3.1.3.5 Digital Storage Oscilloscope 
The oscilloscope used was a Phi/ips model PM3365A, dual channel, 100 MHz, fully 
programmable digital storage oscilloscope fitted with an IEEE-488 communications 
interface to allow direct control from the computer. 
3.1.3.5.1 Communications 
The device communicated with the computer using a GPIB (general purpose interface 
board), which uses IEEE-488 communications lines. 
Programming The Scope 
This section provides a short overview of the language and structure used by the 
oscilloscope for interfacing with a computer controller. In practice most of the oscilloscope 
settings, such as vertical attenuation, time base, and signal zero, were made manually prior 
to the experiments, while only the raw data was transferred by remote (see chapter 5 for 
more information). 
Message Protocol 
This section deals with the commands and messages used in communication between the 
oscilloscope and the computer. The basic purpose of the message structure is to provide a 
flexible tool for moving instructions and/or data into and out of the oscilloscope. 
A message record consists of a sequence of one or more message blocks; each message 
block consists of one or more message units. They are terminated with the record-, block-
and unit- separators respectively. 
A message unit is the smallest possible sequence of characters (or bytes) constituting a 
related data set, generated, processed or interpreted as a unit. A unit consists of two parts. 
A header and a body. Header and body are always separated by a space (SRO).The units 
can be concatenated in a message but are always separated by a so called unit separator 
(SRI). Messages can be separated by using a block separator (SR2) or a record separator 
(SR3). 
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Programming structure 
Fig. 3-22 Block diagram of the programming structure used by the digital storage oscilloscope. 
SRO represented by a space (decimal 32) 
SRI represented by a comma (decimal 44) 
SR2 represented by a linefeed (LF) (decimal 10) 
SR3 represented by a linefeed + end (decimal 10) 
The oscilloscope can be set in either the "local" or the "remote" states from the computer. 
The local state allows the operator to control the oscilloscope manually while the remote 
state allows the controller on the lEEE-488 bus to control the oscilloscope. The remote 
state can be divided into two sub-states: 
1. Front handling state 
2. Register handling state 
Programming Codes. 
This IS used for programming a new 
acquisition state. 
This is used for programming in stored 
settings and for data transfer. 
The codes are divided into a number of groups: 
1. System codes 
2. System interface codes 
3. Super function codes 
4. Main function codes 
For programming ofidentity 
F or programming of separators and wait 
time delay. 
For the transition to the register handling 
state or front handling state. 
Codes for the transition within the register 
handling state or front handling state. 
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5. Low function codes Codes for the functions within the main 
function. 
6. Data handling codes Codes for handling the signal information 
which is stored in the digital memories. 
We will now look at these codes in more detail; 
1. and 2. System Codes 
These include the separators, the call for identity, the wait time delay and the bus learn. 
3. Super Fuuction Codes 
There are six super function combinations that can be created from the two options of FRO 
andREG: 
FRO AS HEADER: 
"?" as body Requests for the front panel selection. 
"0" as body Selects the front panel. 
"off" as body Switches off the selected front. 
REG AS HEADER: 
"?" as body Request for register selection. 
"x" as body Selects the register (from 0 to 3). 
"off" as body Switches off the selected register. 
4. and 5. Main And Low Function Codes 
When the front panel has been selected by the Super Function Code (FRO Ol?) there are 
four Main Functions that can be chosen from: 
VER Vertical channel 
HOR Horizontal channel 
MSC Miscellaneous 
SPL Special 
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The possible combinations of header and body for these Main Functions are too numerous 
to cover here and so only the commands specifically used in programs will be dealt with. 
MSCAUX Gives a selection of miscel1aneous 
auxiliary settings including the screenplot 
commands 
Low functions for MSC AUX include the following commands 
SCREENPLOT ANALOG Selects and starts the 
analog screenplot option on 
the scope. 
PENUPO 
PENUP 1 
Selects the low TTL signal 
on the penIift output 
Selects the high TTL signal 
on the penlift output. 
Note. The screenplot commands were used to operate the phase quadrature device 
SPLCURSOR Gives access to a selection of cursor 
functions. 
Low functions for SPL CURSOR include those below (as used in programs) 
Where; 
xx number 
E Exponential 
S +or-
YY Exponential power 
MEAN ON 
MEAN? 
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3.1.4 Temperature Control 
The temperature control was provided by an Athena 2075 P.I.D. (proportional Integrated 
Derivative) temperature control unit locked into a feedback loop with the controlling 
computer. The temperature was monitored via a single platinum resistor rested on the base 
mirror next to the sample. The controller provided heat to the system by switching current 
from a 20 V A transformer, using a Solid state relay, through six, 1 Ohm, high temperature 
resistors wired in series, and imbedded in the aluminium oven body, giving a power output 
of 13.5 Watts. 
Temperature 
Controller 
1 
Control lines 
t 
probe lines 
Oven Body 
Transformer 
Temperatur 
probe 
Solid 
State Relay 
Fig. 3-23 Schematic Circuit diagram of Temperature control loops. 
e 
The resistors were cemented into the body of the vacuum oven using aluminium laden 
epoxy to provide the best thermal conductivity possible. The passage of current through the 
resistors generated heat which was quickly distributed throughout the oven body. that heat 
was then radiated from the walls of the oven to the base mirror and sample. The platinum 
resistor sensed the temperature and fed back data to the Athena controller which would 
then adjust the rate of current flow. 
Output Module 
Output modules for the temperature controller are field interchangeable. The output 
module selected was a 20V de pulsed output used for driving a solid state relay. 
RTD Sensors 
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The platinum resistors used in this arrangement were ceramic coated cylinders 
approximately 10 mm long with a diameter of 0.75 mm. The ceramic shield was designed 
to protect them from damage. 
Operation 
Front Panel Features 
We refer to the diagram of the front panel 
~ '0 
~ 
/' HlO CLO A 10 A20 STATUS 
" ~I , PROCESS 
S( ~I I DpO~NE; __ 2 
0 
~ INDEX .. .. 
ENTER SET 
CANClil TUNE POINT 
I I V 7 6 4 3 
Fig. 3-24 Temperat ure controller front panel. 
1. Process temperature or parameter code is viewed in the upper display 
2. Set point or parameter setting is viewed on the lower display. 
3. SET POINT key: Allows user to return to the set point. 
4. ENTERlTUNE key: enters a selected value into the non-volatile memory. Also 
initiates auto-tuning when used in the correct sequence. 
5. UP and DOWN keys: Raises and lowers setting respectively. 2 step scan rate: Slow 
and fast (after 5 seconds). 
6. INDEX key: selects parameters to be addressed. 
7. STAND BY/CANCEL key: Disables outputs. Unit is put in idle mode. LED above 
switch lights in STAND-BY mode, STAND-BY is also used as the position from which 
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AUTO-TUNE is accessed. If the key is pressed during Auto Tuning the unit will cancel the 
Auto Tuning procedure and return to the stand-by mode. 
8. Receive (RX) and transmit (TX) lights: Indicate a signal is present at the 
communication port. They light only momentarily. 
9. Heat (HT) and cool (CL) lights: Light when output drive signal is present. Note 
here that the CL light will light up even though there is nothing connected to that output. 
10. Alarm lights (AI and A2): Light when unit is in alarm (programmable Hi, Low, 
process or deviation.) 
Set-up 
The set-up procedure for the Atlzena involved three main steps: 
1. The 6075 has dual input ranges which alJow selection of one of two temperature 
ranges simply by moving an internal jumper. The experiment required the highest possible 
temperature resolution (0.1° C) which necessitated selecting the smalJer temperature range 
over which the sample could be heated (up to 93.3° C). The jumper was duly adjusted to 
reflect that. 
2. The internal software parameters in the controlJer had to be adjusted to suit the 
oven characteristics. A brief description of those parameters is given. 
All software parameters are accessed by pressing the INDEX key. They are listed below in 
the order they are displayed when the INDEX key is pressed. 
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NUMBER DISPLAYED CODE PARAMETER 
RANGE 
0 process temp. 
1 set point 
2 Al Alarm one 
3 A2 Alarm two 
4 rt RatelReset(1 :6) ratio 0 to 255 sec. 
(See note a) 
5 HG Heat Gain 1 to 400 (see note b) 
6 HC Heat Cycle Time 0 to 120 sec. 
7 CG Cool Gain 0 to 400 (see note b) 
8 CC Cool Cycle Time 0 to 120 sec. 
9 cd Access Code 0 to 255 (see note c) 
10 At Auto-Tune Damping 0 = low, 1 = 
normal, 2 = high. 
11 cF Configuration 0 to 15 
12 ct Cooling Type 0 = oil or none 1 = air, 
2 = water 
13 Id unit ID code 0 to 99 (see note d) 
14 bd Baud rate 0=300,1=600 
2= 1200,3=2400 
15 cL (zero) Calibration, Low +-3% span 
16 cH (span) Calibration, High +-3% span 
NOTES 
(a) Setting RT to 0 disables rate and reset action for proportional only control. This 
will cause an offset between the set point and process temperature. 
(b) The gain value (HG and CG) is a multiplier used to increase the sensitivity of the 
controller according to the formula: 
output = gain(E + I + D) 
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where E is the error, I is the integral, and D is the derivative. Its relationship to the 
proportional band is as follows: 
unit span prop band '" ---'---~~=----­
heat gain or cool gain 
Note that the prop band is an inverse function of the gain. The range of adjustment is 0 to 
400 for both heat and cool. 
As the unit utilises only the heating output, the cool gain had to be set to the equivalent 
heat gain. 
(c) The access code is a number stored in ROM that upon entering in location cd 
allows the user access to change parameters. 
(d) Id is the unit identification code; it is variable from 00 to 99 and is used with the 
communications interface to allow the computer to identifY the temperature controller. 
The front panel of the 6075 contains a lower display of 5 digits that displays the set point 
temperature, the other parameter values and degrees C (or F). The upper display consists of 
4 digits that display the process value or the parameter abbreviations; e.g. Al identifies 
Alarm 1. As the index key is pressed the second column abbreviations appear in the upper 
display. To the right of the ENTER key is an EXIT key labelled SET POINT which allows 
the user to exit parameters 2 though 16 back to parameter #1 (set point). After changing a 
value the ENTER key must be pressed. This enters the new value into the memory. If it is 
not pressed and power is removed, the last value entered for that parameter will be set up 
for that parameter. 
3. When the unit was set up for the first time the STAND BY key was pressed to put 
the controller in an idle condition, thus switching the outputs and alarms off. The unit was 
then tuned, as described below, to get initial parameter values. On completion of the initial 
set up the key was again pressed for normal operation. 
Tuning The Temperature Controller 
The tuning procedure adjusts certain of the controllers parameters to ensure that the 
controller works at the rate most suited to the oven to which it is connected. The 
parameters that needed to be set up in this section were #4 the rate reset (Rt), #5 the heat 
gain (HG), #7 the cool gain (CG) and #10 the heat damping (At). 
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The series 6075 has the option of automatically selecting the controllers PID (proportional 
Integrated Derivative) settings or manually setting the unit as desired however the 
automatic option will not work with the more accurate temperature range. 
Tuning the controller involved three major adjustments; proportional band (gain), rate 
( derivative), and reset (integral) action. The procedure is simplified in the Athena controller 
by incorporating the rate and reset settings into one adjustment "RT" which is displayed in 
seconds of rate time, the reset, is automatically set at six times the rate displayed value. 
Manual Tuning Procedure 
The method used for manually tuning the temperature controller was the Zieger-Nichols 
PID Tuning method which has long been an accepted method of tuning PID controllers 
using a minimum of time and effort to reach effective parameters. Below is a description of 
this technique. 
1. With the controller in STAND BY mode the Auto-tune damping (#10) was set 
according to the heating characteristics of the system. Setting = 02 (high damping) was 
chosen as the coupling between the oven body and the temperature probe was poor (the 
temperature probe was resting on the base mirror). 
2. A set point was chosen (being at least 55 C above the ambient temperature). 
3. Heat gain and cool gain were set to 400. 
4. The STAND BY key was pressed a second time to put the controller back into 
operation mode. The temperature was observed to rise to the set point and then oscillate 
about that temperature. 
5. The heat gain was then periodically decreased by about half its value until only a 
small constant oscillation of the temperature was observed. 
6. The time between oscillations (T) was noted in seconds (see graph). The 
oscillations were observed by feeding the temperature data into the computer every 1 
second and then displaying the data graphically 
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Temperature of oven showing small oscillations about the set point. 
7. With small constant oscillations observed the heat gain was then reduced to 60% of 
its value in step 5. This then became the final value for the Heat gain. The cool gain was set 
to the same value. 
S. The best rate time (rt) to give a conservatively tuned system is TIS (where T is the 
oscillation period). Setting the rate time faster gives quicker heat-up times but results in 
overshoot of the set point temperature and instabilities of the temperature about a given set 
point. 
9. Once the rt and HG were set a cold start was done to ensure that the parameters 
were optimally set. The data from the cold start was logged in the same way as previously 
and presented for graphical evaluaiion. Parameters could then be slightly modified to 
correct any problems. 
50 
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o~ ________________________________________________ __ 
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Cold start, after the parameters have been set, showing good stability at set point. 
Programming The Temperature Controller 
The temperature controller uses an RS-232C connection to communicate with the 
computer. 
RS232C is a standard published in 1968 by the Electronic Industries Association. The RS is 
an acronym for Recommended Standard and the 232 is the identification number for that 
particular standard. The C designates the last revision of that standard. The purpose of this 
standard is to define the electrical characteristics for the interfacing of "data terminal 
equipment" and "data communications equipment". The standard provides voltage ranges 
for data and control signals to provide proper transmission. 
However, control software on the computer could only communicate with its peripherals 
using the GPID. Therefore, to facilitate remote communication, an RS-232 to IEEE-488 
converter was used (See page 89). 
The communication module allows bi-directional data transfer via a three conductor cable 
consisting of signal ground, receive and transmit. The module is optically isolated to 
eliminate ground loop problems. 
The pin connections used are' 
#1 signal ground 
#2 receive (input) 
#3 transmit (output) 
#4 not connected 
#5 frame ground 
#6 signal ground 
#7 signal ground 
#8 not connected 
#9 frame ground 
The controller responds to data transmitted in ASCII 7 bit code with 1 start bit, I stop bit 
and odd parity from the computer. 
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It is possible to perform three different data functions when communicating with the 
temperature controller via the RS-232 line; 
1. Read a parameter. 
2. ModifY a parameter. 
3. ModifY and store a parameter in non-volatile memory. 
We will examine these functions in more detail: 
1. Read a Parameter 
A message can be sent from the computer to the controller requesting the current value of 
any parameter the temperature controller will then respond in kind. The message sent to the 
controller consists of 5 parts. 
e.g. #05RO(CR) 
# start mark 
05 controller number 
R read command 
o parameter number (see section on parameters p 81) 
CR carriage return (ASCII code 13) 
The controller will respond in the following fashion 
(LF)#05RO OSO.OC(CR)(LF) 
LF is Line Feed ASCII code 10 
CR is carriage return ASCII code I3 
2. Modify a Parameter 
The computer can modifY the current value of any of the first ten parameters remotely. 
However, parameters #10 through # 16 can only be accessed from the front panel and not 
from a remote terminal. 
e.g. #OSMI_060.0C(CR) 
# Start mark 
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05 Controller number 
M Modify command 
1 Parameter number see section on parameters p 81. 
Space or minus 
060.0 New value (4 digits) 
C Centigrade 
CR Carriage return ASCII code 13 
The controller response will be of the form shown below; 
(LF)#05CI 060.0C(CR)(LF) 
C Temporary change confirmed 
This value will be revert back to the default value if the power is switched off. 
3. Modify and Store Parameter in Memory 
The third command allows the user to remotely modify the first ten parameters and to store 
the modified value in the non-volatile memory of the temperature controller. 
e.g. #OSE_060.0C(CR) 
# Start mark 
05 Controller number 
E Modify command 
1 Parameter number see section on parameters 
Space or minus 
060.0 New value (4 digits) 
C Centigrade 
CR Carriage return ASCII code 13 
The controller response will be similar to that shown below; 
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(LF)#05A1 060.0C(CR)(LF) 
A parameter is altered 
3.1.4.1 GPIB-232 CONVERTER 
The GPIB-232CV provides a method of connecting a device with an RS232 port to the 
IEEE-488 (GPIB) bus. The GPffi-232CV allows transparent conversion of data between 
the two ports so that control codes or special commands are not required The GPffi-
232CV also increases the efficiency of the interface system by isolating the slower device 
from the faster port with a 64K-byte character buffer. 
The device runs from a 9V DC source. The cables are connected to the rear of the device 
while the front face has a power switch and six LED's. The LED's show the status of the 
device at all times. 
The GPffi-232CV is an 8 bit microcomputer tailored for use as an IEEE-488-TO-RS232 
protocol converter. The units operating system is contained in read only memory (ROM) 
and can address up to 256K bytes of random access memory (RAM). The microprocessor 
operates at 6.144 MHz and contains an integrated memory management unit. 
The serial port has been designed to be fully compatible with all electrical specifications in 
the RS232 standard. All GPffi functionality is provided by an LS1 GPIB controller chip 
which is programmed and maintained by the operating system. Both the serial port and the 
GPIB port are interrupt driven and feature extremely fast response times to external data 
transfers. 
As the computer is the GPffi controller the GPIB-232CV is set to accept data from the 
GPIB port using an onboard DMA controller. The DMA controller transfers the data 
directly to the memory buffer without processor intervention. This allows for very high 
transfer rates, as high as 900K bytes/sec. The buffered data is then dumped to the device on 
the RS232 port at its own rate. 
3.1.5 Computer Control 
The controlling computer was an IBM compatible PC 286 AT machine made by Elonex. 
The computer had been fitted with a 40 Mbyte hard disk, a maths co-processor and a 
model GPIB-PC2A General Purpose Interface Board from National Instruments and 
loaded with PM2260 oscilloscope processing software from Phi/ips and Asystant software 
from Asyst technologies. The software was purchased to give the computer a programming 
environment allowing easy use of the GPffi (General Purpose Interface Board) to give 
quick and simple access to the digital oscilloscope and any other peripherals in use. 
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The computer was linked to both the oscilloscope and the temperature controller by 
standard GPIB cabling. 
3.1.5.1 GPIB-PC2A 
A half sized IEEE-488 interface board 
3.1.5.2 PM2260 
The PM2260 Oscilloscope Processing Software (OSP) package combines the specific data 
acquisition program for the Philips digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) with the Asystant 
GPIB scientific software. 
The acquisition program measures and transfers' data, acquired from the DSO and any 
other peripherals connected on the GPIB bus and saves it to user defined files in the P.C. 
These files can be read by the Asystant GPIB software or converted to files readable by 
most spreadsheets. Besides the register data, stored settings like timebase, attenuator, etc., 
are read from the DSO. 
3.2 Computer Programs 
The programming required by the project involved controlling and monitoring the 
temperature of the vacuum and reading the intensity of the fringes at any given time. A 
section of the programming also allowed the phase quadrature device to be operated. All 
the programs were written using the Asystant GPIB package. This is a scientific software 
environment incorporating programming options for: Graphics, Wavefonn generation, 
Wavefonn processing, File input output, GPIB control, File processing, Curve fitting, 
Polynomial operations, and Statistics and Differential equations (the program finally used 
can be found in appendix 2). 
The programs were all written In the GPIB mode of the software and so we will 
concentrate on that. 
3.2.1 Asystant Software 
The Asystant package works using series of pop-up menus to make programming as simple 
as possible. When the GPIB mode of the Asystant package is selected a sub-menu of three 
options appears. 
1 Configure device 
2 Interactive mode 
3 Program mode 
3.2.1.1 Configure Device 
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Under this selection the various devices connected on the GPm lines can be specified, the 
operator is prompted to provide; 
A user defined device name 
A primary address (between 0 and 30) 
A secondary address (if necessary) 
A timeout delay. This sets the maximum amount of time that the instrument can delay 
before responding to communication (in seconds). 
3.2.1.2. Interactive Mode 
This mode is designed to enable interactive communication with the GPm instruments. 
Commands can be given in real time and feedback instantly received from the instruments. 
This quick reaction time is ideal for simple interactions with the instruments and for 
developing long procedures that will subsequently be written into routines. 
The screen displays The "interactive-mode menu", a listing of all the possible commands. 
These are activated by moving the cursor with the arrow buttons and then selecting with 
the carriage return. The features in the interactive mode are grouped in the following four 
categories. 
(a) Basic GPm functions Comprises GPm commands that do not 
require device specific commands. 
(b) Sending and receiving data Encompasses the talk and listen functions 
(c) Execution of procedures 
(d) Plotting 
Contains commands that allow execution of 
command lines and routines defined in the 
program mode. 
Includes commands for plotting arrays. 
Some of the commands execute directly without the need for further input while others 
have prompts to allow adjustment of parameters. 
(a) Basic GPIB Functions 
DEVICE CLEAR 
Sends the IEEE-488 command Device Clear (DCL) to all the instruments on the 
bus. Each instrument responds by going to a device dependant clear state. 
GO TO LOCAL 
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Sends the IEEE command Go To Local (GTL) to the current GPID device. This 
causes the current GPID device to exit the remote state. 
GROUP EXEC TRlG 
Sends the IEEE-488 command Group Execute Trigger (GET) to the current GPID 
device. This causes the current device to trigger a device-dependant action. 
INITIALISE 
Resets the computer's configured GPID interface card to its starting state and resets 
the IEEE-488 bus to a starting state by pulsing the IFC line (Send Interface Clear) 
and setting the REN (Remote ENable) line true. Initialise causes the computer's 
GPID interface card to become the controller-in-charge. 
LOCAL LOCKOUT 
Sends the IEEE-488 command Local Lockout (1LO) to all the instruments on the 
bus. This disables control of the instrument via the device's front panel controls. 
SELECTED DEV CLR 
Sends the IEEE-488 command selected device clear (SDC) to the current GPID 
device. This causes the current GPID device to go to a device dependant clear state. 
SERIAL POLL 
Executes a serial poll on the current GPID device. This causes the current GPID 
device to return a serial poll byte to Asystant-GPID. Prompts are issued for a mask 
value and a parameter name. The mask value is ANDed with the serial poll byte 
which allows zeroing of unneeded bits in the serial poll byte. This masked value is 
then stored in the specified variable 
(bl Sending and Receiving Data 
LISTEN 
Reads data sent over the GPID from the current GPIB device. When selected a sub-
menu is displayed for selection of the listen data destination. The data received from 
a listen can be stored into a file, a variable, the display, or simply ignored by using 
the waste-basket. Each of these options then provides a number of prompts that 
must be completed before operation. 
TALK 
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Sends data over the GPIB from the computer to the current GPIB device. When 
selected a sub-menu is displayed for selection of the talk data source. Data sources 
for talk can be a file, a variable, or a string literal. Each selection brings up a number 
of prompts that determine how the data is to be sent. 
(c) Execution of Procedures 
EXECUTE COMMAND 
Allows execution of a desk calculator command line 
EXECUTE ROUTINE 
Used to select and execute one of the user-defined GPIB routines. 
On selecting Execute routine, a numbered list of the GPIB routines is displayed, the 
first routine is highlighted initially, but the arrow keys can be used to move the 
highlight up and down the list before selection. 
FILE 
Allows data in variables to be written to an Asystant data file. Data in a file can also 
be read into the variables (This command requires the use of extra prompts). 
RESET T &L INDEX 
Resets the talk and listen index pointers used by the talk and listen commands. A 
prompt requests the variable (R-Z) to be reset. Upon completion the talk index 
equals 1 and the listen index equals O. The data in the variable is untouched. 
SET DEVICE 
Allows the user to choose the current GPIB device. When set device is selected, the 
cursor moves into the GPIB device window in the upper left corner of the screen. 
By using the arrow keys to move the highlight, the user can choose the current 
GPIB device. Pressing the Enter key then selects the highlighted device. 
SETPARMNAR 
Initialises a desk calculator parameter (A-I) or variable (R-Z). Prompts are used to 
allow the selection of parameter or variable, data type, and value or range of values. 
Id) Plotting 
PLOT 
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Opens a sub-menu of options that can be used to tailor the plotting of data arrays. 
3.2.1.3. Program Mode 
The program mode is designed to allow automation of the steps carried out in the 
interactive mode menu. The automation is accomplished by selecting commands from the 
program mode menu (very similar to the interactive mode menu) and "compiling" them into 
routines for later execution. 
A routine editor is available for inserting new commands, deleting unwanted commands, 
and modifYing existing commands. The commands are chosen from the program mode 
menu. Just as in the interactive mode menu, menu options may use prompts to specifY 
adjustable parameters. After the command has been fully specified, it is then compiled into 
the routine. 
Aids for debugging the routine are available. Routine listings can be sent to the printer. A 
single step option makes it possible to run through the routine one command at a time. 
Also a cross reference feature can be used to determine which routines call a given routine. 
The program mode menu contains more options than are available in the interactive mode 
menu. The additional options allow more sophisticated plotting, message display, and 
pausing of the routine execution to wait for various conditions to occur. 
Routines 
Routines are composed of a name, a comment, a collection of commands, and termination 
conditions The name and comment are for identification purposes. The collection of 
commands executes automatically when the routine is run. There are 30 routines each of 
which can run 20 commands. Routines can be nested by including the command 
EXECUTE ROUTINE in a routine, so that the limit of 20 commands per routine is 
somewhat artificial. 
Termination Conditions 
There are a number of different routine-termination conditions possible. The desired 
condition is chosen from any or all the following: 
1 An iteration count: 
The simplest condition whereby the routine executes the collection of commands a 
specified number of times and then terminates. when the number of iterations is specified to 
be zero, the routine will iterate indefinitely, unless one of the other termination conditions is 
satisfied. The iteration count for the currently executing routine can be obtained with the 
command COUNT. 
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2 Service request (Y/N): 
If this prompt has been answered Y and a service request has occurred since the previous 
termination test, then the Routine will terminate at the next occurrence of the termination 
test. 
3 Key pressed (YIN): 
If this prompt has been answered Y and a key has been pressed since the previous 
termination test, then the Routine will terminate at the next occurrence of the termination 
test. 
4 Numerical comparison (YIN): 
If this prompt has been answered Y and the specified numerical comparison has become 
satisfied since the previous termination test, then the routine will terminate at the next 
occurrence of the termination test. The comparison can be between any of the four 
combinations of a Parameter and a number (:';, =, ~, *). 
The numerical comparison is specified in a prompt list that appears when this option is 
chosen. 
That prompt list contains the prompts: 
SpecifY terms: (A-I) or # 
1 st: This prompt allows the selection of the first term in the comparison. The term can 
be either a stored Parameter (for example, A) or a numerical value (for example, 1.23E-4). 
2nd: This prompt allows the selection of the second term in the comparison. The term 
can be either a stored Parameter (for example, A) or a numerical value (for example, 
1.23E-4). 
The prompt then instructs the user to select the comparison condition by scrolling through 
the list offered. 
Extra Commands 
The commands listed here are those that are unique to the program mode menu. The action 
of menu items in the program mode menu, including those listed in the interactive mode 
menu, is to compile commands into memory. The behaviour of menu items seen in the 
program mode is delayed until the commands are executed. 
INPUTPARMS 
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Used to create a prompt list in a routine. 
Prompts can be set up to request values for any subset of the desk calculator 
parameters (A-I). The parameter to be used is entered along with text for the 
associated prompt. When the routine is executed the prompts are displayed in 
alphabetical order of the parameter regardless of the order in which they were 
entered. 
PLOT 
Opens a sub-menu of options that can be used to tailor the plotting of data arrays. 
There are two major advantages plotting in program mode has over the interactive 
mode. 
1. There are three graphical windows in which data can be plotted. 
2. Multiple curves can be overlaid. 
MESSAGE 
Opens a sub-menu of options that allow messages to be displayed on the screen. 
Messages are sent to a message window and can be displayed in normal or graphics 
display modes. Multiple messages can be shown at once. The numeric values of 
parameters and variables can be integrated with text to form "report" messages. 
WAIT 
Causes the routine to pause and wait for the first set of conditions to occur. The 
condition set is chosen from any or all of the following: 
1 Service request 
2 Key pressed 
3 Elapsed time 
Prompts allow the conditions to be selected. If more than one condition is selected 
then the wait is terminated when the first condition is satisfied. 
3.2.1.5 The Routine Editor 
The routine editor is used to insert new commands into a routine, delete unwanted 
commands, or edit existing ones. When the editor is entered the screen is repainted to 
include the editor window on the right side of the screen and program mode menu in the 
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lower left window. Commands are then chosen from the menu and entered into the editor 
window. When the routine is run these commands will be executed systematically. 
Active Keys 
The name of the routine being edited appears at the top of the editor window. The keys 
that are active in the routine editor are listed below. 
Up arrow Moves the cursor up the command list. 
Down arrow Moves the cursor down the command list. 
Del Deletes a highlighted command. 
Ins Puts the editor into the insert mode. The program mode menu becomes 
active and the arrow keys move through this menu. The title on the program mode menu 
window becomes highlighted to indicate that the insert mode is active; the title on the 
editor window becomes unhighlighted. Commands chosen from this menu are inserted into 
the routine at the bottom of the list. When the insertion is completed, the Esc key returns 
the user to the editor window. 
Esc Leaves the editor and returns to the Routine list. 
Activates the single step mode. 
Single-Step Mode 
The most useful method of testing routines. While in the routine editor pressing the 
exclamation mark (I) will cause the currently highlighted command to be executed. After 
execution is complete the highlight automatically moves to the next command. The"!" key 
may be pressed again to continue the single stepping; any other key will cause the single-
step mode to be left and return to the routine editor. This quickly allows the user to find 
command errors. 
3.2.1.6 Programs Used 
In the course of the development of the equipment a number of programs were written. 
Simple ones, at first, gave way to higher levels of sophistication as the limitations and 
abilities of the software system became more apparent. A further number of programs were 
then written to explore the possible ways of heating the samples. The program development 
is outlined fully in Chapter 5, while listings of some of the programs written are given in the 
appendices. 
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Note that WAIT statements have been used to create delays in the operation of less than 
1/10 second in the routines, however, they were not used to create longer time delays (See 
chapter 5).A1l routines terminated after 1 iteration unless otherwise stated. 
3.2.1.7 Data Storage 
During the experiment the temperature of the sample and the light intensity, taken from the 
oscilloscope are stored in files arbitrarily named ADAT (intensity of interference pattern), 
B.DAT (temperature) and C.DAT (intensity of phase shifted interference pattern). Once the 
data had been examined it was stored in files where the current date served as the body of 
the name and a single letter of the alphabet serves to identify each file uniquely. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DllATOMETER DEVElOPMENT 
In this chapter thelprocess of)development of the interferometric dilatometer is outlined. A 
large proportion of the project time was spent working on the design and construction of the 
components as it was quickly found that the degree of stability and rigidity required of the 
equipment was far higher than that provided by commercially available equipment, especially 
when subsequently put under thermal stresses. 
The apparatus has changed much from its original design and construction. Since the inception 
of the project the design of the vacuum oven and interferometer have changed radically three 
times, with an uncountable number of minor changes and developments. Those changes are 
described, and the reasoning behind them outlined. 
The idea for our choice in the vacuum oven and interferometer came from tests performed on 
early sol-gel samples. The samples represented a potential new type of intra-cavity etalon 
material that would not require the very costly preparation involved with commonly available 
materials e.g. high temperature silica. Beyond this it was hoped that the strict thermal and 
physical stability requirements, necessary for stable mode operation of a laser, could be relaxed 
if sol-gel optical elements were employed. 
Initial tests showed that the sol-gel material did not immediately live up to expectations. To 
fully understand why it was necessary to investigate the optical and thermal characteristics of 
the samples, to see in what ways, if any, they differed from commercially available silicas. 
The first tests employed a simple oven to heat up the samples and a laser and interferometer 
arrangement to observe fringes in reflection (see Fig. 4-01). Using this set up values for A(nd) 
were obtained. 
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The tests showed very little that was meaningful and it was quickly realised that it would be 
more useful to determine the coefficient of thermal expansion (C.T.E.) of the samples, 
theoretically expected to be very low. In order to do this it was necessary to construct a 
diIatometer, this is the technical term given to apparatus designed to find the thermal expansion 
of a material. 
4.1 First Interferometer Design 
The design arrived at required both faces of the sample to be mirrored and mounted in a 
vacuum oven as shown below. 
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Fig. 4'()2 Optical arrangement for dilatometer. 
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The light from the laser entered the first beam splitter and was divided by a 50/50 cut. Half the 
light was reflected round the apparatus and out at the second beam splitter to form the 
reference beam. The other half of the light was reflected at the sample, reflected at the beam 
splitter around to the second beam splitter and back onto the second surface of the sample. 
From there it was reflect back through the second cube to interfere with the reference beam. 
The fringes were magnified, using a lens, and monitored on a screen. Expansion of the sample 
by an amount x would cause a fringe shift equivalent to a path difference of 2x as the object 
beam path shortened. 
The oven used to heat the glass samples was similar to that used in the Innova 190 Argon ion 
laser, a cross section of which can be seen below. 
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Fig. 4-03 Exploded cross-section of etalon oven used for C.T.E. measurements. 
The etalon sample was inserted into the oven body with a spring and plunger arrangement to 
hold it lightly in position. The casing was bolted onto the body of the oven and the lid was 
screwed onto the casing to force the plunger to hold the sample. A temperature probe was 
mounted in the body of the oven. The oven was inserted in a Tufnol jacket for insulation and 
mounted on a post in the vacuum oven, as shown below. 
spacer 
Oven 
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Section through vacuum chamber showing heat shields to protect the windows from the heat 
effects of the oven. The electrical, and vacuum, leadthroughs are not shown. 
The oven was sited in the centre of the vacuum chamber. The 2' disk-shaped aluminium heat 
shields were positioned each side of the oven to prevent heat from the oven reaching the 
vacuum windows and causing them to expand. Each of the disks had a 3 mm diameter hole 
drilled through its centre to allow the interrogating laser beams to pass. 
The vacuum chamber was made from a cylinder of copper, 15 cm in diameter, and provided 
with a removable plate at each end to allow easy access. The end plates were made from 
copper which was milled to accommodate the o-ring seals, and drilled to allow for the vacuum 
windows. In addition one of the plates was drilled to allow the electrical, and vacuum 
leadthroughs to be mounted. The vacuum windows mounted in the end plates were inclined at 
Brewsters angle (57°) to the incoming and outgoing laser beams in order to polarise the light 
and insure good quality fringes. 
The apparatus was found to be very difficult to align properly With the sample and oven being 
held in the vacuum chamber by a single screw there was no ability to fine tune the orientation 
of the sample to reflect the laser beams back on themselves. However By adjusting the height 
and angle of the input beams it was possible to get the apparatus set-up. Good aligmnent was 
ensured by observing the beams pass round the system of mirrors a number of times. 
When the apparatus was heated it was found that the oven assembly somehow rotated or 
twisted so that the beams became misaligned and were reflected off to one side. The degree of 
rotation was too severe to enable any meaningful results to be obtained from the experiments. 
It appeared that the design of the oven mounting system was terminally flawed through both its 
lack of adjustability, and its lack of stability. It seemed that rather than continue to develop the 
design greater success would be achieved by rethinking the interferometer completely. 
4.2 Second Interferometer Design 
The second interferometer system was based on a design for a vibrometer used by a company 
called Poly tee (Fig. 4-05) who employ a Mach-Zender type interferometer with twin optical 
fibres taking light from the interferometer to the test object and back again. Note the use of a 
1I4 wave plate to ensure that the input polarisation undergoes a net polarisation rotation of 
90°. 
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Fig. 4-05 Schematic ofthe optical cOnfiguration of the vibrometer. 
The above design was adapted to make an interferometer system in which the two fibres 
interrogated a mirrored sample, and its reference base mirror, in a vacuum oven (see Fig. 4-
06). 
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Schematic of the optical arrangement proposed for the dilatometer. The two optical heads 
would be held in a platform raised above the vacuum oven. 
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Two single-mode fibre optics with special launchers and collimating optics were purchased 
from a company called York fibres. One platform was constructed to deal with the 
interferometry (Fig. 4-07), and a second was constructed to be supported above a vacuum 
oven. The interferometer platform was constructed from two plates of 10 mm thick aluminium 
plate and four 25 mm diameter aluminium rods, the assembly rested on three magnetic bases 
for kinematic stability. On the upper plate, four Ealing optics beamsplitter holders and two 
fibre optic launchers, provided by York fibres, were mounted. The components were shielded 
from the effects of air currents by a perspex shroud with a single hole drilled to allow the laser 
beam to enter. 
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Schematic top view of interferometer platform. 
The incoming laser beam of was split by the first of the beam splitters, BSI, into two beams of 
equal intensity, each of which travelled a different arm of the interferometer. The cut of the 
polarisation sensitive beam splitters allowed the beams to pass into the fibre optics. At the 
other end of the fibres the light passed through the quarter wave plate and was then focused 
down, through a lens, onto the mirrored surfaces of the sample and reference base. The retro-
reflected light was then collected by the same lens and fed back into the fibre. The quarter 
wave plate effectively flipped the polarisation of the returning light by rc/2, thereby separating it 
from the input beam. On its return, the light striking the polarising beam splitters was then be 
reflected towards the combining beam splitter BS2. 
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When the two interfering beams were adjusted to be collinear they produced an interference 
pattern consisting of a single fringe which filled the entire cross-section of the beam. The 
intensity patterns recorded by the photo diodes PI and P2 were 1t out of phase with each other 
i.e. when one recorded a null the other recorded a bright. 
An unanticipated problem with the interferometer platform was that, while the alignment of the 
two polarising beam splitters was important, the positioning and alignment of the beam splitter 
BS2 was crucial. It was not possible to get accurate alignment with the existing system, which 
required the beam splitter to be moved by hand. It was necessary to exchange the holder for a 
"precision beamsplitter table" obtained from Newport Optics. Once done, it was possible to 
overlap the two beams to form a fringe pattern without any difficulty. See page 114 
4.2.1 Vacuum Oven 
The design of the furnace to heat the sample and base mirror had to take into consideration a 
number of factors. Firstly, a modest temperature range above ambient temperature was 
required (200 C to 1500 C). Secondly, the sample had to be kept under vacuum because it had 
previously been found that heat-generated air currents changed the optical paths of the 
interrogating beams which had the effect of causing the fringes to move. Thirdly, it had to be 
possible to monitor the sample's physical and optical changes with probe laser beams. 
The vacuum chamber was constructed from a bar of Tufnol, hollowed out to accommodate a 
reference mirror, the sample, and an aluminium oven sleeve (see below). 
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side view of vacuum oven. The base mirror rested at the bottom of the oven sleeve with the 
mirrored sample set upon it. 
4.2.2 Vacuum Chamber 
The Tufnol was extensively machined to produce the vacuum and electrical leadthroughs, as 
well as the vacuum seals. The lid was made from the same block ofTufnol with a cut-out for a 
vacuum window. The vacuum window, which was obtained from Newport, was coated with a 
high pass filter in order to reflect infrared radiation generated by the oven. The lid was secured 
to the chamber walls using six screws and an o-ring to ensure a vacuum seal. 
When it was first vacuum tested, the Tufnol chamber was found to outgas to such an extent 
that it was not possible to get a vacuum pressure better than 8 x 10-1 torr. This was far too 
high to be sufficient to prevent air path problems occurring during the heating process. To get 
a suitable vacuum pressure it was decided to coat the Tufnol with something to make it 
vacuum tight for roughing pressures. When choosing the coating the other consideration was 
its ability to withstand temperatures upto 1500 C with no deterioration. Spray cans of 
tropicalised varnish, supplied by Radio Spares, best fitted the requirements. This was applied 
in three coats and sanded smooth between coats. The finished product allowed a vastly 
superior vacuum capability but suffered from varnish evaporation when the oven was kept 
above 750 C for any length of time. The evaporated varnish was not harmful to any of the 
components, and was easily removed with Acetone or Methanol, however it did tend to impair 
the optical clarity of the window and mirror surfaces during the course of early heat tests. 
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Leaving the oven to bake in vacuum conditions over a prolonged period of time eventually 
cured the problem. 
4.2.3 Oven Body 
The oven sleeve was made from a bar of aluminium with six holes drilled through it. High 
current resistors were then embedded in the holes, using a metal laden epoxy for good thermal 
contact, and connected in series to provide the heat source. An extra hole was drilled in the 
bottom of the sleeve into which a platinum resistor temperature probe was inserted. 
4.2.4 Fibre Delivery System 
At the oven end of the fibres a second platform was constructed that overhung the oven 
allowing the optical heads to be placed directly above the oven window. The platform had two 
holes milled out symmetrically about the centre to allow the fibre terminations to be inserted. A 
locking plate, which would hold one of the optical heads, was placed over one hole, while a 
Newport micropositioner was securely positioned above the second. A platform holding a 
second locking plate was attached to the micropositioner. This allowed the first fibre to focus 
down onto the base mirror, while the focus of the second fibre could be adjusted to coincide 
with the sample. (Fig. 4-09). 
micropositioner 
.--- locking platform 
brace ---
platform 
Fig. 4-09 side view of delivery platform. 
To cope with any misalignment of the beams with respect to the sample and base mirror the 
platform was supported on three 80 TPI micrometer screws mounted around the edge of the 
plate which, apart from supporting the platform kinematically, allowed the platform to be 
angularly adjusted with respect to the sample (and mirror base). The screws were mounted on 
three legs held in a cylindrical frame arrangement around the vacuum oven and permitted a 
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degree of vertical and angular adjustment to the beams. 
micrometer 
screw 
3 x steel leg 
Fig. 4-10 side view of optical head support frame. 
aluminium 
support ring 
Both the micrometer screws and the steel legs rested on ball bearings to provide the frame with 
kinematic support. The support rings were secured to the legs by grub screws. 
4.2.5 The Optical Head 
The termination optics for each fibre were housed in a hollow brass cylinder of length 5 cm 
(Fig. 4-12). The diverging beam exiting the fibre first passed through the quarter-wave plate 
and then through a biconvex focusing lens which brought the beam into focus at the plane of 
the sample. The light was then retro-reflected directly back down its original path, passing 
through the quarter wave plate a second time before re-entering the fibre. 
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Fig. 4-12 
4.2.6 Retroreflection Difficulties 
Schematic of the fibre launcher. 
When the system had been set up it was found that using a single focusing lens in the optical 
head did not allow the beam to be easily retro-reflected and focused back into the fibre. On the 
contrary, it was found that only with great effort could any of the light be channelled back into 
the fibres. 
Interference Problems 
Some light (4% from each end) was reflected from each of the fibre ends, creating a very 
strong "etalon" type interference effect so that, if the fibre was moved in any way, the 
interference pattern shifted as the optical path length in the fibre changed. 
Suggested solutions to this problem were to put an anti-reflection coating on the fibre ends, or 
to have them surrounded by an index matching fluid to prevent any reflection. 
The problem was considerably reduced when the input end of the fibre was rotated so that its 
naturally preferred polarisation orientation was aligned with the polarisation of the light. This 
meant that less of the light was reflected. The procedure was optimised by monitoring the 
transmitted light intensity as the fibre was rotated. 
Retrorel1ection problems 
The reflection and interference problems also contributed to the difficulty in retro-reflecting the 
probe beams. A number of experiments were carried out to establish the maximum possible 
efficiency of the retroreflection: 
1. Light was fired directly into the fibre ferrule (output end of the fibre) from the laser to 
see if light could be detected at the other (input) end. It was found that the light could be 
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detected, but only if the ferrule end was critically aligned. 
2. The ferrule end of the fibre was placed against a mirror so that light emerging from it 
could be directly reflected. With this regime working at its best it was possible to get a 
relatively high percentage of the exiting light reflected back into the fibre, approximately 60%. 
3. Apparatus was set up using the ferrule end of the fibre, the quarter wave plate, the 
focusing lens and a mirror for reflection on an optical bench in order to establish ifthere was a 
condition in which the reflected light could easily be channelled into the fibre as seen below. 
detector 
f fibre rom~ ____ ~~~~c=========~~ laser 
beam 
splitter 
Fig. 4·13 Experimental arrangement. 
screen 
When the ferrule was positioned inside the focal length of the lens the focused spot was very 
sensitive to movement of the system. However, adjustments made to the position of the mirror 
had little effect on the light intensity returning down the fibre. When the ferrule was positioned 
at or beyond the focal point the point of focus was easier to establish but the intensity of the 
returning light was not improved. 
The conclusion drawn from these experiments was that the focusing effect of the lens was not 
as critical as had first been expected. 
4. A holder was made from aluminium to rigidly hold the ferrule end of the fibre. The 
holder was then mounted in a gimbals mount and used in the arrangement above. The 
procedure used in the third experiment was repeated in order to refocus the light onto the fibre 
end. The angle of the fibre was then changed, using the gimbals mount, to optimise the entry 
angle. No further success in returning the light down the fibre was achieved by these 
adjustments. The ferrule was positioned first inside the focal length of the lens, so that the 
returning light overfilled the fibre tip. Then at the focal length in an attempt to produce 
collimated light to retroreflect back into the fibre. The position of the mirror was also adjusted 
to several planes other than the point of optimum focus (positions inside the focus were used) 
but no success was achieved. 
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5. A second piece of apparatus was built from two rings of aluminium and three stainless 
steel rods (see Fig. 4-14). One of the rings held the ferrule end of the fibre while the other held 
the focusing lens. The two rings were joined by the rods. The whole was supported at the fibre 
end in a gimbals lens holder (from Newport). This was an attempt at simulating the situation at 
the launch end of the fibre where the channelling lens was physically joined to the fibre end. 
The only difference was that the axis of rotation was not midway between the two 
components. 
cut out for fibre 
termination 
seperating rod (x 3) 
grub screw 
v+---Iens 
Fig. 4-14 Lens and fibre holder. 
It was noticed that when initially aligning the reflected beam onto the fibre end the white 
cladding was illuminated giving off a strong glow which made it difficult to ascertain exactly 
where the light was falling. Proper alignment was accompanied by a marked reduction in this 
effect. 
After working on the set-up for a time some of the light was successfully channelled back 
down the fibre. This only occurred when the fibre was positioned at the focal length of the 
lens. Unfortunately, it was an unstable regime and the condition was easily lost when 
improvements to the throughput were attempted. 
6. An experiment with two lenses was mounted, in which the first lens collected the 
expanding light from the fibre and collimated it, while the second lens then focused the light 
down onto a mirror. This set-up worked, which suggested that although the idea of the beam 
being symmetrically retroreflected through a single lens was sound in theory, in practice it 
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could not be made to work. 
Fig. 4-15 
a) 
fibre mirror 
b) 
mirror 
a) Ideal arrangement for retroreflection which was unworkable b) Collimating the light before 
focusing onto the mirror worked. 
The fibres were returned to York fibres to have terminations mounted on the fibre ends which 
would collimate the outgoing beams. The set-up offered by the adaptation would be 
permanently attached to the fibre ends, thus excluding any dust that might creep into home-
made apparatus. The company was also able to cleave the fibres and have them fed into the 
launch housing at an angle to eliminate back reflections. 
The returned fibres were tested with both the neat collimated beam and with the beam focused 
down with a 50 mm focal length lens. The retro-reflected intensity values were virtually 
identical. 
The brass output head was then modified to hold the new fibre termination along with the lens 
and the quarter wave plate, as shown below. 
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Fig. 4-16 
4.2.7 Interferometer Platform 
Modified fibre launcher. 
Once the fibre termination modifications were complete the retroreflected light could be fed 
back into the interferometer platform. The next problem encountered was that the prism 
holders used to hold the beam splitters in place did not lend themselves to easy adjustment of 
the beams, this was not a critical problem with the first three beam splitters but was crucial to 
the performance of the fourth (BS2).This was because during the recombination it was 
necessary to have the two beams combine both at the interface of the beam splitter, and also in 
the far field. The former was facilitated by carefully adjusting the position of the cube and the 
two beams, while the latter was facilitated by rotating the beam splitter and adjusting its 
angular orientation with respect to one or both of the beams. Because of the extremely delicate 
nature of these adjustments the second condition could not be achieved using the existing 
prism holder. 
An adjustable platform was obtained from Newport Optics. The interferometer platform was 
then milled out and the adjustable platform mounted. Once the installed was complete the 
beams could easily be combined both at the near and far fields and fringes displayed on a 
screen. 
When the full apparatus was subsequently set up, the fringes seen were not stable. In order to 
investigate the problem a simple Michelson interferometer was set up to test the laser stability. 
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Fig. 4·17 Basic Michelson interferometer. 
The fringes observed with this set up were found to be unstable, implying that the laser stability 
was poor. The laser etalon, mirrors and Brewster windows were subsequently cleaned and the 
etalon realigned, using the spectrum analyser, to ensure a stable single-mode output. This 
procedure dramatically improved the stability of the fringes. 
A Michelson interferometer was then set up using one arm of the apparatus and a simple 
mirror arrangement for the other arm, as shown below. 
.'-' 1/4 wave plate 
polarising 
L laser beam sPlitte~ fibre ""- 1/ 1 
""- / u V 
beam splitter 
screen 
Fig. 4·18 Michclson incorporating apparatus. 
With this arrangement the stability of the fringes seemed only to be affected by air currents, as 
demonstrated by blowing through the path of an arm of the interferometer. The experiment 
was repeated with the second fibre arm of the interferometer with the same results. 
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4.2.8 Deliverv platform 
The platform holding the two fibre outputs could only be aligned using the three micrometer 
screws. These were very accurate but when the platform was aligned so that one fibre was 
being retroreflected, the other fibre was found to be out of alignment. This was due to a simple 
inability to machine the plates holding the two launch ends accurately enough. 
Rather than attempt to re-machine the plates (constantly trying to improve on the technicians 
work) a solution was sought to introduce some means of independently adjusting one of the 
fibre ends. For this purpose an ad hoc adjuster was fashioned from an L shaped bracket fixed 
to a two axis mirror mount. However, as soon as the adjuster was built it was obvious that it 
would only allow angular adjustment in one plane and this was not sufficient to properly align 
the beams. 
To properly achieve adjustment in two planes a "compact gimbals mirror mount" from 
Newport Optics was obtained and modified to fit in the restricted space available. 
The holder was cut down and an adapter ring, to secure the optical head, was glued in. The 
whole gimbals mount was fixed on an L shaped mount bolted onto the delivery platform. This 
arrangement had the desired affect of allowing sufficient adjustment for fringe alignment. 
4.2.9 Beam Profile 
The beam profile, which should have been a perfect gaussian when exiting the fibre, could be 
seen to have a donut structure with a bright, TEMoo ' centre, a dark ring round it followed by a 
second bright ring around that (see Fig. 4-19). 
Fig. 4-19 Mode structure ofthe light emerging from the fibre optics showed donut structure. 
It was necessary to establish if the effect observed was due to poor modal characteristics in the 
laser or to some problem with the fibres. To evaluate the problem one of the fibres was set up 
with its optical head, and a mirror, on optical mounts so that both the separation and the angle 
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of the mirror with respect to the fibre could be easily varied. The back reflected light was 
monitored through a beam splitter by a power meter and screen arrangement while the distance 
dbetween the lens and the mirror was changed. 
quarter wave plate 
mirror 
spacer lens 
fibre 
fibre termination I~ d 
Fig. 4-20 Cross section of fibre output and focusing system. 
Although the final beam intensity reached a maximum at d = 150 mm (the focal length of the 
lens) no change in the beam profile could be observed. The conclusion drawn from this 
experiment was that the collimating lenses at the end of the fibres were at fault. The major 
drawback of the effect was' that the light intensity of the central TEMoo spot was 
approximately 90% less than that expected, due to light being distributed to the outer ring. 
This condition later deteriorated so that the central region of the fibre output was dark. When 
this problem was demonstrated to the York fibres representative (the company which made the 
fibres) he was able to explain the problem and its cure. The termination optics were of different 
qualities i.e. the quality of the launch optic was lower than that of the exit optic. This was not a 
problem if the light was just traversing in one direction but when light exited through the 
launch optic it underwent severe aberration. By reversing the fibre the problem could be cured, 
the end with the aberration was then focused down by the external lens, thus negating the 
modal structure difficulty at that end, while the higher quality optic was then used at the 
interferometer end so that the re-emerging light was modally clean. However the problem re-
occured after some time and was later realised to be due to light trapping at the fibre tip. The 
strength of the oscilating light field at the tip of the fibre was trapping dust particles and 
forming them into a layer on the surface which was obscuring the light. 
4.2.10 Intra-Fibre Interference 
With the apparatus set up and the back reflected beams interfering efficiently, the fringes were 
found to be sensitive to vibration or movement in the laboratory. This was because movements 
in the laboratory were causing the fibres to vibrate slightly. For each movement of a fibre its 
optical path length would change, causing the fringes to shift. In an effort to reduce this effect 
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the fibres were taped down to the optical table, and, for as much of their length as was feasible, 
the fibres were taped together to insure that any path changes that did occur were common to 
both fibres. 
The taping increased the fringe stability when the apparatus was left to settle, but made little 
difference when the apparatus was subject to disturbances caused by such sources as the 
vacuum pump. 
It was then decided to include a platform for the fibres to rest on, just prior to their launch at 
the oven end of the assembly, in order to reduce any stress that may have been occurring at the 
fibre junction. However this made no observable improvement in the stability of the fringes. 
The conclusion was reached, and confirmed by the York Fibres rep., that there was no cure for 
the fibre induced instability. 
It was necessary to accept the fibre instability for the time and to set up the photo diodes in the 
two observation planes to demonstrate the complementary nature of the fringes. This was easily 
demonstrated but the experiment was not as useful as hoped because the noise created by the 
instability was very high and there was also some underlying movement of the fringes that was 
attributed to "creeping" of the fibres. This was demonstrated by simply touching the fibres at 
any point and observing the fringe movement. It was fast during the initial contact, but 
continued more slowly for a long time afterwards as the fibres settled. Obviously this effect 
would totally swamp any movement of the fringes due to thermal changes in the sample and 
had to be eliminated. The answer in this case seemed to be either to abandon the fibres 
altogether or to somehow get both beams to travel down a single fibre so that any change in 
optical path would be common. 
A number of possible arrangements were suggested: The first is shown below in Fig. 4-21 
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~--+---~~------~ 
fibre screen 
Interferometer system using only one fibre. The back reflected light is split at the beam 
splitter and displayed on the screen. 
The beam would exit the fibre with its polarisation at 45° to the polarisation orientation of the 
beam splitter so that the beam would be evenly split, half going straight on with one 
polarisation and the other half deflected and then totally internally reflected in the prism to be 
emitted parallel to the first beam but displaced by a small amount. The prism would be held in 
place against the cube using an index matching fluid or glue used to ensure optical clarity. 
Note. If a non-polarising beam splitter was used then there would be a loss of 50% of the 
returning light at the cut of the cube, but a considerable saving in cost over the purchase of a 
polarising beam splitter (because of the specialised nature of the dielectric coatings used). 
However, the problem with the arrangement would be that it would leave the input beams 
interfering with the returning beams in the fibre because their polarisation orientations had not 
been rotated. 
The second suggestion is shown below 
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The use of a quarter wave plate in conjunction with the reflection rotates the polarisation of 
the beams by 90°. 
In this arrangement a 114 wave plate was utilised so that 100% of the returned light could be 
incorporated. The returning light was reflected at the polarising beam splitter away from the 
fibre and sent through an analysing filter, rotated at 45° to the planes of polarisation of the 
interfering beams, to ensure that the observed fringes had maximum contrast. The light was 
then fed into a beam splitter and the two complimentary fringe patterns analysed by 
photodetectors. 
The second design was adopted, noting that it relegated the fibre to the role of opto-isolator 
and removed the need for a separate interferometer platform. This marked the beginning of the 
third interferometer design 
4.3 Third Interferometer Design 
Some limited experiments were conducted into the suitability of the prism in the arrangement 
to determine how critical its alignment with the beam splitter would be or whether it would 
have to be adjusted during the course of the experiment. It seemed that the prism would do the 
job of directing the second beam, but that fabricating the combined optic would be messy and 
might subsequently restrict any beam adjustments. The job could be performed better with a 
mirror mounted on a 2-axis mount (as shown below) which would allow the angle of the 
second beam to be "tweaked" to get the alignment of the two beams perfect. 
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mirror 
Fig. 4-23 Modified beam splitting arrangement. 
The beam splitter, mirror and the quarter wave plate were all mounted on a platform remote 
from the oven and its thermal stresses, along with a steering mirror to direct the two beams 
from the horizontal plane into the vertical plane, onto the base mirror and sample. The fibre 
was still used for the beam input apparatus for two reasons: (i) The fibre allowed the beam to 
be easily delivered to any point on the table and at any angle of delivery. (ii) The difficulty in 
getting the beam back into the fibre would make it the ideal optical isolator. This allowed the 
beams to be aligned parallel without worrying about light returning through the laser aperture 
and causing cavity instabilities. 
A platform was built to do this as shown below: 
beam splitter 
platform 
2 axis 
mount 
mirror 
quarter wave plate 
Fig. 4-24 top view of interferometer platform. 
The quarter wave plate was glued onto a ring that was then inserted into a holder mounted on 
the platform and secured by two hand tightened screws. In this way ,the quarter wave plate 
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could easily be rotated to the ideal orientation and then locked in place. The mirror mount was 
a miniature device from Spindler and Hoyer. 
The delivery platform was modified by removing the plates that held the fibre terminations and 
bolting on a block of aluminium to hold a mirror at 45° over the oven in order to fold the 
beams from the horizontal plane into the vertical (see Fig. 4-25). 
mirror 
from interferometer delivery platform 
vacuum oven 
Fig. 4-25 diagram of modified delivery platfonn. 
A diagram of the overall optical system can be seen below 
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Fig, 4-26 Schematic of interferometer, 
While the oven was being heated it was found that the position of the interference pattem, and 
light patch, moved. This implied that some part of the apparatus was twisting as it was heating 
up. A process of investigation was then taken to discover the origins of the problem. The first 
step taken was to quantity the initial drift of the interfering beams, to later establish exactly 
when progress was being made, 
With the set-up shown above (Fig, 4-26) the combined beam position was marked on a screen 
at a known distance from the oven, The temperature of the oven was then increased to see 
whether there was any discernible thermally induced beam drift. 
start temperature: 30° C, 
final temperature: 90° C, 
Screen distance: 90 cm +- 5 cm, 
measured drift: 3 mm upwards, 3 mm to the left, 
This was equivalent to an angular displacement of .J32 + 32 /900 rad = 4,7 mrad / 60° C 
On close inspection of the apparatus it was discovered that the delivery platform was rocking 
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on its mounting points. It was held in three holes drilled in the top of the steel legs, in which 
the three micrometer screws were located. The arrangement worked well when the platform 
was exactly level, but as soon as one of the micrometer screws was adjusted the platform was 
tilted and the holes became incorrectly spaced, leaving the legs improperly located and the 
kinematic nature of the support destroyed. The solution to this was to modifY the top of the 
legs so that instead of three locating holes there was one locating hole, one locating groove 
(aligned with the hole) and one flat. With the modifications to the supports the platform could 
be tipped without the loss of kinematic support. However the degree of beam drift was not 
eased by these measures. 
4.3.2 Oven Chamber 
If the flexible piping that led to the vacuum chamber was touched the observed fringes were 
found to displace by a large amount. When the vacuum pump was switched on, the vibrations 
could cause the fringes to be badly distorted. The amount of distortion depended on how well 
the flexi-tube had been aligned to fit between the solid copper tubing and the vacuum chamber 
itself. If it was well fitted the fringes would remain stable, if badly adjusted they would vibrate 
in phase with the vacuum pump (50 Hz). It was thought that the vibration may be linked with 
the more constant temperature oriented movement and so it was thought to be important to 
cure the problem. By securing the oven properly the stability would increase. A hot glue gun 
and Ceramic glue sticks were used to secure the ball bearings on the bottom of the chamber to 
the optical table. Although neither the ball bearings or the optical bench were ceramic the glue 
was found to hold fast, only coming away when considerable leverage was applied. Once the 
chamber was glued down the fringes were impervious to the vacuum pump vibrations and 
pushing the pipe had a vastly decreased effect on the fringe stability (only a fraction of a fringe-
width at worst). 
4.3.3 Air Currents 
When the oven was heated up, the beam being used for the drift test was observed to oscillate 
very slightly (moving on the screen in a random fashion) due to air currents, making it difficult 
to establish whether any drift had occurred or not. This effect demonstrated an immediate need 
to prevent heat induced air currents around the chamber and optical elements from causing 
imbaIanced optical paths and short range changes in refractive index. 
There were two aspects to reducing the effect: (i) Shortening the paths, and (ii) Shrouding the 
beams, preferably in a heat insulating material to help reduce thermal currents. Some plastic 
tubing and perspex were cut and shaped to fit around the interferometer platform. Some rubber 
tubing was cut to try to fit the gaps left between the delivery platform, the light pipe and the 
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chamber. However it was necessary to be very careful as the rubber was found to be quite rigid 
and held the delivery platform off its legs if the fit was too tight. 
A later solution was to scrap both the rubber and the light pipe and to use a single cylinder of 
perspex to surround the folding mirror with a length of light pipe, and connect that to the 
quarter wave plate on the interferometer platform, whilst the gap below the delivery platform 
was filled using strips of fibreglass. These measures ensured complete freedom from fringe 
wander induced by air currents. 
4.3.4 Beam Wander 
Experiments with the air shrouding in place showed that the interference pattern was again 
drifting off the photodiode. 
The sample was removed from the chamber and the (Zerodur low expansion glass) base mirror 
alone was monitored for beam drift through a heat I cool cycle. The beam was observed to 
drift during both cycles and eventually failed to return to its starting point. 
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Fi:J' r.A. 91121Sab.xls Showing the drop in intensity, due to beam drift, during the initial cooling phase followed by 
a continued drop during the heating. 
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F;,3' ~3. 90l2l9ab.xls Shows the drift during a simple heating experiment. 
At the end of the run the micrometer screws were adjusted to make the delivery platform 
perfectly horizontal to see if this would eliminate the problem, but it did not. 
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F;l 4-C. 20l290ab.xls Showing a decreased rate of drift with an underlying envelope offringe movement that might 
be due to thermal expansion. 
Examination of the aluminium oven showed that one of the heating wires had become trapped 
under the base. This was removed and the experiment repeated. As a result the drift was 
reduced to less than 1 mm over the 60° C range (this was still far too much). The length of the 
wires under the aluminium oven were shortened to prevent the possibility of their bulk 
affecting the way the oven seated, but this did not remove the problem. 
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It was thought that the drift may have been caused by the bottom of the aluminium oven not 
sitting kinematically on the base of the Tufnol chamber, causing pivoting during the heating 
process. This possibility was nullified by machining the oven down to leave just three legs, 
which were then filed to points in contact with the Tufnol. 
Once this was done the oven seating appeared to be much more secure. The subsequent drift 
test showed no detectable movement, although some movement was detected on cooling this 
could not be definitely attributed to drift but may have been due to inadvertent knocking of the 
equipment. 
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910103ab.xls Appearing to Show an envelope offringe movement. 
One thing that could be clearly seen from the tests was a higher frequency fringe movement 
superimposed on, what was supposed to be, the expansion measurement. The amplitude of the 
effect was considerably smaller than the expansion fringe amplitude, implying that the 
interference was derived from two slightly reflecting surfaces. 
There were two possible cavities for interference to be considered: 
1. Interference within the high pass filter (vacuum window). 
2. The cavity formed by the high pass filter and the base mirror. 
The first option seemed the most likely and so was eliminated by machining a Tufnol spacer to 
go between the chamber body and the lid. The spacer was wedge shaped at an angle of 10° so 
that the beams reflected from the high pass filter would be steered away from the detecting 
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system (see Fig. 4-27). 
Tufnol spacer 6 x screw holes 6 x screw hole 
for chamber ~ .r-- for lid 
Fig. 4-27 Spacer fitted between vacuum chamber and lid. 
At the same time as the spacer was fitted a compression spring was placed between the 
aluminium oven and the chamber lid so that the oven was constantly pressed down. This was 
to ensure that the oven remained secure during experiments. The beam wander was not 
reduced by the introduction of the spring but the higher frequency interference was eliminated, 
presumably by the introduction of the spacer. 
The base mirror was considered to be the most likely part of the apparatus for problems to 
occur during heating. To establish if the beam drift was caused by the base mirror a series of 
drift tests were performed. Each test involved monitoring the position of the reflected laser 
beam on a screen as the temperature in the oven was increased to 90° C. Before each new test 
the base mirror was rotated by 45°. This was repeated a total of six times. The size and 
direction of the drift were found to be constant each time, allowing the mirror to be eliminated 
as the source of the instability problem. 
The next component to be tested was the aluminium oven. Although it was seated securely on 
three legs it was thought that it might be deforming as it heated up and that this may be causing 
the base mirror to rock. To eliminate this possibility, the base of the oven was drilled-out so 
that the base mirror could rest directly on the floor of the Tufnol chamber (still using three ball 
bearings to ensure kinematic support) that had highly insulating characteristics giving greater 
thermal stability. Subsequent drift tests showed no beam movement. As a consequence of the 
positive results it was decided to set up the interferometer. 
4.3.5 Improvements to the Interferometer 
It was decided to change the folding mirror that deflected the beams from the horizontal to the 
vertical. The existing mirror was aluminium coated and was exchanged for one having a 
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dielectric coating to ensure that the polarisation of the interrogating laser beams would be 
maintained during reflection. At the same time, to provide a much greater scope for aligning 
the beams without an appreciable loss of fringe stability, the aluminium block upon which the 
folding mirror had been glued to was replaced by an Ealing mirror mount having two axes of 
adjustment and a stand allowing the mirror to be rotated about the horizontal axis. 
The results of the following experiment suggested that the beam had once again started to 
drift, however subsequent experiments showed no such signs. 
The form of the graph 910411ab.xls again showed a carrier wave with a higher frequency 
fringe movement superimposed. However the appearance of the higher frequency fringes was 
not the result of a second interference cavity, as before, but rather of some secondary effect 
within the sample, perhaps the result of having the fringes misaligned (not a bullseye pattern 
see page 131). To be sure of this the beam drift was tested once again. There was no 
detectable drift ... 
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Fi~ "-E. 910411ab.x1s Showing fringe patterns oftwo distinctly different frequencies. Note also the onset of some 
thermal instability at the higher temperatures. 
The optical bench had a perspex hood suspended over it on a pulley system which was brought 
down to completely enclose the table. This helped to help reduce the air current effects. 
However it was found that the volume enclosed was still big enough to allow some air currents 
to be generated. 
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After the hood was lowered the subsequent experiment showed an improved fringe stability 
due to the air current shielding (for example 910414ab.xls). However, the results of the run 
were rather inconclusive, seeming to show some fringe movement at the expected frequency 
but also with the high frequency movement superimposed making the analysis difficult. 
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910415AB.xls Meaningful analysis of the fringe movement is difficult. 
The following experiments demonstrated the same problem. It was difficult to ascertain 
whether the low frequency "envelope movement" was due to beam drift or to the thermal 
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expansion of the glass. 
To explain the higher frequency oscillations the theory of the Michelson interferometer was 
examined, as the system being used could easily be seen as a modification of the basic 
Michelson arrangement. 
4.3.6 The adjustment of .!! Michelson Interferometer 
The following section deals with the theory behind the relationship between the adjustment of 
the mirrors, acting as point sources for the interferometer, and the appearance and behaviour 
of the fringes observed. 
Two cases are dealt with. The first in which the mirrors are aligned so that the beams are in 
perfect alignment with only a path length difference (of twice the etalon thickness d) between 
them. The second deals with the case when the two beams are slightly misaligned and have the 
path length difference also. 
Case 1 
We refer to Fig. 4-28. When the two virtual sources of the Michelson are perfectly in-line with 
the plane of observation but at different distances from it the fringes seen at the screen are 
circular. 
14 
Fig. 4-28 
y 
................................ ~~........................... . ..1 
Two point sources in line with the observation plane. 
If we examine the intensity of the interference pattern at a point p we get: 
1 
where 
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2 
3 
By using the binomial expansion on these two expressions we can easily see that if we assume 
1,,12 »y we have the approximation: 
2 
r =1 +L 
, , 21 
, 
and 
2 
r =1 +L 
2 2 21 
2 
Ifwe now substitute expressions 4 and 5 into expression 1 we have: 
4 
5 
6 
At this point we can say that the intensity of the light pattern will be given by the relation 
7 
where I is intensity and • denotes the complex conjugate. Expanding equation 7 gives 
Expanding this out gives 
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.. I=,A'+2A'oo +-I'+,(JX1] 8 
As the parameters A, I, and 12 are constants it can be seen that the intensity of the fringe 
pattern varies with y2. These fringes then have a circular symmetry about the central axis. 
We now let 
9 
where d is the thickness of the etalon whose characteristics we want to measure. 
Expression 8 then becomes 
1= 2A2 +2A2 cos[ kd( 2-1~:)] 10 
Therefore if y is set to zero, i.e. the centre of the fringe pattern is observed, the intensity 
pattern will be dependent on the thickness of the etalon. Varying only as the thickness of the 
etalon varies. 
ease 2 
In this situation the two point sources are not aligned, as shown in Fig. 4-29 below. 
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Fig. 4-29 Two point sources out of alignment. 
We can start by looking again at the geometry of the arrangement to get two expressions for 
the lengths r, and r2 
13 
and 
r2 =12 +y2 2 2 14 
By using the binomial expansion on these two expressions we can easily see that if we assume 
11'12 »y we have: 
r =1 + (y+y,Y 
1 1 21 
I 
15 
and 
16 
Again we substitute these expressions into the wave equation at the point p to get 
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Going through the same process as in case 1. we arrive at an expression for the intensity 
variation. 
which can be simplified to 
I =2A2 +A2 eXP[ik(I' -12 _L+ (Y+YY)]+A2 exp[ik(12 -I, +L_ (Y+YJ)] 212 21, 212 21, 
.. I=2A2+2A2CO{k(I-1 _L+(Y+YJ)] 
, 2 21 21 2 , 
17 
When I, = 12 then the y' terms cancel out so that the intensity becomes 
18 
where 1 = I, = 12 
The intensity variation will now be a linear function ofy. 
Substituting equation 9 into equation 17 we get 
19 
Setting Y = 0, to look at the centre of the fringe pattern once again, the expression can be 
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further simplified to 
20 
If Y 1 and 12 are constants then in this case thickening of the etalon has two contributions to the 
fringe intensity. IfYl «12 then the second contribution is quite small, but it is then mUltiplied 
by k and so cannot be ignored. 
In this case, the expansion of the etalon cannot be said to affect the fringes in a strictly linear 
fashion. This implies that, if our mirrors are slightly misaligned, the fringes will not vary 
linearly with the etalon changes. This means that it is strictly important to line the fringes up 
correctly so that the photodetector senses the centre of a "bullseye" pattern. Further, 
comparison of equations 10 and 19 shows that in the case of the two mirrors being perfectly 
aligned the fringe pattern will be symmetrical about the y = 0 axis. This will give rise to a 
bullseye fringe pattern. In the second case the intensity pattern changes in a much more 
complex way which, in practice, gives rise to curved or, in extreme cases, straight fringes. 
Note that as the mirrors are aligned and the fringe pattern approaches the bullseye the pattern 
overfills the light patch and it becomes harder to establish exactly where the centre is (a law of 
diminishing returns). 
4.3.7 Shroud 
A shroud was constructed to go on the optical table and provide further shielding for the entire 
apparatus from air and light fluctuations. It was made from a low table covered by thick black 
cloth which hung down to the optical bench to completely enshroud the apparatus. Although 
separate components of the apparatus were already shielded from air currents the shroud was 
thought to be contribute to the maintenance of a constant temperature throughout the 
apparatus. The light shielding aspect of the shroud would protect the photodetector from light 
fluctuations in the laboratory itself 
4.3.8 Improvements to the Interferometer 
A Newport M-MM-l miniature mirror mount was introduced to the interferometer platform, 
replacing the Spindler and Hoyer mount that had initially been in place. This was completed as 
a measure to improve the ease of fringe alignment. The previous mount had been of the right 
dimensions and rigidity but the micrometer adjusters were not positioned to give orthogonal 
adjustment, meaning that adjusting the fHnges precisely had been awkward. 
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Whilst the ability for adjustment had been made simpler the back plate for the new mount was 
found not to be sufficiently rigid to allow adjustment to the central bullseye. With 80 tpi ( turns 
per inch) screws to adjust the mirror, the accuracy of alignment for the mirrors was claimed, 
by the manufacturers, to be 5 arc seconds. However because the screw adjustment was stiff the 
force necessary to turn the screws for adjustment also caused the back plate to flex due to the 
lateral pressures and as a result the fringes fluctuated wildly. Another problem encountered 
was that, once in the region of the bullseye the fringe pattern overfilled the light patch so that 
ascertaining whether or not the pattern was exactly centred was very difficult. 
It was thought that the flexing problem might be addressed by using some grease to lubricate 
the micrometer threads and that the overfilling problem could be solved by fitting a piezo drive 
to the mirror, to allow the fringes to be scanned as part of the adjustment process. 
The introduction of a piezo drive would have meant that the path length of one of the 
interferometer arms could be scanned once a fringe position was obtained, allowing the 
position of the pattern to be observed and the centre to be discovered. 
After consideration, the piezo drive idea had to be abandoned since a drive that would fit into 
the limited space allowed by the miniature mirror mount could not be found. The kinematics of 
the mirror mount would also have caused some difficulty. 
The micrometer screws were lubricated lightly but no significant improvement in the fringe 
stability was noticed during mirror adjustment. 
Considering the difficulty in curing the problem one answer was to deliberately misalign the 
fringes at this stage so that the experiments could at least be run and some results obtained to 
develop the software and analysis. The strict alignment of the fringes would be approached at a 
later stage. 
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40 50 60 70 80 
Temperatur. (C) 
910422ab.xls A typical fringe intensity graph. 
42 52 62 
Temperatur. (C, 
72 82 
Showing a smoothed envelope of the fringes in 910422ab.xls in an attempt to obtain a value 
for the periodicity. 
At this juncture it seemed that a useful tool in the development of the oven would be a 
computer program that would heat the sample up at a very high speed while monitoring the 
fringe movement. This would not allow for accurate temperature readings as the thermal 
gradients would be profound, but it would give a qualitative reading on the behaviour of the 
oven which could then be backed up by more exacting measurements. Its main quality would 
be the great saving in time during the development as it was thought that the program may 
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have completed its thermal ramping in as little as three quarters of an hour. The program 
written was called SPEED.SA V and can be found in appendix 4. 
Using the program SPEED. SA V a quick run was performed from which values were taken 
using the file processing options of the Asystant software (see 910S1Scd). 
0.0014 
0.0012 
0.001 
:[ 0.0008 
f 0.0006 
:S' 
l' 0.0004 
0.0002 
·0.0002 
Fij' IW. 910S1Scd 
TemperaturelC' 
Showing digitisation ofthe intensity curves due to the vel)' low light levels being used in the 
experiment. 
The results from the run were very encouraging (a chart of the maxima and minima points can 
be seen below). 
Intensity Temperature (C) 
min 46.7 
max. 61.8 
min 73.7 
max. 87.9 
min 92.5 
The results showed that full fringe movements were obtained for temperature spans ranging 
between 19° C and 27° C which gave C.T.E. values of the right order of magnitude. 
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Because the light from the reference beam travels a distance 2d more than the sample beam it 
follows that if the sample expands by a length BL then the change in optical path length with 
temperature will be 2BL. Therefore, if a single fringe movement is observed (equivalent to an 
optical path change of one wavelength, 488 nm) then the expansion of the sample will be half 
of that. 
If the sample is 1 cm thick, and the temperature increment between the first two minima are 
1 244 X 10-9 •• 
used, a C.T.E. value of 0.01 27 = 9 x 10-7 / 0 C can be obtamed. WhIle the first two 
sets of data give good agreement the final two show a marked inaccuracy. Probably because 
the sample temperature was grossly lagging that of the temperature probe, imbedded in the 
oven wall. 
It was decided to move the probe away from the wall to a position closer to the temperature 
experienced by the sample. It was glued to the underside of the base mirror. 
After some adjustments to the fringe orientation, to get closer to the bullseye pattern, the 
program SPEED. SA V was used several more times to see if the results could be improved 
(see, for example, the graphs shown below). 
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910517ab.x1s Only gave one clear fringe movement, analysis was made slightly uncertain by the lack of 
0.012 
0.01 
0.008.,. ",,,,,-I' 
:i 
f 0.006 
:li 
.f 
.... 0.004 
0.002 
symmeuy. 
O+-----~r_-----+------;_------r_----_+-------
33.1 41.9 
910517ef.xls 
58.4 70.6 
Temperatur. (C) 
82.7 91.1 
Showing low fringe contrast and a double intensity peak. 
Analysis of these results showed that while some of the readings were not in agreement with 
the expected numbers a large number of the results gave good values for the C.T.E. 
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l' 0.008 
Ji 
10 .004 
0.002 
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Because the results of the fast temperature ramp experiments were so good it was decided to 
run a longer program without changing any of the control settings or apparatus. The program 
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TEN.SA V was used to increase the temperature over a 24 hour period, however, the results 
obtained on the longer run did not bear any relation to the pilot run (shown in 910518.x1s 
This inconsistent behaviour could not be explained - although a lack of stability in the 
interferometer platform or base mirror could have been the cause. One disturbing aspect of the 
results was that there was a distinct decrease in the peak intensity of the fringes as the 
temperature/experiment progressed. This had earlier been associated with beam drift and 
seemed to indicate that the problem had not been satisfactorily solved. 
Returning to the SPEED.SA V program, temperature runs were performed with adjustments 
made to the fringes after each run in an attempt to get the bullseye. If the fringes behaved badly 
in the bullseye then there would be no doubt that the problem was drift. 
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910521ab.x\s Low light intensities give digitised appearance to data. 
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O+-----~~---+----~----~~~~~----_r 
-o.oOO~ .8 39.6 56.5 71.6 83.3 89.7 92.7 
Tempeatur. (C) 
9l0522ab 
The fringe patterns all showed very good repeatability. The damping on the Atkeno 
temperatur~ controller was changed from 00 to 02, that is from low damping to high damping, 
which was said to have the effect of reducing the speed with which the oven heated up. This 
measure had absolutely no detectable effect on the rate of thermal increment, as can be seen 
from graphs of the temperature gradients. 
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Showing the rate of temperature increase of three different experiments with 910522ab 
having a different temperature damping selling. 
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It was decided that the program, SPEED. SA V, heated the oven up too quickly and that the 
full program, TEN.SA V, was not providing the temperature stability necessary to work 
effectively. This meant that an intermediate speed program had to be devised that would ensure 
a linear thermal gradient for the temperature ramping process but would not run for so long 
that instabilities in the apparatus would overshadow the results. 
The new program was designed to have a series of closely spaced set-point temperatures so 
that as soon as the oven reached a set point, the next one was immediately set. As the set 
points were closely set, the oven would not change wildly in temperature, as it had done with 
the previous programs which provided large temperature gaps, but would spend the majority 
of the time at, or about, its set-points. A graph of the results using the new program can be 
seen below 
0.004 
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~ 
-
0.002 
J 
.t ~ 
0.001 
Temperature le) 
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The new program was called ELEVEN.SAV. 
4.3.10 Beam Wander Revisited 
At this point a periodic check was performed to ensure that there was no beam drift. However, 
the results showed that some drift had occurred. 
After finding that beams reflected off the base mirror were drifting during oven heating, the 
dilatometer was evacuated and aligned for interference but the polarizer, and expansion optics, 
were removed from the optical arrangement and instead the beam was steered, away from the 
interferometer platform, along a 3 m path onto a screen. A cross was marked where the beams 
hit the screen. The oven was then heated up to about 90° C and the position of the beam noted 
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with relation to the cross. About I. 5 mm of drift was observed during the course of the test. 
The effect was apparent both on heating and cooling, its direction of drift was also noticed to 
be constant. 
It was decided to investigate the vacuum window to see if there was any rotational movement 
that might be causing the drift. The same drift test was carried out using the window as the 
reflector. If the drift was worse then it might be presumed that the problem lay with the 
vacuum chamber. If the problem decreased in magnitude then the internal parts of the oven, the 
base mirror, oven sleeve etc., would be suspected. 
The angled spacer between the oven chamber and the lid was removed to allow the beams to 
be retroreflected and thin tissue was put into the chamber to prevent any reflections from the 
base mirror itself. The beam drift noticed in this regime was greater than that originally noticed 
for the base mirror. This suggested that perhaps the whole chamber was rocking due to some 
thermal effect and that the effect was being magnified by the length of the chamber. 
The Tufuol body was originally mounted on three ball bearings which were glued, using 
Araldite, into three slight recesses drilled in the Tufnol, and then, using hot ceramic glue, to the 
table. The ball bearing mounts were suspected of causing expansion problems or, to be more 
precise, either of the glues holding them in position. It was possible that air bubbles in the glue 
were causing erratic localised expansion. 
Firstly the hot glue holding the chamber to the optical table was removed, and the chamber 
allowed to free stand, but no improvement in the drift was detected. 
The ball bearings were then removed from the Tufnol chamber, in case the Araldite holding 
them in place was the cause of the problem, and rounded legs on screw threads were fitted into 
the base of the chamber instead. The legs were made of Invar steel for its notably low 
coefficient of thermal expansion. Repeating the test showed that the modification had made no 
perceptible improvement on performance. 
The Tufnol under the base mirror was suspected of expanding in a non-uniform way under 
thermal stress and so was drilled out. It was replaced with a steel plate which was glued to the 
Tufnol body using slow-set Araldite. The plate was provided with the three Invar legs from the 
Tufnol. 
Next the o-ring seals holding the window to the lid, and the lid to the chamber, were examined. 
The o-ring grooves were skimmed down to ensure that surfaces mated properly rather than 
just resting on the o-rings. This had a perceptible effect on the drift off the window reducing it 
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from 3 mm down to about O.S mm over the temperature range. 
Closer examination of the o-ring seal at the window showed that the holding plate, made of 
Tufno), was flexing under the pressure of holding the window down firmly. It was 
subsequently changed for one made of aluminium. This reduced the drift from the window to 
something that couldn't be detected without expanding the beam. 
Note If the in-going and outgoing beams of the interferometer are misaligned it can easily be 
seen that there will be a contribution to the mirror beam drift from the rotation of the window. 
However this contribution will not be from an angle change effect, as would be intuitively 
thought, but from a displacement of the refracted beam. 
Attention was turned back to the base mirror to see if there was improvement in fringe stability 
due to the increased window stability. The results of the subsequent drift tests showed that the 
drift was identical to its original form. As the problems of drift associated with the outside of 
the chamber had been cured attention was turned to the internal components. 
The glue in the ball bearings under the base mirror were suspected of having air bubbles in 
them which, when heated, allowed the mirror to be lifted unevenly. The glue was removed and 
location holes were drilled, using a 6 mm drill, in the Tufnol base. 
Subsequent drift tests indicated no movement on heating but interferometer tests did show 
fringe movements on a null (base mirror only) test. 
Note At this point it was noticed that there was a degree of fringe movement found when the 
vacuum was applied or released, also the magnitude of the fringe movement increased if the 
temperature of the chamber was elevated. Although there was no explanation for the effect at 
the time it was later attributed to relative changes in optical path of the two beams caused by 
the angulation of the vacuum window. The increase in the effect would then occur at higher 
temperatures if the walls of the oven were to expand. 
The temperature probe wires were changed as they were considered to be too thick and, 
because the probe was glued to the underneath of the base mirror, it was thought they might be 
affecting the mirror's stability during the heating process. The replacement wire was 0.1 mm 
transformer winding wire. This change had no effect on fringe movement. 
It was decided to again move the temperature probe, this time so that it could be rested on the 
base mirror next to the sample. This was achieved by drilling a hole through the oven sleeve 
and connecting the probe to the electrical leadthrough via two very fine, transformer winding 
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The mirror was taken out of the chamber and placed, resting on its three glued ball bearings, 
directly on the optical bench with the interferometer placed over it. The apparatus was 
shrouded from air currents and left it overnight. When the experiment was completed, the 
fol\owing day, it was found that the fringes had drifted unacceptably. This indicated that the 
drift observed in the past might not have been oven related at all, but due to some problem 
with creep in the interferometer optics. It was decided to redesign the interferometer platform. 
A number of interferometer designs were considered. At the same time ways of fringe locking 
the system were looked into as a possible way to guarantee the integrity of the optics. 
4.3.11 Fringe Locking 
To fringe lock the system it would be necessary to pick off the two beams after they had 
passed through the optics, and recombine them to form a reference fringe pattern. Two 
photo diodes monitoring different parts of the fringe pattern could then detect any fringe 
movements and activate a piezo-drive, using a feedback loop, to compensate one of the paths. 
The designs considered played on the basic splitting arrangement (Fig. 4-30), in an attempt to 
enhance it. 
Fig. 4-30 
beam 
spJitter 
mirror 
Schematic ofbeamsplitter and mirror arrangement on the interferometer platform. 
The first arrangement to be considered can be seen below. The beams were picked off 
individually but a large number of optics were needed to redirect one of the beams and then 
recombine the two. Matching the optical path lengths of the two beams was considered to be 
an important feature of a successful design although it was not achieved with this design. 
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interference fringes piezo drive 
---
reference 
fringes 
Fig. 4-3\ 
---+-----+~~--~ 
First idea for interferometer platform 
The second design used the same two beam splitters to pick off the beams but their orientation 
was changed. If the pick off direction was selected correctly (as in Fig. 4-32) the optical pat)! 
symmetry could be maintained. 
interference fringes 
___ piezo drive 
---+-----+~~--~ 
Fig. 4-32 
Fringes for 
fringe locker 
Second idea, optical path lengths for reference match. 
Another consideration for both these systems was that, while the light travelling to the 
monitoring screen passes the piezo drive once, the light from the sample chamber passes the 
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piezo in both directions so that the locking would be less effective than had been originally 
hoped. 
The third system involved a number of polarising beam splitters and half wave plates. This 
system compensated the optical path for both the reference fringes as well as the sample 
fringes. The use of polarisation sensitive optics gave the most efficient use of the light. The 
general symmetry of the arrangement meant that any expansion of the platform due to thermal 
effects would be mirrored in each set of fringes. This arrangement was thought to be a major 
advance even if used in the passive mode without the piezo drive. The mounting of said driver 
had earlier shown itself to be difficult. 
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·• •. folding mirror 
I ba.e mirror I 
Third design shows both reference and interferometer beams picked off by the large beam 
splitter 
Because of the high price of large polarisation sensitive beam splitting optics and high quality 
wave plates, a cheaper option would be to make the large beam splitter non-polarising beam 
and not include the half-wave plates, This would incur a loss of efficiency (the light intensity 
reaching the photodetectors would drop by about 75%) but would still be a very workable 
arrangement. This arrangement was used for some time, without the piezo drive, and can be 
seen in Plates 5(a) and 5(b), 
It was decided to send the optical fibre back to the manufacturers as its modal structure and 
efficiency were very poor, In the mean time the neat beam from the laser was used, 
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--~-----+~-r--~ 
..---- piezo drive 
Non polarising beam splitter would have exactly the same function, but 50% of the light 
would be lost during each pass. 
The final configuration decided upon was to use the non-polarising beam splitter, as shown 
below (Fig. 4-35). The half wave plate in the input beam al10wed the polarisation to be rotated 
and, because the first beam splitter was polarising, thereby adjusted the intensities of the two 
arms of the interferometer. 
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Third design using non-polarising beam splitter. 
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4.3.12 How The Interferometer Worked 
The apparatus in Fig. 4-35 was adjusted as follows. The half-wave plate was rotated so that 
the intensities of the two beams leaving PBS I were matched. One beam was deflected by 
mirror MI so that both beams then entered the non-polarising beam splitter, BSI. The two 
beams were split 50:50 at the cut of the beamsplitter. The reflected beams were recombined at 
BS2, to act as reference fringes. The transmitted beams passed through a quarter wave plate, 
which changed their polarisation from linear to circular, were then steered by the folding 
mirror, M3, which reflected the beams into the oven chamber. In the oven the beams were 
retroreflected by the sample and base mirror. In the process the circular polarisation of the 
beams changed direction (handedness). When the beams re-entered the quarter wave plate their 
polarisation's were converted back from circular to linear with each one rotated by 90 degrees 
from it's corresponding outward arm. When the beams re-entered the polarising beam splitter, 
PBSl, they were reflected away from the input beam at the cut. By adjustment of the mirrors 
MI and M3 it was possible to make the reflected beams retrace their paths exactly on their way 
to PBSI. 
The beams combined at the cut of PBS I and were expanded up through a single short focal-
length lens, they then passed through a polarising analyser and onto the screen. 
With the analyser removed, the intensity of the two beams was optimised by rotating the 
quarter wave plate, when the analyser was then replaced it could be rotated to give the 
optimum fringe contrast on the screen. The fringes were then optimised by adjusting the mirror 
MI to observe the centre of the bullseye fringe pattern. When the beams were imperfectly 
aligned the fringes appeared slightly curved or straight. As the beams were aligned the pattern 
gradually changed to the bullseye so that when the central fringe was observed the beams were 
in perfect alignment. 
4.3.13 Interferometer Platform 
A new interferometer platform was constructed from 1" thick aluminium plate and cut to a 10" 
diameter circular plate having three, 1" diameter, Invar legs braced at the bottom with a second 
aluminium ring. The Invar legs were rounded at the bottom to give a kinematic siting. Where 
the legs interconnected with the aluminium they were flattened off and secured with M6 grub 
screws. 
Once all the optics were mounted on the platform it was tested by being set up with the base 
mirror resting, on its ball-bearings, directly on the bench. A length of piping was used to shield 
the vertical beams from air currents. The fringes were then monitored overnight at ambient 
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temperature to establish their stability. 
The graphs showed that there was some fringe movement over the 12 to 13 hour period in 
which the monitoring was carried out and, further, that this movement was not thermally 
related but was rather, some form of creep, perhaps in one of the mirror mounts. 
4.3.14 Testing the Mirror Mounts 
To establish if the creep shown in the fringes was due to some problem with the mirrors the 
mirror adjusting micrometers were each pushed in turn, so that the fringes were disturbed, in 
order to see if the fringes would then return properly. They did return but close observation 
showed that the screw threads were coated in grease. It was feared that a film of grease might 
have allowed the micrometer screws to settle over longer periods of time. The grease was 
cleaned off with acetone. 
The holders of the two steering mirrors (from the laser to the platform) were tightened, and the 
holder for the beam splitter that cut the beam at the laser was replaced. The previous holder 
had been a Newport rotating platform which was not very stable, one touch and the beam 
would move and not return. 
After prodding the folding mirror, the fringes were observed to be slow to return to their 
original position. The folding mirror was completely dismantled and degreased. In the process 
it was found that the main ball bearing for the angular adjustment mechanism was glued into 
the base of the mirror mount. The layer of glue could not be said to contribute a stable or 
kinematic base and so was removed. 
Upon re-assembly, the mirror mounting was still found to be unstable and so it was decided to 
replace the component. It was suspected that having the mass of the mirror plate suspended on 
a spring was inherently unstable. The gimbals mirror mounts from Newport worked in a 
completely different way and it was decided to try one of these mounted so that it overhung 
the oven. 
With the new mirror mount in place a drift test was carried out on the apparatus as previously 
described, with the base mirror resting directly on the table. The laser failed after only 35 
minutes but even in this time some drift was apparent. 
It was found that the gimbals mirror mount had Nylon inserts for the mirror to rest against, 
these were suspected of "giving" slightly under pressure and so were replaced by brass inserts 
to prevent any creep occurring. At the same time it was noticed that the small grub screw that 
held the mirror in place had a plastic insert on its tip. This was swapped for a ball bearing for 
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the same reasons as above. Once this was done the adjustment (micrometer) screws were 
degreased. 
When the system was subsequently re-tested there was still a residue of drift noticed after a 
few hours which may have been due to one of the tension springs in the gimbals mount failing 
to cope with the overhang. The tension spring holding one axis of the mount in position was 
replaced with a screw which could be tightened to lock the mirror in place. With that done the 
mirror mount was then glued and bolted in place in its mount and observed overnight, as the 
glue dried, with a drift test. The fringe movement was noted to be less than half of one fringe 
(see 911008a.x1s). This was a considerable improvement over previous runs but was still not 
good enough. It was necessary to get an improvement of, at least, one order of magnitude. 
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911008a.xls Beam drift observed overnight at ambient temperature 
The side-to-side adjuster of the gimbals mount, still spring loaded, was found not to be 
returning properly after adjustment. When attempting to tighten the spring, to increase its 
stability, it pulled away completely from its mounting. A second locking screw was fitted so 
that both axes of the mount were operated on a push-pull principle. The problems encountered, 
during the modification, were that the spring mounting for the side to side adjustment was 
considerably closer to the adjusting micrometer than for the other axis, making the job more 
tricky. The spring holes for the two plates were also found not to match properly. 
The conversion was managed, in the end, by using a nut which had its mating side rounded off. 
This allowed the screw to come in from a range of angles while the nut still made solid contact 
with the plate. 
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§jnut screw ........... - ---{J ............ 
Fig. 4-36 Nut with rounded offface. 
With this arrangement the apparatus was set up and left overnight but the drift was found to 
have increased to between I! and 2 fringes. 
After the failure of the test the Newport mount was removed and replaced with the original 
Ealing mount, modified so that the main return spring was replaced with an MS AlIen screw 
on a spring washer (Fig. 4-37). The spindle for horizontal rotation of the mirror mount was 
removed and an AlIen screw used to replace it. This arrangement appeared to be much more 
resilient to vibrational shocks. 
a) 
Fig. 4-37 
ball bearing 
holding rod 
spring 
micrometer screw 
b) 
M8 
screw 
spring 
washer 
a) Schematic side view of the Ealing Optics design for the mirror mounts. b) The modified 
design, held together with an M8 Allan screw. 
Early stability tests were so impressive that it was decided to use the same system for the other 
mirror mounts. 
However, after a two hour drift test it was found that the fringes had drifted strongly. One of 
the steering mirrors was glued down to ensure it did not move but the overnight drift 
amounted to 3 fringes. The reference showed drift of 2! fringes which was only slightly less. 
This suggested that the problem lay with the two interferometer steering mirrors (labelled Ml 
and M2 in Fig. 4-35). The difference in the two sets of fringe movements may have been due 
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to an optical levering effect. The path length to the base mirror being longer than that of the 
reference fringes. The mirror mounts were subsequently replaced by standard sized ones as it 
was thought that the problem with the small mirrors was due to the lack of rigidity. 
With the mirror mounts replaced the results from the subsequent overnight drift test were 
improved upon previous results but not to the standard required. To ensure the mounts rigidity 
it was decided to buttress the mirror mounts (Fig. 4-38). A third arm was also introduced to 
the interferometer. This modification allowed the two interrogating beams to be matched in 
length. 
Fig. 4-38 
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View from behind of the mirror base plate with the buttress. 
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Showing the path-matching of two interrogating beams (only when there is no sample 
present). 
The overnight run showed that the fringes had stabilised considerably and were drifting 
somewhat less than previous experiments, approximately I fringe movement over the twelve 
hour period. Also, the fringes of the interferometer arm were drifting less than those of the 
reference arm. This indicated that the residual drift observed was due to the individual mirrors 
on the interference platform. Repeating this test showed that the reference arm was much less 
stable. On dismantling the mirror mount for the reference arm it was found that the ball bearing 
axis was glued to the main plate causing a loss of stability (see page 152). This was removed 
and the mount reassembled. Some glue was also removed from the interferometer arm mirror. 
The interferometer fringe stability appeared to be markedly better during the following 12 hour 
test, and showed stability to within about Aj20. However, the reference fringes were still 
drifting unacceptably. 
A closer inspection of the reference arm showed that the mirror had been adjusted to such a 
degree (to get the fringes to align) that one of the micrometer screws was not in proper contact 
with the mirror plate. 
Fig. 4-40 
~+ mirror mounting pIa ball bearing ~~4~ 
mirror base plate 
The angle of the mount is adjusted using the micrometer screws, ifthe screw is removed too 
far the mirror mounting plate makes contact with the base plate. 
The mirror on the mount was re-glued so that it fell more in line with the incoming beam. The 
beam splitter was re-glued to its mount so that the two beams met at the cut. Initial drift tests 
showed a slight improvement, but the MS screws were found to be loose. Once they were 
tightened the graphs of the fringe movement for the reference and interferometer arms seemed 
to follow each other quite well. 
An overnight run showed that, in a twelve hour period, the interferometer fringes drifted by 
about t../18 (over a six hour period it was t../36) while the reference fringes drifted by about 
3t../2. 
The mirror mount in the reference arm was dismantled completely to establish the cause of the 
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I. A glass rod with one end slightly wedged and optically matched to the oven window 
could be placed in the gap between the oven and the platform, perhaps even protruding 
through the platform. This would mean that the beams would travel the critical path between 
the oven and interferometer platform inside the glass and so be unaffected by air currents. The 
slight wedge on the top face would prevent back reflections from interfering with the beams. 
2. A block of material, e.g. aluminium, placed over the vacuum window with two holes 
drilled through its length, would allow the beams to pass and providing the radius of the holes 
was small enough, would prevent the onset of convective motion. The device is termed an 
"Ostroumov Coupler" after the Soviet scientist who developed the theory (See chapter 2). 
There were concerns about the homogeneity of the glass and whether the temperature and 
temperature gradients within the glass would be uniform. There was no way to test for the 
errors that might arise in the glass and so the Ostroumov coupler was tried (Fig. 4-41). 
Fig. 4-41 
Light pipes of radius R 
~ ~ 
~ L-
j Interferometer cP1'tfmm 
J 
Window cap 
I J I 
Oven Window 
Showing the Ostroumov coupler in position between the vacuum oven window and the 
interferometer platform. 
A device was duly constructed, from an aluminium block, and found to eliminate the high 
temperature noise very effectively. However it left the problem of the fringe movement, during 
"null" tests, more apparent. It also made more apparent the interference fringes from the 
vacuum window which were overlapping the test fringes and giving a high frequency fringe 
movement. 
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It was noticed that, while the interferometer fringes could be seen to move during the heating, 
the reference fringes were also moving, implying that the problem of thermal instability may be 
common to both paths. 
4.3.16 Interference From the Lid 
To address the problem of the high frequency fringes from the lid, the dimensions of the 
apparatus were measured with the intention of slightly misaligning the oven lid so that back 
reflections would not cause a difficulty. The distance the beams had to travel from the large 
beam splitter to the top of the vacuum window was measured (10.5 cm). The beam diameter 
was given as 4 mm to be on the side of caution. 
If the beam is incident on the window, tilted at an angle of 6 (as shown in Fig. 4-42), then it 
will be reflected at an angle of26. 
Fig. 4-42 
input 
beam 
I 
J 
reflected 
beam 
Vacuum window 
1 
Vacuum window inclined at an angle e to the incoming beam. 
To avoid fringes from the window interfering with those formed by the interrogating beams we 
must make the angle 26 such that 
26 0.4 tan ;::--
10.5 
This will guarantee that the beams reflected from the window have no overlap with the 
interrogating beams at the point of recombination. Therefore 6 must be at least 1. 090 for the 
fringes to be suitably misaligned. 
The method used for getting the angulation was to skim both the lid and the window cap in the 
same rig so that the cap might be rotated through 1800 with respect to the lid, thus creating a 
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horizontal platfonn for the Ostroumov coupler to be held vertically. 
skim mark 
window cap 
L-~~--=~======~!~ 
i 
i 
, 
r-~+---------__________ _ 
skim mark 
r lid 
Fig. 4-43 Vacuum chamber lid with window cap showing the way in which they were skimmed. 
When the machining was completed the system was again "null" tested. The fringes from the 
vacuum window were found to have been removed but the fringe drift remained. 
It was thought that the problem of the observed fringe drift with temperature may have been 
caused by the base mirror not being centrally positioned in the chamber. Although it was 
carefully positioned prior to the experiment it was observed that the vacuum pump-down was 
causing the mirror to chatter and move around, it may then be coming to rest in contact with 
the oven wall at some point, causing asymmetric temperature gradients to be set up in the 
mirror. 
It was necessary to be able to evacuate the system in a controlled fashion to avoid this 
movement of the mirror. To achieve this a needle valve was put on the air inlet of the vacuum 
system. This was kept partially open during the pump down to slow the rate at which the air 
left the oven. 
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guage 
head 
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needle valve 
to air 
1 to pump 
Schematic of vacuum system to allow air to feed into the system during initial pump-down. 
This method did not work suitably as there was an onset of large, transient, air movements 
during the initial switch-on which the arrangement could not eradicate. These continued to 
cause the chattering of the base mirror. 
The next idea to control the pump-down was to use the standard half inch valves between the 
pressure gauge and the chamber, and on the air inlet, but to have them closed during the initial 
pump-down. 
guage 
head 
Fig. 4-45 
i to chamber 
valve 3 
to air 
valve 1 
1 to pump 
Increased number of valves gave more control during pump-down. 
The change meant that it was possible to create a good rough vacuum between the pump and 
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the valve 3, and then control how quickly the oven was evacuated by slowly opening the valve 
while observing the pressure drop on the pirrani gauge. In that way the system could be 
pumped very slowly in a completely controlled fashion. 
The first test showed no transient fringe movements, as previously observed, but there was 
some "hopping" of the fringes. The hopping was put down to air periodically leaking out of the 
positioning holes, under the base mirror ball bearings, lifting up the mirror in the process. 
The oven was disassembled and grooves cut in the steel cups so that the air could pass without 
disturbing the ball bearings. The second test showed that the hopping had been completely 
cured. 
When the system was pumped-down rapidly it was found that there was considerable fringe 
movement observed, cyclic in nature, so that when the pressure was increased the fringes 
returned to their original position. The conclusion was that this was probably due to a 
contraction in the reinforced plastic vacuum tubing during evacuation. This had been used 
instead of the original steel flexi-tubing to help damp vibrations from the vacuum pump. We 
reverted to the metal flexi-tubing and found that, by adjusting the pipe to the correct position 
and stress, it was possible to eradicate the problem completely. However, it was a tricky task, 
and owed more to trial and error than to scientific process. It was then very easy to lose the 
optimum condition. 
With the piping set up correctly another thermal test was made to ascertain the stability of the 
system with changing temperature. While the reference fringes moved only a small amount 
overall, the interferometer fringes moved by a full wavelength over the temperature range. In 
the trace it was also possible to see the effect of the temperature increments as well as the 
equilibrium periods, and it could clearly be seen that the fringes were trying to return to their 
start positions during the equilibrium phases. 
The next test involved the temperature being increased by a further 10" C but with 
substantially increased equilibrium times. It was hoped that this would allow the equilibrium 
phase to cancel out the increment phase however, that was not the result. The fringes moved 
strongly during the heating phase and returned only partially during the equilibrium phase. 
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8B.1 
Temperatur.,e) 
71.1 72 
Fi~. 4T. 911202.xIs Chart showing changing fringe intensity with temperature. Clearly shows the periods of 
thermal stabilisation (the flattened sections of the graph). Each of the sharp transitions is due to an increase in 
temperature. 
Experiments with the temperature increment and the equilibrium time showed that the greatest 
fringe movement was achieved when both the increment and equilibrium time were small. 
Surprisingly, the case where the temperature increment was larger showed greater stability. 
1 x 1° C increment 1 hour equilibrium time Smallest fringe movement 
2 x 0.5° C increment 30 minute equilibrium time Intermediate results 
10 x 0.1° C increment 6 minutes equilibrium time Largest fringe movement 
Below a graph of an experiment with a 1° C increment and a stabilisation time of about l.5 
hours shows only a small amount of fringe movement. 
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Temperature le) 
20 point chart program used 22000 count wait (I hour 23 minutes) between each temperature 
point. 
The shorter wait time and the regular thermal increment seemed to combine to create an 
overall effect that took a long time for the system to recover from. 
It was thought that there might be some link between the movement of the fringes observed on 
pump-down and those observed during the thermal ramping. To ensure that the apparatus was 
stable the problem during pump-down had to be eliminated. 
It was thought that the fringe movement was linked to some kind of pull on the oven platform 
by the vacuum line during the course of the evacuation process that was causing the fringe 
movement and so action was taken to make the oven less susceptible to such movement. 
The glue used on the three Invar legs of the oven to hold them to the optical table was a type 
of "hot glue" that almost certainly allowed a degree of movement through its flexibility. This 
was substituted for some metal glue - said to harden to a metallic consistency good enough to 
machine. It was hoped that the new glue would be much more rigid. However the results using 
this were no better than those obtained previously. 
Attention was turned to the idea of mounting the whole platform on three magnetic bases. This 
would not give strict kinematic support for the platform but would provide an easy to apply 
and strong method clamping of the platform. When this was done the apparatus had a much 
higher degree of stability than had been achieved using the glues but heat tests showed that the 
situation was still not perfect. 
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It was thought that the vacuum inlet point needed to be changed so that rather than coming 
from the side, and producing twisting forces, it came from underneath the oven so that any 
forces it exerted were downward. Ideally this would have meant having the pipe go though the 
optical table straight down to the pump. Unfortunately the table was made of cast iron and 
drilling it would have caused damage. The compromise option was to have the line come out 
of the bottom of the platform and then turn as gently as possible to run along the table. 
Because both the oven platform and the vacuum inlet were at the point of major reconstruction 
it was decided to rethink the whole assembly at the same time. 
An entirely new oven and platform were designed in which the base of the oven would be 
made from glass, rather than steel, with Tufnol walls. The glass was chosen because it would 
provide the same sort of rigidity as steel but would ensure that there was an insulating effect 
similar to that provided by the Tufnol and it had the bonus characteristic of having a low 
C.T.E. 
The oven would rest on a platform made of stainless steel which would be large enough so that 
the interferometer could also rest on it. This would mean that, even if the platform was twisted 
or rocked slightly due to vacuum stresses, the fringes would be unaffected. 
The platform was designed to rest on the three magnetic bases while the vacuum inlet was 
drilled through the centre and a brass vacuum pipe was fitted underneath that gently curved 
from vertical to horizontal. 
A piece of Cervit glass was worked to form the base of the oven by Optical Works Limited. A 
disk of the glass was used and a hole drilled through its centre, for the vacuum leadthrough. 
Three cups were cut into its upper surface to house the ball bearings for the base mirror. It was 
then wedged at an angle of 45° to provide a large surface area for gluing to the Tufnol waIls 
(see Fig. 4-46). 
A new Tufnol wall was made to fit the Cervit base. The Tufnol was slightly cut away on its 
inside to provide a shelf on which the original aluminium oven sleeve could rest, thus isolating 
the Cervit base from any direct heat (see Fig. 4-46). 
Some grooves were cut in the outer surface of the oven sleeve to allow for the heating wires to 
be routed to a new electricalleadthrough point sited midway up the Tufnol wall. 
The thermal probe had previously been resting on the base mirror electrically connected to the 
Athena via two copper transformer winding wires (0.1 mm diameter). This arrangement had 
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been very fiddly to set up because of the limited space, poor access to the leadthrough, and to 
the fineness of the wires. While the system of placing the probe on the base mirror, against the 
sample was very satisfactory, it was decided that the system could be improved by making it 
more modular. 
To improve the system a micro-socket was mounted flush in the wall of the oven sleeve, into 
which the probe, via short lengths of fine transformer winding wire, would be plugged. The use 
of fine wires in the oven chamber meant that the probe exerted no mechanical stress on the 
base mirror or sample. By having a plug and socket the probe could easily be unplugged 
allowing the base mirror to be removed. More robust wires were used between the micro-
socket on the outer face of the oven sleeve and the electrical lead through. 
electrical 
leadthrough 
/' 
vacuum inlet 
Ball Bearing 
cups 
Tufnol 
/ 
Cervit 
Fig. 446 Side view of the remade vacuum chamber, showing the Cervit base and Tufnol walls. 
4.3.17 Bonding the Cervit 
The advice from Optical Works Ltd. was that the Cervit would shatter if it was glued rigidly to 
the steel, that would expand when heated. Therefore, it was decided to use a sheet of laminate 
to bond the two surfaces which would allow a degree of differential in the two materials 
expansion. 
Because of uncertainties involving the degree of "give" that would be obtained from the 
laminate, a sandwich structure was made using a central layer of PVC with a layer ofJaminate 
on each side. The PVC provided the structure with some integrity while the laminates allowed 
a degree of shear. 
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The sandwich was put down on the steel platform with some care, so as not to create any 
bubbles. The sections of the vacuum chamber were glued together (using "Araldite slow set" as 
the stresses there should not contribute to unsymmetrical shifts in the base) prior to mounting 
on the platform, and then laid down on the sandwich with a weight laid on it before allowing it 
to settle overnight. A tab of the sandwich was left exposed at one side so that if the 
arrangement failed to work it would be possible to disassemble the apparatus. 
Returning to the vacuum test, which had prompted the changes, it was found that the stability 
had greatly improved. The Pir ani gauge was held at 0.5 mbar for the course of the test, 
producing a very slow pump-down for the vacuum oven, and only small variations in a 
basically flat chart recording were noticed from atmospheric pressure down to 10-2 torr. 
Although the first vacuum test worked well the subsequent charts showed a fringe movement 
of about ')../2 during the pump-down. One thing that was noticed was that the vacuum lid was 
tilted in such a way that one of the beams was striking the vacuum window at a lower point 
than the other (Fig. 4-47). 
input beams 
window 
..................................... 4: 
h 
Fig. 4-47 Window inclined at angle to prevent back reflection. 
In this situation the application of a vacuum to one side of the window would create an optical 
path difference between the two beams. By rotating the vacuum lid through 90· it was hoped 
that the beams would then strike the window at the same height to resolve the problem. That 
was easily confirmed by a vacuum test. However, the test showed a fringe movement of 
comparable magnitude (less than previously observed but of the same order). 
By examining the possible size of the effect caused by having the vacuum window sloping we 
can ascertain whether it is the cause of the fringe movements observed. We consider the 
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geometrical path difference, h, as shown in Fig. 4-47, and observe that a refractive index 
change of 3n can be associated with the removal of the air from the oven. For the evacuation 
to cause one fringe movement we can use the expression 
27t 2-h8n= 27t 
A 
Where I5n can be obtained from (n-I), the refractivity of air, This is given in the science data 
book as 292 x 10-6 at STP. and reduces to zero in vacuum. 
27t/A, = k propagation number. 
27t = one fringe movement. 
The difference in beam heights necessary to create a full fringe shift during evacuation is, 
therefore, given by 
h _ Aa _ 4.88 X 10-5 
- 28n - 2(292 X 10-6 ) 
h=O.836mm. 
The top to bottom height difference of the window was measured to be 640±51!m so that the 
possible difference in height of the two beams should not be enough to allow a full fringe shift. 
However it still seemed prudent to measure the height across the window with the micrometer 
to establish exactly where the horizontal planes were. Then a number of "contour lines" were 
then marked out so that the lid could be easily lined up against the beams to ensure equal path 
lengths. The oven was re-assembled for further vacuum tests, ensuring that the beams were 
striking the window at the same height. Unfortunately the results from the test were worse 
than those obtained previously. 
A number of tests were carried out with the lid rotated at different orientations in order to 
"map out" the best lid orientation. According to the theory above the fringes should have 
remained stable for two orientations of the lid (corresponding to beams striking the window at 
the same height), and given some degree offringe movement for all other possible orientations. 
In one of the two "stable" orientations they were found to move considerably, while rotating 
the lid, through 1800 , to the second "stable" position gave a definite minimum fringe 
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movement. 
The tests also seemed to show that there was a long relaxation time after the chamber had been 
re-pressurised. But no explanation for this behaviour was forthcoming. 
The interferometer platform was removed and apparatus introduced so that movement of the 
chamber itself, during evacuation, might be measured interferometrically. The apparatus used is 
shown below in Fig. 4-48. The mirror was glued directly to the Tufnol using cyanoacrylate. 
Fig. 4-48 
input beam 
lid 
vacuum 
oven 
A mirror was glued to the top of the chamber wall to create part of a Michelson 
interferometer. 
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expansion 
lens photodetector 
reference mirror 
Fig. 4-49 The interferometer arrangement. 
The apparatus was not as inherently stable as it could have been, however, considerably more 
fringe movement of the chamber was observed than had been previously anticipated. More 
than had been observed for the base plate. After consideration this seemed to suggest that the 
two effects might be completely separate. 
4.3.18 Testing the Base Mirror 
Attention was returned to testing the base mirror, to try to get a null reading as the 
temperature of the oven was increased. In this case, no fringe movement should be observed if 
changing the oven temperature does not produce any other path length changes in the 
interferometer. The first test showed significant fringe movement (about 2 fringes) during the 
heating process. 
It was thought that this fringe movement may have been caused by a thermally induced 
pressure difference in the two arms of the Ostroumov coupler. To test for this possibility two 
holes were drilled through the side of the coupler, one at the base, and the other at the top, so 
that the two arms would be linked. Subsequent heat tests did not bear the theory out, and the 
fringes were observed to move in the same fashion as previously observed. A second 
Ostroumov coupler was made out of Tufnol to provide some thermal insulation for the air 
columns in the two arms so that the onset of convection would be further delayed. 
The next components to be considered were the steel ball-bearings under the base mirror. 
There was a possibility that one or more of them might have some contaminant that could 
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cause uncharacteristic thermal expansion and hence some fringe effect. Although this was 
unlikely, the ball bearings were replaced with ones made of glass supplied by Optical Works 
Ltd. The glass was a Titania-silica of Soviet origin, that had a very low C.T.E. (in the 
10-8 /0 C range). 
Results of the subsequent heating tests showed that the ball bearings had not been the cause of 
the drift observed, and about 2 full fringe shifts could sti1l be observed during the heating 
process. 
Returning attention to the base mirror it was thought that any fringe shifts caused by the 
thermal expansion of the base mirror would be highlighted by changing the existing mirror for 
one of a higher C. T .E. A Pyrex base mirror was selected and used as a replacement. However, 
no difference in the fringe movement was observed in the following test. 
Attention was turned to the vacuum window and, to insure that it was not the cause of the 
problems, a 5 cm Tufnol spacer was placed between the oven and lid. Two holes were drilled 
in the Tufnol, Ostroumov style, to allow the beams to pass, but their small diameter and length 
ensured that the window was well insulated from radiated heat generated by the oven 
guaranteeing that any fringe movement observed could not be associated with the window. 
Subsequent experiments showed that there was no significant difference in the amount of the 
fringe movement with the insulator in place. 
It seemed possible that the movement may have been, in some way, related to the electrical 
leadthrough being mounted in the side wall of the vacuum body. The theory was that this 
would have led to a loss in symmetry in the oven body, leading to an uneven expansion of the 
walls. Although it was known that the window was not being affected, it was possible that 
merely by being sited on the oven wall the window it was being lifted, changing the relative 
optical paths of the two interrogating beams. This theory was easily tested by rotating the oven 
so that the leadthrough was at 90° to the plane of the two beams. This would cause the 
expansion effect to occur orthogonally to the plane of the two beams. 
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Interferometer beams 
Electrical 
Leadthrough 
Oven 
Fig. 4-50 
o 
Diagram of optimal rotation for the electricalleadthrough. Expansion affects both beams 
symmetrically 
Unfortunately, the rotation made no difference to the amount of fringe movement observed 
during the heating process. However, it was thought that the possibility of the walls expanding 
was high enough to perform a more conclusive test. A large mirror was glued onto the Tufnol 
lid above the window and the heating test run whilst monitoring the lid instead of the base (see 
Fig. 4-51). 
Fig. 4-51 
interferometer ,+---folding mirror 
__ I-----+-~ 
beams 
platform 
.------1----1- test mirror 
,--L ___ 1=:;-lllid 
oven 
chamber 
Test arrangement with a mirror mounted on the chamber lid just above the window. 
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The first thing to be noticed was the large movement of fringes during the evacuation 
procedure. This was then followed by a movement of about 2 fringes during the heating 
process. A repeat of the experiment with the lid rotated to the worst possible orientation (lid 
angle in line with leadthrough) gave some 6 fringes of movement during evacuation and a 
further 3.5 fringe movements during the heating (upto 54° C). 
During the experiments involving rotating the oven, the discovery was made that it was 
possible to get significant fringe movements simply by pushing the oven with one finger. 
Furthermore, there were certain orientations in which the oven was more sensitive than others. 
Two conclusions were reached. The first was that the laminate lacked the necessary rigidity to 
prevent the oven body from deforming. The second conclusion was that it was possible that the 
top surface of the steel base plate was not mating perfectly with the Cervit oven base and that 
some sort of rocking action was taking place as the result. It was decided to remove the oven 
assembly from the steel base, to check both surfaces for flatness, and then glue them back 
together using an epoxy. It was felt that it would be safe to bond thetwosurfaces together as 
the steel base was not subject to any great thermal changes (see page 166). The epoxy would 
provide a greatly increased rigidity over the laminate thus ensuring that there would be no 
instability of the oven. 
After removing and cleaning the oven body it was repositioned by hand, whereupon an easily 
detectable rocking motion was discovered. The platform was ground flat in the workshop and 
the finish checked thoroughly with a micrometer and, later, checked by feel with the oven 
body. 
An epoxy, from Radio Spares., was chosen to glue the oven back on. Leaving it in an oven 
overnight to set. 
When the oven was completely reassembled confidence in the stability of the oven body was 
very high. To ensure that any problems with the stability of the window, caused by movement / 
expansion of the Tufnol during the heating process, could be eliminated, it was necessary to 
hold the window separate from the Tufnol walls. There were two alternative methods 
suggested. 
1. A sub-frame of aluminium on Invar legs with the window mounted in its centre. The 
window would be pr?tected from the heat of the oven by a block of Tufnol with two holes 
drilled for the beams to pass (see Fig. 4-52). The platform would be connected to the oven by 
a bellows attached to the block of Tufnol and to a modified lid on the oven 
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Fig. 4-52 Section view of the sub-platform idea. 
The Tufnol block (heat shield) would be glued to the underside ofthe aluminium platfonn, and 
the bellows sealed to its lower end with a tie wrap. 
Fig. 4-53 
Bellows 
) 
~ ~ Tufnol I; heat sh Lid ield 
~ 
" 
/ , 
Lt 
Oven 
L 
Showing the bellows making a vacuum seal between the Tufnol heat shield, where it would be 
tie wrapped, and the modified oven lid. 
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2. A steel (or possibly ceramic) cylinder would be sealed to the steel base around the oven 
leaving the current vacuum and heating sections standing inside to simply do the job of heating. 
The window would then be mounted on the vacuum waIl with some heat shielding to protect it 
from the oven. 
Fig. 4-54 
Outer 
wall 
Base 
Tufnol Heating jacket 
Window 
Schematic of second design showing the heating and vacuum sections completely separated. 
There was doubt about whether, or not, there would be enough room to fit the new outer waIl 
between the interferometer platform and the existing apparatus. This option also involved a lot 
more construction than the first idea so that, if it did not work, there would be a very 
substantial construction that could not easily be removed. 
In view of the above concerns it was decided to try the former of the two ideas. The surface 
holding the window was cut to an angle of one degree to prevent back reflections interfering 
with the main signal, in the same way as the lid had been cut previously (see page 159). 
The tests performed after the installation of the sub-frame showed that the fringes remained 
stable (within the expected tolerances) at ambient temperature. When the temperature was 
increased the fringes remained stable until the internal temperature reached approximately 49° 
C. They then started to drift as they had done in previous experiments. 
The situation appeared to have improved slightly but the fringe movement had not been 
removed. The question that had to be answered was, "Did the improvement in thermal 
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stability come from improved shielding of the window, improved shielding of the folding 
mirror on the interferometer platform, or the fact that the window was no longer in contact 
with the Tufnol body of the oven?". 
At that time, both the interferometer and the reference beams were being observed to drift 
almost simultaneously. This implied some mechanism other than the ones put forward was 
responsible for the drift. The mechanism that might have caused both arms to drift could have 
been to do with the legs shifting or expanding. Or possibly the platform itself expanding. With 
that in mind it was thought that the problem was not with the vacuum window. The symmetry 
of the apparatus, coupled with the high degree of insulation, meant that it was possible to 
discount uneven heating in the Invar legs as the cause of the problem. This meant that the most 
likely cause of difficulty would be in the platform arrangement itself. Although theoretically all 
the paths were compensated in practice, the manufacture and assembly could only match the 
paths on a macroscopic scale - any inequalities in the path lengths of the two arms would cause 
problems if the platform, or air about it, were subjected to any heating effects. It was necessary 
to split and re-combine the beams in such a way as they left the "splitting optic" parallel and 
with perfectly matched path lengths. 
4.3.19 Beam Splitting Optic 
A number of attempts had been made in the past to design an optic that would perform the 
beam splitting and re-combination in the desired way, but the designs had all failed on some 
aspect of the design criteria. However, it seemed that nothing short of such a device would 
provide the stability needed for the interferometer, and so renewed efforts were made to come 
up with a suitable design. An optic design was produced that seemed to fill the criteria 
perfectly and is shown in Fig. 4-55. 
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Beam splitting optic, cut from a standard cube beamsplitter (the shaded sections indicate the 
parts that were removed). 
A polarising beam splitter was obtained (It" square) from stock and sent to Optical works 
Ltd. to be cut to shape. 
The light would enter, from the laser, at right angles to the optic face to ensure that back-
reflection was minimised. It then hit the polarising cut at 45° (the optimum angle for a 
standard beam splitter cut). One beam travelled through while the other was reflected at 90°. 
Both beams then underwent total internal reflection at 22.5° which ensured that they were 
parallel when they exited. 
During the down-time waiting for the optic to be completed, the existing mirror mounts were 
examined to see if their stability could be improved. After tightening the main tensioning 
screws of the mirror mounts the interferometer was tested for long term stability. 
The fringes were expected to drift strongly for about half an hour, as the mounts sought their 
equilibrium positions, and then to settle rapidly to give a high degree of stability. However, in 
the tests the fringes were found to drift unacceptably even after 5 hours settling time. The 
problem was present in all the mirror mounts, but had a more pronounced effect in the 
interferometer mirror mounts than in the steering mirror mounts. 
By experimentation, tensions were found for each of the mounts for which they were optimally 
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stable. Each tension setting was unique and could only be found with a lot of time and effort. 
By setting up the apparatus after the adjustments had been made to the mirror mounts, and by 
insulating the oven from the interferometer platform with wads of fibreglass, it was possible to 
get a "null" reading of only one fringe movement. 
As the temperature increased during a run the pressure of the system was seen to increase from 
about 5 x 10- 2 torr to 10- 1 torr. The possibility occurred that the fringe movement could be 
linked to a pressure change phenomenon. To examine the possibility of a leak the vacuum 
system was tested. This was achieved by completely dismantling the apparatus and testing the 
pipework in sections for leaks, working from the pump towards the oven and finally testing the 
oven itself. The pipework was sound but the oven had one faulty vacuum seal, around the 
electrical leadthrough. However, after the problems were corrected the chamber could only 
manage to pull down to about 5 x 10-2 torr compared to a possible best for the pump of 
around 10-2 torr. 
Note: This pressure was still observed to rise during the course of a heat test to about 10-1 
torr, presumably due to some outgasing. 
In the course of checking the vacuum oven for leaks a crack was found running through one of 
the ball bearing holes in the Cervit base. It was thought, however, that the crack had occurred 
soon after the Cervit had been glued to the base as a result of stresses induced. Therefore it 
had run its course and would not get worse with continued use and, more importantly, would 
not contribute a false signal to the interferometer. 
The optic was returned from the polishers with a few changes. They had found that the beam 
splitting cut had started to come apart during the polishing process. As a consequence, they 
had decided to try and pull the cube apart, keeping the cut intact, do the polishing on each half 
separately, and then rejoin the two halves. Unfortunately, the cut did not come apart cleanly 
and was destroyed. They had replaced it with a simple aluminium, 50/50 non-polarising, cut 
and glued the two halves together. The result was that the returning beams could not be 
efficiently separated from the input beams by the use of polarisation rotating techniques and 
that there would be a considerable amount of noise (spurious beams) reaching the 
photodetector. 
The optic was placed on the interferometer platform for a quick analysis of its functionality. 
The existing apparatus was removed so that the optic could be mounted on a rotating platform, 
obtained from Newport. It was held in place on the rotating platform with double sided sticky 
tape, as was the rotator, to the interferometer platform. 
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The optic was very easy to set up. With the folding mirror removed the beams were directed 
across the room to obtain paraIleI alignment. A mirror was then mounted about 2 meters away 
and the beams reflected back on themselves to get the alignment exactly right. The folding 
mirror was then replaced and aligned so that the reflected beams were picked up in an 
expanding optic, after re-combination, and displayed on a screen 
At this point it was noticed that the returning beams were not at the same height. Close 
inspection showed that the two halves of the optic had not been glued perfectly in line with one 
another so that one of the beams pointed slightly downwards with respect to the other. This 
meant that the observed fringes were horizontal rather than circular. 
It was attempted to correct the. problem of the differing beam heights by experimenting with 
adjusting the angle of the input beam, but there was no improvement - there was nothing that 
could be done about it short of re-cementing the optic. 
With a sample in the oven a correction could be made. Because none of the samples were 
polished perfectly parallel they could be rotated in the oven so that the two polishing errors 
cancelled each other out. 
To set up the optic apparatus the rotating platform was bolted down to the interferometer 
platform and the optic was then glued in position with cyanoacrylate. 
Newport Rotating Platform 
The platform was made from a square base of aluminium with a circular aluminium platform 
rested on baIl bearings in a recess (Fig. 4-56). The platform was held down by two clips. The 
rotation was achieved by use of a knurled knob which was in direct frictional contact with the 
outside rim of the platform. 
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Fig. 4-56 Side view of rotating platfonn. 
The platform could be locked in position in two ways. Firstly, by locking the knurled adjusting 
screw, and secondly, by using a screw to directly lock the platform up. Both the locking 
screws were tipped with plastic to prevent damage caused by over tightening. Tightening either 
of the two locking screws caused the platform to rotate slightly and the two beams to move 
out of alignment, the problem was worst for the screw that locked the platform directly. 
The equipment was set up with the broadest fringes possible and left at ambient temperature 
overnight with the chart recorder running. 
The fringes showed some movement overnight with a full fringe moving in the first few hours 
and then much slower progression later in the night. This indicated either that the locking 
system for the platform was not adequate, or that the folding mirror was unstable. 
The way the rotating plate locked was changed by removing the two locking screws and 
inserted three screws into holes pre-drilled in the platform. The screws were then tightened to 
lift the platform away from the base plate and up against the clips to provide the locking 
action. 
Examination of the folding mirror showed that the washer used on the horizontal pin was 
fouling the mirror plate, preventing it from giving proper orthogonal movement. This was 
rectified by cutting away a section of the plate allowing the plate to be angularly adjusted 
without jamming on the washer of the horizontal axis. 
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The rotating platform for the optic was again modified after it was found that the locking idea 
had failed. The platform was not held horizontal as the screws were tightened because the 
retaining clips were slipping, this caused the beams to move. 
Modification of Rotating Platform. 
The base of the platform was turned upside-down and the rotating section mounted on the 
flattened underside. An aluminium disc was machined to fit in the recessed upper side. The disc 
was drilled so that the three locking screws could pass through the rotating platform and clamp 
onto it. 
D .. ·'------r--_~ .... D 
rotating Platform>----.J! 
gripping hole for locking scre~ 
disc ~ 
I ~I~~ ________ ~!~i~ 
- !! 
Fig. 4-57 Modified rotating platform arrangement. 
With the platform modification complete the apparatus was set up again but the fringes would 
not remain stable, even at ambient temperature. It appeared that the cause of the stability 
problem this time was the overhanging mirror rather than the platform. 
The M8 screws that tensioned the steering mirror mounts were loosened to the point where 
there was a range of adjustment during which the fringes would remain stable. This situation 
had previously been observed to coincide with the optimal tension setting for long-term fringe 
stability and occurred when the screws were considerably less tight than they had previously 
been. After this adjustment procedure the fringes still drifted but the movement was much 
slower. 
No real progress was being made with the overhanging mirror and it was decided to use a 
pentaprism to fold the light from the platform to the oven for two reasons. Firstly, being 
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mounted on a platform similar to that for the optic, but with a cut out in the centre to allow the 
light to pass. Gravity would tend to make the component more stable as time passed, as 
opposed to the problems encountered with the mirror which was being pulled, by gravity, at an 
angle against its spring, causing the folded beams to drift. Secondly, if there were any 
movement of the base of the pentaprism the beams would be largely unaffected because the 
nature of the pentaprism is to fold beams of light through 90° regardless of its orientation. 
A test was performed with a beam splitter to emulate the role of the pentaprism. Although the. 
fringe quality was low the fringe stability was good with only small amplitude slowly varying 
oscillations being observed, probably from spurious "noise fringes". These may have been due 
to the steering mirrors which would also be able to drift, however it must be noticed that the 
beam splitter was only held down by gravity. 
A pentaprism and second rotating mount were obtained from Newport. The rotating mount 
differed from the first in that its central section had been drilled out. Similar modifications were 
made to the rotating mount as for the first platform. They were slightly complicated because 
the pentaprism was considerably larger than the optic had been, so that only two locking 
screws could be used, of a smaller diameter. To compensate for the reduction in gripping 
screws, two small grub screws were positioned where the third screw would have been, but, 
rather than pulling the gripping plate they pushed it away to provide a push-pull action. The 
platform was then bolted down and the pentaprism laid on it. Fringes were easily obtained. 
Once the alignment had been checked the pentaprism was carefully glued down at the edges 
with cyanoacrylate and left overnight for a stability test. 
One problem encountered was that the Ostroumov coupler required precise alignment of the 
beams because of the narrow radius of its light tubes. The adjustment was obtained by moving 
the pentaprism backwards or forwards to adjust the vertical beam exit position and moving the 
whole platform to get the beam separation correct. The vertical adjustment was improved by 
fixing the position of the pentaprism and then using a steering mirror to adjust the height of the 
incoming beam which had the same effect of moving the beam. The disadvantage of the system 
was that adjustments made to a steering mirror were likely to result in some instability because 
of the inadequacies of the mirror adjusting system. 
To reduce the possibility of instability from mirror mounts, as many of the mounts as possible 
were removed. The remaining mounts were replaced by solid reflectors with no possibility of 
movement. One mount was kept for adjustment. 
Subsequent stability tests still showed a degree of fringe movement. It seemed that there was a 
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problem with one, or both, of the rotating platforms. To make their design less susceptible to 
slight drift it was necessary to reduce the number of components. The ball bearings were 
removed from the platforms so that the rotating section rested directly on the base. At the 
same time, the Alien screws holding the interferometer platform to the Invar legs were 
increased in size to ensure that there was no possibility for creep in the joints. However, the 
following heat test showed a similar degree of creep to previous tests. 
After inspection of the two mounts it was thought that the pentaprism mount was the cause of 
the instability. When the platform was disassembled the two grub screws were found to have 
indented the gripping plate, and, in the process, were almost certainly causing some degree of 
creep over time. To solve the problem the pentaprism was unglued and the plate reworked so 
that three locking screws could properly line up. On reassembly the pentaprism was glued 
down with Araldite to allow time for aligning the pentaprism while the glue set. 
The final adjustment improved the stability of the apparatus so that initial test runs showed 
about 112 a fringe movement consistently. After leaving the apparatus to bed down for a day 
the fringe movement had reduced to less than 'JJ20 over a temperature range from 
20· C to 90· C. While this was not as good as the original expectations it allowed us to do 
the C.T.E. and refractive index experiments with a good degree of accuracy. 
4.3.20 Phase Plate 
To positively identifY which way the fringes were moving during a heating cycle, and possibly 
at a later date to lock their movement, a plate of polished glass was inserted in one of the paths 
after the beams had been split but before they had reached the main beam splitter (see Fig. 4-
58). The glass plate was mounted on a galvanometer motor, powered by a high-precision 
controller board. So that with this arrangement the plate could be rotated through very small 
angles while the fringe movement was observed. This would vary the optical path length and 
phase of one beam with respect to the other. 
The observation was qualitative rather than quantitative. By knowing which way the plate was 
being rotated the direction of the fringe movement could be correlated with the optical path 
change. This information would then be correlated with the direction in which the fringes were 
observed to be moving when the temperature in the oven was subsequently increased. 
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Mirror 
beam splitter 
Plan view of phase plate arrangement 
The original holder for the galvanometer was an L shaped block of aluminium with a drilling at 
the bottom to fix it to the platform and a drilling at the top for the post that was glued to the 
galvanometer body. When the power was applied to the galvanometer the plate was seen to 
oscillate very rapidly. This was found to be because the galvanometer was displaying 
symptoms of electromagnetic induction when put in close electrical (electrically conducting) 
contact with the table. The block was changed for one made of Tufnol and the effect 
disappeared. 
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Fig. 4·59 side view of phase plate and its original mounting. 
4.4 Testing With a PMMA Sample 
Our first experiment with the apparatus was with a 5 mm thick sample ofPMMA. The sample 
was first mirrored on one side, using a standard vacuum coating unit, and then cut into small 
sections so that it would fit into the oven. A single sample was placed in the oven with the 
mirrored side facing downward. The sample was lined up with its centre interrogated by one 
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beam and the lid was then placed on the oven and the whole insulated from the interferometric 
platform by fibreglass padding. 
The phase plate was used to establish in which direction the fringes moved for an increase in 
the OPD of the arm with the sample in. The sample was then heated, using one of the 
computer control programs, and the fringe movement was recorded. The observed direction of 
the fringe movement then gave the sign of the optical path change. 
Three separate runs confirmed that the change was negative. 
This result is interesting as we know that the ~d is positive. This then implies that the change 
in refractive index is very strongly negative. Smith [1] gives the value for PMMA as being dn =: 
-0.00013 per C while n = 1.491. 
The interferometer could be trusted to give readings of optical path changes and C.T.E. values 
for PMMA as the expected period of the fringes was small, however the "null" test was still 
giving a small, but detectable drift which meant that analysis of C. T.E. for low expansion 
ceramics would have appreciable errors. 
Note. The "null test demonstrated in the results chapter was achieved some time after the 
experiment performed below and it shows that, after the final adjustments, the apparatus 
stability improved through no more than repeated thermal cycling. 
Below can be seen a graph charting the periodicity of the fringe movement, in degrees C, 
against the temperature for the PMMA sample. 
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lstpmma.xls 
The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Maxima 
Average 0.74C 
Standard Deviation 0.0814 C 
The Optical path change is given by 
1 ~n A.. Y=--= n~T nd~T See results section for explanation 
Where 
This gives us 
A.. =SI4.Snm±O.1 
n = 1.491±O.OOl 
d =S.23mm±0.OOS 
~T=0.74C±0.0814 
514.Sx 10-9 
Y = (1.491)(S.23 x 10-3 )(0.74) 
Y = 8.916 x 10-5 IC ± 1.01 x 10-5 (3 d.p.) 
Minima 
0.7367 C 
0.0556 C 
This value compares very favourably with that quoted by Smith (7 - 8 x 10-5 IC). 
Only the magnitude of the expansion can be evaluated from the equation above. As previously 
stated the sign was established by observation. 
[l] Smith "Modern Optical Engineering" 1966, McGraw Hill. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PROGRAMMING DEVElOPMENT 
In this chapter the various programming developments that took place during the course of the 
project are detailed. This involved the development of an understanding of the three major 
components in the system; the GPID control software, the digital storage oscilloscope (and its 
software) and the temperature controller. 
One of the main difficulties encountered in the programming was to integrate the three 
separate languages used by the different devices into a single coherent package that could be 
easily used and to control the equipment. 
5.1 Asystant Control Software 
The Asystant control software was used to control the apparatus, this is a software package 
which provides an environment in which the computer user can interface with a number of 
peripheral devices using a GPIB (general purpose interface board) which is a development 
from, and can interface with, IEEE communications ports. A fuller description of the software 
and its modes of operation can be found in Chapter 3 section 3.8.3. The software also provides 
a number of scientific number crunching facilities for analysing data. 
5.2 Communicating with Peripherals 
The first stage in the programming work was to develop some familiarity with the IEEE 
operation by using the interactive mode of the Asystant-GPIB control software to access the 
oscilloscope and temperature controller (Athena) separately in order to build up knowledge of 
how the devices reacted to various commands. 
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Note: The GPm interface bus allowed the connection of a number of devices to the computer 
via the IEEE lines. If a device specific command was sent across the bus some method had to 
be used to alert the appropriate instrument of the pending command. This was done by 
associating a unique address with each instrument. Before the two devices could be used it was 
necessary to configure the computer software in order for those addresses to be known. Once 
each device was configured it could then be selected for device-specific commands in the GPm 
software at the press of a button. 
5.2.1 Athena Temperature Controller 
The temperature controller, an Athena 2075 P.lD. (proportional Integrated Derivative)unit, 
was the device used to regulate the oven temperature. It provided high accuracy temperature 
measurements by using calibrated platinum resistor probes, good thermal stability by the use of 
the proportional integrated differentiating electronics and temperature resolution of 0.10 C. It 
was able to adapt to changes in oven designs or specifications because its parameters were 
completely programmable and tunable. Finally the unit allowed data interchange via an RS-232 
communications port. 
5.2.1.1 Programming the Temperature Controller 
The temperature controller arrived from the suppliers with an RS-232C interface for 
communication with the computer. RS232C is a standard published in 1968 by the Electronic 
Industries Association. The RS is an acronym for "Recommended Standard" and the 232 is the 
identification number for that particular standard. The C designates the last revision of that 
standard. The purpose of the standard is to define the electrical characteristics for the 
interfacing of "data terminal equipment" and "data communications equipment". The standard 
provides voltage ranges for data and control signals to provide proper transmission. 
The Asystant control software used by the computer was only able to communicate using the 
GPm lines. The conversion from RS-232 to GPm was achieved using a special converter 
obtained from National Instruments, the GPm-232CV, chapter 3. 
The RS-232 output module of the temperature controller allowed bi-directional data transfer 
via a three conductor cable consisting of signal ground, receive and transmit. The module was 
optically isolated to eliminate ground loop problems. 
The pin connections used were: 
#1 signal ground 
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#2 receive ( input) 
#3 transmit ( output) 
#4 not connected 
#5 frame ground 
#6 signal ground 
#7 signal ground 
#8 not connected 
#9 frame ground 
, 
The temperature controller responded to serial data transmitted in ASCII 7 bit code with 1 
start bit, 1 stop bit and odd parity. The address given to the temperature controller, to allow 
device specific commands on the GPIB bus and RS-232 line, was "5". 
. , 
~. "', , 
There were three possible forms of communication between the computer and the temperature 
controller via the RS-232 line. (1) Read a parameter. (2) Modify a parameter (3) Modify and 
Store a parameter in non-volatile memory. They are described in more detail below 
(1) Read a Parameter 
The message sent to the temperature controller consisted of 5 parts; 
example #05ROCR 
Part Message Meaning 
1 # start mark 
2 05 controller number 
3 R read command 
4 0 parameter number 
5 CR carriage return(ASCII code 
13) 
The temperature controller would then respond in the following fashion 
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(LF) # 05 R 0050.0 C (CR) (LF) 
LF is Line Feed ASCII code 10 
CR is carriage return ASCII code 13 
In this case the returning data string indicates that the temperature is 50.00 C. 
(2) Modify a Parameter 
The format to modifY a parameter was very similar to that shown above. 
example #05M1 060.0C CR 
Part Message Meaning 
1 # start mark 
2 05 controller number 
3 M modifY command 
4 1 parameter number 
5 - space or minus 
6 060.0 new value (4 digits) 
7 C centigrade 
8 CR carriage return (ASCII code 
13) 
The temperature controller response would be similar to that shown below; 
(LF) # 05 C 1 060.0 C (eR) (LF) 
C Temporary change confirmed 
This value would be lost from the memory, and replaced by the original setting, if the 
temperature controller power was subsequently switched off. 
(3) Modify and Store Parameter in Memory 
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The third command had the same effect as the second but stored the parameter in non-volatile 
memory so that a subsequent power cut in the temperature controller would not alter the 
parameter. 
example #05El 060.0C CR 
Part Message Meaning 
1 # start mark 
2 05 controller number 
3 E modity command 
4 1 parameter number. 
5 
-
space or minus 
6 060.0 new value (4 digits) 
7 C centigrade 
8 CR carriage return (ASCII code 13) 
The temperature controller response would be similar to shown below; 
(LF) # 05 A 1 060.0 C (CR) (LF) 
A Parameter is altered. 
Note. Although the exact form of these commands and responses is shown above it was far 
from clear when the equipment arrived and was only discovered after some experimentation, as 
will be shown in the course of this chapter. 
5.3 Programming 
The first task attempted was to get the temperature controller to display the current 
temperature on the computer screen. The interactive mode of the GPIB software was used 
because it allowed instant feedback from the peripherals for for simple, one line, commands. 
The Athena device was configured in the software (as device 5), and subsequently selected for 
communication, and the TALK menu accessed. 
Once the TALK menu had been selected the screen changed to show a selection of possible talk 
string source options; (1.) Disk files. 2. Parameters. 3. Variables. 4. Literal. 
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By selecting option 4. it was possible to input statements directly to the temperature controller. 
Once this was done a number of termination conditions had to be entered in order for the 
commands to be understood by the peripherals (for a description of some of the termination 
conditions see page 198 also page 203). To put the temperature controllers response on the 
screen it was then necessary to instruct the computer to listen by selecting the LISTEN option 
and using the DISPLAY sub-option. 
Using the very direct communication offered by the interactive mode made it was possible to 
become familiar with the software packages of both the computer and the temperature 
controller in a simple way. Trying various ways of terminating and displaying messages. The 
Athena required that instructions to it be terminated with an ascii code 13 while it terminated 
its communications with a 13 followed by a 10. 
Once the temperature and other parameter settings had been satisfactorily retrieved to the 
computer screen, the next stage was to write some routines in the program mode to automate 
the process. 
First Routine 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Talk: 
Literal: #05ROCR 
Listen: 
Display 
End Routine 
When the routine was run it got as far as the listen statement before being interrupted by an 
error message - "Error 513 Bus Timeout Encountered". 
The actual command string in the instruction manual showed the CR (carriage return) as a 
bracketed instruction, which left the question as to whether it should be included in the talk 
string or not. Deleting the CR from the string had no appreciable effect, the same error was 
displayed. 
A Device Clear command was included between the TALK and LISTEN commands to try and 
clear any unwanted signals that might be preventing the data from being transmitted. Without 
any success. 
The ascii code for a carriage return was 13, this was substituted in the string but the same error 
was given at the same point in the routine. 
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Some WAIT commands were introduced, in order to slow down the routine, to find out at 
exactly what stage the routine broke down. At the same time the 13 was removed from the talk 
string and used as a termination condition instead. 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialize 
Message: WAIT 
Wait: KEY 
Message End 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RO 
Device Clear 
Message: WAIT 
Wait: KEY 
Message End 
Listen: 
Display 
End Routine 
(This holds the routine until a key is pressed) 
The routine did not display the temperature but it was noticed that the RX light on the 
temperature controller (see chapter 3) momentarily flashed simultaneous with the talk light on 
the GPffi-232 converter. At no point in the routine did the TX light flash from which it was 
concluded that the instructions were getting to the temperature controller but that it was not 
then transmitting a reply. When the Device clear command was removed it was possible to get 
a listen message on screen: 
10 #05RO 0026 C 13 
10 ascii code for "Line Feed" 
13 ascii code for "carriage return" 
This made sense with hindsight as the function of the DEVICE CLEAR command would be to 
destroy the data called by the TALK command just before it could be retrieved with the 
LISTEN command. 
Note. The talk light on the GPffi-232 was still observed to be on after the program had 
finished, this was something that could not be accounted for. 
The Talk and Listen segment terminators for this routine were selected to have the same 
values; 
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Talk Ascii EOS value = 13, EOI = N 
Listen Ascii EOS value = 13, Points = 0 (zero allowed any number of points) 
Where EOS stood for "End Of Signal" - the value entered under this prompt indicated the end 
of the string. 
EOI stood for "End Or Identify" - always marked the end of a string. 
Having established a way of remotely displaying the temperature data on the computer screen, 
the next stage of the process was to get the data transferred automatically from the Athena to 
one of the software variables for storage. The routine listing is shown below. 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RO 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 9 bits 
Variable R 
Selected Device Clear 
End Routine 
The WASTEBASKET command was used to strip-off the data at the front of the information 
string (10 #05RO) to leave just the temperature data for storage. Unfortunately when the 
variable was retrieved from the computer after the routine had finished, it did not show the 
data correctly. This was later found to be because the number of bits stripped off by the 
wastebasket was too high. 
An alternative technique for storing the data was attempted which involved trying to send the 
data direct from the display. The LISTEN section of the routuine was changed to that shown 
below. 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Display 
Command: STORE A 
This attempt did not succeed (Error 80 Unknown math error.) and the LISTEN command was 
returned to its previous form, even though it didn't work. 
For the planned CTE experiments the safest, and most convenient, way to store the data would 
be to store it in a file on the hard disk. So the next stage of the development was to try that. 
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Set Device: OVEN 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: #OSRO 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
File: C:TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
* 
** 
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The *'s indicate the termination conditions given in answer to the prompts provided by the 
software. 
* EOS 32, number of points 7. 
** Filename C:TEMP, Append/Overwrite A, AsciilBinary B, EOS 32, points O. 
The file was stored in a binary format as the Asystant software default setting was binary and it 
was thought that this would be the most convenient format, however, it was not possible to 
retrieve the file at a later stage. 
After a number of failed attempts it was decided to tackle the problem at a later stage, 
meanwhile experience was built up by leanrning how to adjust the temperature controllers 
parameters. 
5.3.1 Adjusting Parameters 
It was decided to try adjusting the Athena parameters remotely. The most interesting 
parameter to adjust was the set-point as it would feature heavily in the programs to be written 
later. The routine written was very similar to the first (see page 193), differing only in the talk 
string used. 
CHNG. 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: #OSMl OOS.OC 
Listen: 
Display 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
(BOS 13) 
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Initially the routine would not work. The format of the data string was suspected as being the 
source of the problem and so a number of variations were tried until the string "#OSMl 
OOSO.C" was found to work. The format worked but it could instantly be seen that it did not 
allow fractions of a degree to be input. This caused some distress as it appeared that the 
temperature controller would not operate to the accuracy intended when it was ordered. The 
controller was later found to work at a higher resolution (see page 199) but only at the cost of 
a reduced temperature range. 
Once able to get the set-point to change the oven power supply was built in order to heat the 
oven up which would allow work to be carried out on tuning the system by writing a program 
to input various settings for heat gain. 
ROUTINE #10 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: #OSMS_0300_ 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Talk: 
Literal: #OSM7 0300 
- -
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Talk: 
Literal: #OSMl OOSO.C 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Exec Routine #8: RD TEMP 
Selected Device Clear 
End Routine 
EOS 13,EOIy 
EOS 13, points 0 
The routine set the parameters Sand 7 (HG and CG) in the Athena and then raised the 
temperature to 50° C. Each Talk statement was given an accompanying Listen statement as it 
had been noticed that the temperature controller would give an answer string to all computer 
commands. It had also been noticed that when modifYing a parameter, other than the set-point, 
it was necessary to put two spaces at the end of the talk data-string in order for the 
temperature controller to accept it. 
It was decided to try storing data in a file again. A routine was then written to store a number 
of temperature data points in a single file. 
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ROUTINE #8 RD TEMP TO VAR. I 
Selected Device Clear 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RO 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable T 
Wait: Delay 
End Routine 
EOS 13,EOIy 
EOS none, points 9 
T,A,A,I,44,32,2 
5 seconds 
The routine was set to iterate more than 100 times. When the LISTEN: VARIABLE option 
was selected there were a number of prompts to answer in order for the data to be 
transimitted, the answers to these prompts can be seen above. The questions to these answers 
are shown below. Note that the prompt list for ascii data was slightly different to that if binary 
had been chosen. 
Consider the termination condition T,A,A,I,44,32,2 
T Variable name: The name of the variable into which the data was to be stored. 
A Append or Overwrite: This prompt determined whether the data was to be appended to 
the end of the variable (A) or to "start new" and overwrite the existing data (0). 
A Ascii or Binary: The answer to this prompt depended on whether the GPm devices 
being used transmited data in a binary (B) or ascii (A) format. 
I Integer or Real: This option could be used to speed up data transmission by selecting 
integer (I), or provide fuller detail by selecting (R). 
44 ASCII element separator: An element separator was used to determine where one 
string ended and another began. 
32 ASCII EOS value: The number entered after this prompt was used to detect the end of 
the segment. 
2 # Points (0 - not limited): The number entered would be equivalent to the number of 
bytes read before the transmission was terminated. 
Two other routines similar to #8 and # 1 0 were written which set the HG and CG to 200 and 
then monitored and stored the temperature data in variable U. 
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Later routine #10 was modified to call up these routines after it had completed its run, and 
then allow the system to cool. The Routines were saved as a package called OVEN.SAV. 
5.3.2 Formatting Data Strings 
It was found that some experimentation was necessary, on the input and output of the set-point 
parameter, in order to get the string format correct. A number of different inputs were tried 
while the outputs from the Athena were noted. In this way an understanding of the fonnat was 
developed. 
INPUT OUTPUT 
#05Ml 050.0C #05CI0500_C 
#05Ml 060.0C #05CI0600_C 
#OSMI0060.C #05CI0060_C 
#OSMI0060_C #05CI0060_C 
The data transfers shown above were attempts to get the temperature controller to react to the 
input of real numbers (including decimal point rather than integers). The problem was that the 
temperature controller that had been ordered was a special one-off that would allow decimal 
point input over a temperature range between ambient and 2500 C. What arrived was a 
standard model that would allow integer input over a range -199° C to 2990 C, or real 
number input over a range 0° C to 93.3° C. After much disagreement with the supplying 
company they agreed to "look into the problem". In the mean time by changing an internal 
jumper switch in the At/una the more accurate temperature range was accessed. 
With the change of temperature range came a difference in data string format which had to be 
programmed. 
The task of getting the data stored in a variable had been complicated by the fact that the "C" 
at the tail of the data string had not been stripped off. This was tending to cause errors in the 
storage and had to be removed. The technique used to do this was as below. 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable T 
EOS 13, EOIy 
EOS 32, points 7 
T, A, A, R, 67, 67, 5 
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Selected Dev. Clr. 
End Routine 
The returned output string looked like 
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10 #OSC1_02S.3C 13 10 
The wastebasket command was used to remove the first seven bits of information "10 
#5Cl_"(this included the assumption that the space between the 10 and the # counted as a bit) 
so that the variable would be able to accept the next five, "025.3". The rest of the string would 
be ignored, and discarded, by sending a signal to clear the device. 
5.3.3 Building l!. program 
Some experimentation was done linking several routines together and using the "comparison" 
routine termination condition as shown below. 
5.3.4 How the Routines Worked 
Routine #28 was started. Its first duty was to call routine #29, which ran as follows; after 
choosing the Oven as the current device and initialising the GPm board, a set-point 
temperature of 50° C was input, the returning data string was sent to the wastebasket and the 
temperature taken. The temperature data was sent to overwrite the data in the Z variable, the 
data point in the Z variable could then be read and stored in the parameter A. The device was 
then cleared to remove the unwanted tail of the data. This cycle was iterated continuously until 
the temperature data reaching parameter A = 46. At which point Routine #29 terminated and 
routine #28 was allowed to continue by inputting a set-point of30 C for the oven. Allowing it 
to cool. 
The progress of the program was monitored visually during the course of the experiment by 
observation of the temperature and set-point. 
ROUTINE #28 
Exec. Routine: #29 
Talk: 
CONTROL 
Literal: #05M1 030.0C 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Selected Dev. Clr. 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #29 HEAT 
Termination condition: Number ofIterations = 0, comparison; A = 46 
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Set Device: OVEN 
Initialise 
Talk: 
Literal: #05Ml 050.0C 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RO 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable: Z 
Command: Z [ 1 ] STORE A 
Selected Dev. Clr. 
End Routine 
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V, 0, A, R, 67, 67, 5 
Two drawbacks could be seen in the programming set-out above; 1) It was unnecessary to 
repeat the Initialise command 2) It was unnecessary to repeat the set-point command. 
However, using the programs written it was possible to fully tune the parameters of the 
temperature controller. Note, for instance, the graphs corresponding to different HG 
settings. The next phase of the software development was to write a program that would 
increase the set-point by 0.10 C increments at each step of the heating process. The first 
program, TEST. SA V, was a group of three routines which first heated the oven directly up to 
500 C, and then input a set-point of 50.l° C, in order to monitor the systems ability to adjust 
and settle over very small temperature increments at the new temperature. 
Results from this experiment showed that while it took approximately 300 seconds for the 
oven to settle at 500 C it took only 50 seconds to settle after the smaller change. 
This indicated that it would be unnecessary, and highly inefficient, to cool the system down 
between each data point, which had been one of the possible heating strategies considered. 
Note This data was taken with the temperature probe cemented in the wall of the oven and 
so the temperature reactions may not have been representative of the temperature of samples. 
5.3.5 Storing Data on Files 
The instruction manual, on getting data-strings stored in files on the hard disk, was a little 
sketchy and some experimentation was necessary. Firstly a 5 point array was created on the 
desk calculator (using the N:RAMP function), which was then stored in variable Y. Attempts 
were also made to transfer it into a file, called TEMP, by using the File I/O selection. The 
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computer response was "Error 570" ( an unnamed error in the instruction manual ). A second 
attempt was made using the File Processing option "Var > File", with the same file name as 
above, to get the same error. By choosing TEMP.SAV as a file name it was possible to save 
the data. Indicating that the software would only work if some kind of extension to the file 
name was used. 
Having got an array of temperature data on a file, the next stage was to read it back from the 
file into the temperature controller. 
ROUTINE #4 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialise 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05Ml 0 
File: TEMP.SAV 
Literal: C 
Display 
End Routine 
The difficult part of the routine was getting the three talk lines to mesh correctly so that the 
data stream was input correctly. All attempts failed to get the routine to work. Attention was 
turned to writing a routine that would read temperature data, using data stored in a parameter. 
Because this would only need two talk commands to mesh which might speed up the learning 
process. Most of the effort was concentrated on getting the EOS signals correct.·· 
ROUTINE #2 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialise 
Talk: 
READ TEMP 
Literal: #05R 
Parameter B, 1 pts 
Listen: 
Display 
Selected Dev. Clr. 
End Routine 
USING VAR 
EOS none, EO! N 
B, A, I, 44, 13, Y 
This simple routine was used to read the temperature when the data point in parameter B was a 
zero (other numbers would correspond to other Athena temperature controller parameters). 
Trying to get the LISTEN FILE option to work was, again, a matter of getting the right string 
termination codes. These were entered by a process of trial and error 
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5.3.6 Commands and Termination Codes 
Below is shown a section ofthe routine listing and a chart of the termination conditions tried in 
the three TALK strings used to get temperature data from a file. The first string alerted the 
Athena that the set-point was to be modified, the second extracted a temperature from the file, 
TEMP .SAV, and the third was the centigrade designation necessary at the end, for the string 
to be successful. 
Set Device: OVEN 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05Ml 
File: C:TEMP.SAV 
Literal: C 
Display 
#OSMl 
N,N 
32, N 
44,N 
46,N 
N,N 
N,N 
N,N 
C:TEMP.SAV C 
-
N,N 13,Y 
13,N 13,Y 
10,N 13,Y 
10, N 13,Y 
13,N 13,Y 
44, N 13,Y 
32,N 13,Y 
None of the above combinations worked and it seemed that continual guessing at the correct 
codes was not the best way to address the problem. It was decided to try loading the 
temperature data from the file into a variable and from there, in a second stage, transfer to the 
routine. 
ROUTINE #4FILE TEST SET PTS FROM FILE 
Set Device: OVEN 
C:TEMP.SAV: Read Y 
Initialise 
Talk: 
Literal: #OSMl_O 
Variable Y, 1 pts 
N,N 
Y, I, Y, A, F, I, 44, N, N 
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Literal: C 
Listen: 
Display 
End Routine 
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13,Y 
The routine read the data from TEMP.SAV into variable Y and then from there to the 
temperature controller. The program worked but, having succeeded in that, it seemed that 
storing temperature data in a file was unnecessary. All the temperature data could easily be 
stored permanently, or created quickly, in a single variable. 
ROUTINE #4FllE TEST SET PTS 
Set Device: OVEN 
Initialise 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05MI_ 0 
Variable Y, 1 pts 
Literal: C 
Display 
Selected dev elr 
Message: PRESS KEY 
Wait: Key 
End Routine 
N,N 
Y, I, N, A, F, I, 44, N, N 
13,Y 
This routine took the first temperature data point from variable Y and input it to the 
temperature controller, it then waited for a key to be pressed before finishing. The routine 
iterated a number of times as it read each data point of the variable. 
Once this had been demonstrated the process of building up a complete oven control and light 
monitoring sequence was started, saved as SPEN. SA V. 
A routine, #30, was written to set-up the Athena parameters (see chap 2) for RT, HG, HC and 
CG at the beginning of each program, initially some difficulty was found with the TALK and 
LISTEN commands. In earlier routines it had been possible to put two TALK commands next 
to each other without an intervening LISTEN, however with four such commands it was found 
that there was a data "log-jam", due to return information from the temperature controller 
interfering with the command data, which forced the use of a LISTEN statement after each 
TALK. 
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5.3.7 Creating Set-Points 
By using the desk calculator facility of the software, a 400 point array could be created which 
would contain the required temperature set-point data (note the desk calculator used reverse 
polish logic). The commands used can be seen below. 
400_N:RAMP 
10 I 
50 + 
(400 point array with ramped values from 1 to 400) 
(Divided every point by IOta give 0.1 to 40) 
(Added 50 to each point to give 50.1 to 90) 
It was decided that the commands for the temperature were understood at this time, so 
attention was turned to programming the oscilloscope. 
5.4 Oscilloscope 
To work out how to read the oscilloscope remotely a Pltilips example routine, saved under the 
file name PM3365A.SAV was called on and examined closely. From this, and studying the 
manual, the oscilloscope language was understood. 
By careful study of the example program it was possible to learn enough about the 
programming language to get the oscilloscope to send either the mean voltage, the rms. 
voltage, or the absolute voltage. However, when the oscilloscope was used in the remote mode 
(it automatically switched to remote when the computer took control) the zero-voltage would 
automatically set to its default position at the centre of the screen, ignoring any bias that had 
been put on manually. This meant that the maximum swing in voltage from changing fringe 
intensities would be off-scale. There was no apparent reason for this behaviour and there was 
no mention of the effect in the manuals for the oscilloscope. The solution was eventually found 
to lie in the section of the software designed to interface directly with the oscilloscope, called 
PM2260. (see page 207). 
5.4.2 Data Transfer 
The method of data transfer from the oscilloscope to the computer was by the use of the 
following routines; 
ROUTINE #17 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Initialise 
VOLTAGE #16 #18 USED 
Exec Rout #16: READ ATT 
Exec Rout #18: READ INT 
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Selected Dev Clr 
Command: F2 STORE V 
Go To Local 
End Routine 
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This was the control routine which called up routines, #16 and #18, to measure the attenuation 
and voltage, respectively, of the DSO channel A. The function F2 then took the values in the 
variables X and W, acquired in routines # 18 and # 16 and mUltiplied them together to give a 
fiinge intensity value (in m V), which was then stored in variable V. 
ROUTINE #18 
Set Device: PIllLIP 
Initialise 
Talk: 
READ INT CHANNEL A 
LiteraI:REG_O,MSC_TRACE,CHANNEL_A, 
Literal:PRT_ALL,DATA_TYPE_DECIMAL,BGN_O, 
Literal:END I,CNT I,DAT ? 
- - -
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable W 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
In general principles routine #18 took the data bit by bit (1024 bytes in total) from the scope 
and analysed each point voltage. The data was then transferred to the computer variable W. 
This process was found to be very time consuming and produced a graph of results rather than 
a single voltage data point. The routine shown was later streamlined so that only the first point 
on the oscilloscope screen was used, using the assumption that it would act as a representative 
point if the time scale of the DSO was set to be very much faster than the rate of change of 
fringe intensity. 
ROUTINE #16 
Set Device: PIllLIP 
Initialise 
Talk: 
READ ATT OF SCOPE CH A 
Literal:FRO _O,VER_A,ATT_? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable X 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
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Routine # 16 looked for the voltage attenuation value of the oscilloscope, and stored that single 
value in variable X. 
After experimenting with routines #16,#17,#18 for a while it was decided that the data 
acquisition process could be considerably speeded up and improved, by using some of the 
computation facilities that the oscilloscope offered, namely the MEAN VOLT AGE. Routine 
#15, shown below, was written to explore the possibilities. 
ROUTINE~ 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Initialise 
Talk: 
VOLT 
Litera1:FRO O,SPL CURSOR,MEAN ON,MEAN ? 
- - --
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Display 
Selected Device Clr 
Go To Local 
End Routine 
The main command line of the routine switched on the mean-voltage facility and then asked for 
the mean value of the voltage between the cursors. The result was then displayed on screen. 
5.4.3 Setting the Zero in Remote Mode 
The success rate with routines #16,#17,#18 was very poor as it was very difficult getting any 
data from them. Getting data from the routine # 15 was easily done but still the problem of the 
zero value changing in remote mode meant that the mean-value given was incorrect. 
A number of avenues of possibility were checked in the attempts to resolve the difficulty. 
There was a LOCK facility on the front panel of the oscilloscope which was activated to try 
and prevent the "remote jump". While it would prevent the jump it was useless for data 
retrieval as the data could not be updated. Activating the LOCK command from the remote 
mode had no effect. Philips suggested that the ABS function should be used on the front panel 
and then again in the software. This worked fine from the front panel and failed totally in the 
remote mode. 
Note. The ABS function demands the absolute voltage calculated between the cursors and the 
absolute zero. 
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Comparison of the three methods of data entry MEAN, RMS., ABS showed that they all gave 
the same value to within acceptable error margins so that none could easily be seen to 
overcome this difficulty. 
Consultation with the Philips headquarters in Eindhoven brought forward the suggestion that 
the oscilloscope could be zeroed in the remote mode using the PM2260 software before 
entering the main package. The program (pM2260 Oscilloscope processing software) 
automatically checked the GPIB lines for devices it recognised (i.e. Philips oscilloscopes), and 
allowed direct real-time remote adjustments and data transfers to be made, with the identified 
devices, by the computer. So the solution to the problem was to use this package at the 
beginning of every session to set both the voltage sensitivity and the zero point of the 
oscilloscope before any programs could be run. 
Note. The oscilloscope must be pre-zeroed before entering the main GPIB software package 
by use of the "Y-position" control in the PM2260. 
5.5 Programming 
5.5.1 Experiments With Comparisons 
The program written to experiment with the use of the comparison termination condition 
consisted of two routines. The first of which would set a temperature for the program to finish 
at, store that into parameter F, and then send a set-point, slightly higher than the finish 
temperature, to the Athena. The second routine would then store the temperature read from 
the Athena, stored in parameter G, and compare it to that set in F. Routine #9 then used the 
command F3 to increase that temperature by 10 C. Subsequently routine #8 was called to 
compare the current temperature against that set in F. The routine continued to iterate until the 
temperature stored in G was equal to or higher than the temperature stored in F. This 
experiment was successful only if the temperature originally stored in F was the same as the 
original temperature. #28 simply entered temperatures from the variable Z ( in this case) in 
one degree increments. After the temperatures were matched #9 then increased the 
temperature and started again. 
ROUTINE #9 RUN 
Termination condition: 10 iterations, (a nominal number) 
Command: F3 
Exec Rout #28: SET PT 
ExecRout #8 
Device Clear 
Wait: KEY 
(where F3 is; F 1 + STORE F) 
(gives time to check correct operation) 
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End Routine 
ROUTINE #8 
Termination condition: comparison G ;0: F. 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RI 
Listen: 
EOS 32, pts 7 Wastebasket 
Variable X 
Device Clr 
X, 0, A, R, 67, 67, 5 
Command: X [ I ] STORE G 
End Routine 
These routines linked together well to provide a good way of increasing the temperature of the 
oven automatically. To follow this up it was necessary to combine these routines with those 
necessary for acquiring the data from the peripherals. 
5.5.2 Routine Grouping 
At this stage of the routine development separate routine groups for each area of control 
needed to be written. The different command areas were: (1.) Set-point adjustment. (2.) Raise 
temperature. (3.) Wait, 400 and lOO sec. (4.) Temperature reading. (5.) Fringe intensity 
reading. A separate control program then had to be written which would call each function 
group in the correct order. 
5.5.3 Acquiring Temperature and Intensity Data 
The first program to access data from both instruments, called FOUR. SA V, combined some of 
the previously written routines in a simple way. 
ROUTINE #12 R.1. 
Termination condition: 1000 iterations 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Initialise 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05MI 070.0C 
Wastebasket 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable R 
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Device Clear 
Exec Rout #15: VOLT 
Device Clear 
Wait Delay 
End Routine 
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0.1 sec 
Routine #12 gave a set-point temperature of 70° C then recorded the temperature in variable R 
before calling #15 to record the mean fringe intensity (for a listing of#15 see page 207). 
One clumsiness with this programming was that the set-point command giving 70° C was sent 
each time routine #12 was iterated (1000 times). 
It was felt that while FOUR.SAV had been a useful learning tool it was not worth developing, 
and so was deleted from the computers memory. A new set of routines, that would run 
overnight to get the data, were written and saved as FIVE.SAV. 
However when the program was run overnight, the computer crashed at a temperature of 
67.3° C (after only 173 of 400 points). There was no apparent reason for the crash and it was 
assumed to have been a random hardware failure. One problem that was instantly highlighted 
was that the data from the program had only been stored in variables, so that when the 
computer crashed all the data was lost. To allow for failures of this kind in the future it was 
necessary to write the data to a file on the hard disk. The routines to do this can be seen below. 
ROUTINE #2 
Set Device: PHlLIP 
Device Clear 
Initialise 
Wait: Delay 
Talk 
READ INTENSITY 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, VFIRST ON, 
Literal: VFIRST ? 
Listen 
Wastebasket 
File: A:R.DAT 
Device Clear 
Go To Local 
End-Routine 
(0.5 sec) 
The Routine was saved as part of the program SIX.SAV (held on floppy disk). When the 
experiment was run overnight, with this modification, it was found to have stopped after only 
11 data-point readings. This was found to be because the program had "jammed" while running 
routine #27 (COMPARISON). The function of routine #27 was to compare the temperature 
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data from the Athena with a termination temperature value in parameter I. The parameter 
value used was the same as the Atltena set-point temperature, and the type of comparison 
specified was "temp. ;:>: I". Strangely only the ">" seemed to work so that the temperature was 
required to overshoot before the routine would terminate. This had occurred on the first 1 0 
iterations but not on the 11th. To correct this problem the termination temperature value sent 
to parameter I (in Routine #5) was adjust to a value 0.10 C less than the set-point. 
The data was stored on the floppy disk in ascii format but had to be converted to Asystant 
format before it could be read by the processing software. The data from the oscilloscope was 
easily converted, but it was not possible to convert the data from the temperature controller. 
When the ascii file was printed out it showed that the degree centigrade sign was at the end of 
each data point. 
e.g. 
31.9C 
32.0C 
32.1C 
The data entry was adjusted by going back to routine #20, in SIX.SAV, and substituting a 
"LISTEN: DISPLAY" for the "LISTEN: FILE" command and then single stepping through 
the routine with various different termination parameters. Until the displayed data was clean. 
With that done and the data collected in a file again it was seen that the data-points ran 
together with no delimiter symbol. 
029.2029.2029.2 
This was rectified by decreasing the number of wastebasket points at the beginning of the listen 
statement and increasing the number of collected data points to incorporate a blank space at 
the beginning of each data point. e.g. 
With the data acquisition problems sorted-out the program was run again for a twenty four 
hour heat-up. This time it was started in the morning to run during the day so that it could be 
monitored for any errors that might occur. The program worked through the day. However, 
the intensity readings were observed to drop to zero at about 3.00 pm, due to drift in the 
apparatus, while the data from the temperature readings went to zero at about 10.54 pm. The 
program finally crashed at about 11.57 pm. 
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The data acquisition and control routines were examined to find out where the problem with 
the temperature data lay. The two control routines are shown below. 
ROUTINE !tli CONTROL HEAT CYCLE 
Setup param I 
Reset T&L Index: Z 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Initialise 
Exec Rout #30: SETUP 
Exec Rout #28: SET PT 
Exec Rout #20: READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
Exec Rout #15: MEAN INT 
Device Clear 
Exec Rout #6: CONTROL 
End-Routine 
(at a value of29.8) 
ROUTINE #6 CONTROL MAIN LOOP 
Termination condition: Iterated 600 times. 
Device Clear 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Initialise 
Exec Rout #28: SET PT 
Exec Rout #20: READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
Exec.Rout #15: MEAN INT 
Device Clear 
End-Routine 
Routine #5 was run first to set up the various parameters and initialise the system. Once it had 
run through once it handed over to routine #6, which iterated through the heating, data 
acquisition, cycle until the program finished. 
When the program was run it was found that while there were 420 temperature readings there 
were only 88 intensity readings. 
By inserting the "LISTEN: DISPLAY" option in routine #15 (MEAN INT) and single stepping 
it was found that the ascii code 10 at the end of the data string was also being entered into the 
data file. This caused the file to ignore the data. This was removed from the data string by 
defining a length to the display string (10 points long) and adding a second wastebasket 
afterwards to remove the unwanted coding. The modified routine can be seen below 
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ROUTINE #15 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Device Clear 
Initialise 
MEAN INT. FROM SCOPE 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN ? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
File: A:S.DAT 
Wastebasket 
Selected Dev Clr 
Go To Local 
End-Routine 
N,S 
A, A, 10, 10 
13,0 
When the modified routine was run on its own for 100 iterations, as a test, it was still only able 
to recover 88 data readings. The leading wastebasket was reduced to only 4 points so that its 
cut-off came directly after the text. 
with 5 wastebasket points with 4 wastebasket pain 
MEAN +XXX.XE+YY MEAN +XXX.XE+Y 
i i 
cut-off cut-off 
And an extra point was added to the end wastebasket to compensate. But again when the 
program was run it only produced 88 data points. 
Sending the data to a variable first and then transferring to a file as a second stage seemed to 
solve the problem. 
Note. There were some initial problems getting more than one data entry into the file. First 
trying overwrite on the file option deleted each old data entry as it added a new data entry. 
Then an array of 100 points was created using the N:RAMP command and transferred to a file. 
The program was then run so that the data could be stored in the array. That still only allowed 
the routine to run to 89 points out of a possible 100. 
The data files were converted to ascii to allow print outs of the files to be obtained. They 
showed that the intensity data seemed to be in tact but with a certain amount of random text 
before-hand, while the temperature data file locked into an endless loop of noise when 
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attempts were made to print it out. It was obvious from this that neither of the data 
acquisitions was working properly. 
Attention was returned to Routines #15 (INT) and #20 (TEMP) to go through the process of 
adjusting their data string parameters until the file print-outs looked as they were expected to. 
When attempts were made to convert these files to Asystant format once again it was found 
that not all the data would convert, but this time it was also noticed that every 11 th point had 
been multiplied by 1000. 
Philips were consulted and the advice received from the software expert was to transfer the 
data into a variable first and then into a file. Previous experiments in that direction had proved 
fruitless in that every data entry went into a new subfile, and the process of continually creating 
new files was found to be memory hungry. However it was decided that it might be possible to 
convert the data from this memory intensive format, n x (1 x 1) subfiles, into the more 
common and easily handled (1 x n) array. 
In the FILE PROCESSOR menu, by selecting the scroll option and including all the data it was 
possible to load all the subfiles together into a single variable which could then be saved under 
any name as a one dimensional array. It was then found that in the same menu was a "# of 
columns" option which could be set to the number of (1 x 1) subfiles, to again produce a one 
dimensional array. This method of selecting the data was found to have huge speed and 
simplicity advantages over the scroll option and was adopted for future use. 
Once this was established routines # 15 and #20 were modified so that data would be saved to a 
variable and from there into a file. Then when the experiments were completed the files could 
be converted to the (1 x n) array format manually. 
The refractive index experiment was set up again from SIX.SA V with a 600 point program. 
Below the modified forms of data capturing routines #15 and #20 are shown. 
ROUTINE #15 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Device Clear 
Initialise 
Wait: DELAY 
Talk: 
MEAN INT. FROM SCOPE 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN ? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket N,S 
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Variable: R 
Selected Dev Clr 
A:A.DAT: APPEND R 
End-Routine 
ROUTINE #20 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device Clear 
Initialise 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable S 
Wastebasket 
READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
A:B.DAT: APPEND S 
End-Routine 
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A, A,IO, 10 
When the program was subsequently run, it crashed overnight. When the available data was 
retrieved it showed that the temperature readings were still showing errors (it zeroed out twice 
in the 146 data points). With the computer crash occurring after 146 points. 
Addressing the temperature data problem, routine #20 was first run alone with no problems, 
and then run in conjunction with the control routines, which gave a series of zeroes. 
The attempted solution was to change the number of listen points in the first LISTEN: 
WASTEBASKET (from 6 to 7) and the LISTEN: V ARlABLE (from 6 to 5). This proved to 
be successful when the routine was run alone. But failed when the routine was combined with 
others. 
The changes were saved to SEVEN. SA V and a short time scale 600 point experiment was run 
(the time delays were removed to make it run quickly) to examine the integrity of the data 
retrieval. The temperature data zeroed out 9 times during the experiment even though it would 
work perfectly on its own over 100 points. 
5.5.4 Dating 
The data files being created by the programs needed some form of filing so that they could 
easily be retrieved and identified at a later date. The system decided on involved the data files 
being named after the date on which the experiment was analysed. For overnight experiments 
this meant the date would be that of the day the experiment finished. An example name would 
be "901010.". In practice there were two files for each experiment, one for the temperature 
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and one for the intensity data, so that a suffix of one letter was added "90101 Oa." The details 
of the experiment were taken down either written in a diary or on the data-file editor facility. 
On days where more than one experiment was made per day then the suffix would continue 
through the alphabet. 
The drive being used was changed from floppy to hard with the intention of improving the 
access time to try to cure the problem with the data acquisition. The program, SEVEN. SA V, 
was then run a couple of times. Both experiments crashed after about 186 points but the data 
retrieval was found to be accurate - indicating that the program speed had probably been too 
high for the floppy drive access. 
5,5,5 Creating User Adjustable Starting Temperatures 
A routine was written which would allow the user to enter any starting temperature desired. 
ROUTINE #18 TMP RNGE 
Input Parms: A 
Command: 90 A - 10 * 
Command: N:RAMP 10/ A + 0.1 -
Command: STORE Z 
Command: A 0.2 - STORE I 
End-Routine 
(Start temperature) 
(Created array of correct size) 
(Created temperature array) 
(Stored array in variable) 
(Stored adjusted start temperature for #26) 
The program was then saved as EIGHT.SAV. When running the program the computer was 
found to still be crashing. It was though that this was linked with the disk access time and so, 
in a further attempt to resolve this problem, some extra wait statements were added to the data 
retrieval routines to ensure that the command sequence was carried out in the correct order. 
The theory was that the computer was probably hanging-up when it tried to do too many 
commands simultaneously, almost certainly around the time it stored the data on the hard disk. 
The introduction of wait statements would, therefore, allow for the access time of the hard 
disk. The modified routines are shown below. 
ROUTINE #15 MEAN INT, FROM SCOPE 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 1 sec 
Talk: 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN ? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket N,5 
Variable: R 
Selected Dev Clr 
A:A.DAT: APPEND R 
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Wait: Delay 
End-Routine 
ROUTINE #20 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable S 
Wastebasket 
READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
A:B.DAT: APPEND S 
Wait: Delay 
End-Routine 
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1 sec 
1 sec 
1 sec 
However when testing the program it was found that the extra wait statements did not solve 
the problem, or even alleviate the problem at all. Only 100 points were obtained overnight on 
the subsequent run. To examine the problem more closely all the delay routines were stripped 
out of the program so that it could run in the course of an hour or so. Interestingly the 
program did not crash under these conditions. The program produced 600 points of which 581 
were correct, the others suffered from some data-retrieval error. The conclusion drawn from 
this was that there was an error in one of the routines (#22, #26 and #27) that acted as a delay 
mechanism for the program. 
ROUTINE #22 
Wait: Delay 
End routine 
WAIT 180 SECONDS 
ROUTINE #26 
Initialise 
Command:Fl 
RAISE TEMP 
ExecRout #27: COMPARISON 
Device Clear 
End-Routine 
ROUTINE #27 COMPARISON 
Termination Condition: H ~ I 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RO 
Listen: 
180 seconds 
USE COMPARISON 
(10. I + STORE I) 
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Wastebasket 
Variable Y 
Command: Y [ 1 ] STORE H 
Selected Dev Clr 
End-Routine 
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The program was rewritten so that the delay routines were left out of the program and in their 
place a simple WAIT command was used to implement the delay between data points. When 
the program was run, with this modification, it crashed after 180 points. Implying that there 
was a different source to the problem or, perhaps, more than one source. 
Up to this point the stabilisation time after temperature increments had been set at 180 
seconds. It was decided to run the program, EIGHT.SAV, with only a 30 second stabilisation 
time between data points, rather than the usual 180 for two reasons. 
1. To establish if there was a significant thermal lag between the glass sample and the oven 
temperature. If there was then using a short stabilisation time would change the 
characterisation of the data output. 
2. It had been observed that the program did not to crash when run very quickly and it 
seemed to be a logical progression to investigate whether varying the stabilisation times 
would have a significant effect on the run time. 
The results showed that the thermal lag did not appear to be too significant and that the full 
600 data points were obtained. 
Increasing the stabilisation time to 200 seconds and re-running the program allowed only 117 
points to be taken before the computer crashed. However it was noted that the fringe 
movement from the run was consistent with that of the faster run. 
the original version of EIGHT. SA V was deleted from the hard disk and a new version was 
written, based on SEVEN. SA V. The updated program appeared to work well during short 
tests but on an overnight run the computer crashed. 
There appeared to be a correlation between the length of time set for the stabilisation of the 
temperature and the number of data points obtained before the computer crashed. To test this 
the stabilisation time was set to 20 seconds and the program run. The computer ran for its full 
number of iterations. 
The stabilisation time was then changed to 60 seconds and the program rerun. With that setting 
the computer managed 382 of 600 data-points 
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With a range of stabilisation times to look at, the trend in the crashing definitely indicated that 
the problem appeared after a set length of time and that by decreasing the stabilisation time 
more data-points could be taken. Although there were some exceptions to this rule which 
could not be explained. 
Comparing the data from the two files 901023a. with 901024a gives. 
File 901023a. 901024a. 
Stabilisation time 200 seconds 60 seconds 
Number of points 117 382 
Total time 23,400 seconds 22,920 seconds 
In minutes 390 minutes 382 minutes 
A graph of "Time Delay" vs. "Number of data points" was drawn to try to confirm the theory. 
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Delay time (seconds) No. of data points Date 
20 598 901213 
20 600 901218 
20 600 901219 
20 600 901221 
30 295 901023c 
50 408 901025 
60 374 910220 
60 422 910104 
80 297 901027 
100 240 901026 
120 138 910225 
130 379 901028 
180 127 910130 
180 180 90lO20 
180 116 910211 
180 136 910212 
180 132 910213 
180 117 910215 
200 117 901023 
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Delay Time vs. No. of Points 
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Delay Time (Seconds) 
Shows the number of data points the computer retrieved before crashing against the thermal equilibrium time. 
Note. The runs with only a 20 second wait time all worked. 
The temperature control section of the program was rewritten in order to stop the GPffi-
232CV converter from showing the "busy" light while it was inactive as it was possible that 
this was in some way linked with the crash phenomenon. To do this a one second WAIT and a 
DEVICE CLEAR command were inserted at the end of routine #28 to wipe the converters 
memory clean. 
ROUTINE #28 
Sel Dev Clr 
Talk: 
SET-POINT 
Literal: #05Ml 0 
Variable: Z, 1 pts 
Literal: C 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Wait: Delay 
Sel Dev Clr 
End-Routine 
1 second 
Extra WAIT commands were also introduced to routines #15 and #20 to correspond. However 
the problem of crashing was not cured by this. The new program was saved as NINE. SA V. 
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Following this a number of modifications were made to the program in order to discover the 
source of the problem and, at the same time, to streamline the programming. The final product 
of these modifications was called TEN.SAV (see appendix 3). 
The interface tutorial for the Asystant software showed that there was a maximum allowed 
WAIT time of 1800 seconds. The question that arose from this information was "Does this 
time accumulate? Or does the software reset the clock at the end of each WAIT command? " If 
the elapsed time were allowed to accumulate then the program would crash very quickly. So it 
was assumed that the clock was able to reset itself after each WAIT. 
A test routine was written to look at how the computer dealt with an accumulation of WAIT 
commands. 
ROUTINE #2 WAIT TEST 
Termination condition: 600 iterations 
Message: THERE HAVE BEEN ... 
VARA 
... WAITS 
Command: A 1 + STORE A 
Wait: Delay 
End Routine 
180 sec 
The routine would display a message indicating how many times it had iterated. It would then 
wait for 180 seconds and start again with Variable A increased by one. The routine was set to 
iterate 600 times but only managed 287 times. This seemed to clearly indicate that the problem 
lay with the wait command. 
287x 180=51,660 seconds = 861 min= 14.35 hours. 
With this result in mind it was necessary to find a way of resetting the software's clock. It was 
decided to create a series of programs, based on TEN. SA V, that would follow on from each 
other. Each of which would iterate 100 times (lOOx 180 seconds = 5 hours. Well within the 
clocks abilities). The programs would be controlled and run as a batch from the DOS so that 
the software was opened and closed after each 100 iterations. Six programs, BAT1.SAV to 
BAT6.SAV, and a control program, which was written in GWbasic, called BAT.BAT were 
created. Routines BAT2.SAV through to BAT6.SAV had fixed temperature data arrays while 
BAT1.SAV asked the user to input a start temperature. 
The program failed to run any better than the ordinary programs had. 
910211a I 180 sec I 116 
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The program crashed after 116 points which seemed to show that simply exiting the software 
was not enough to reset the clock. However to be sure the number of iterations each program 
completed was halved and the batch rerun. 
910212a 180 136 
The results showed that the computer was still behaving well within the bounds allowed by the 
graph of "wait time vs. number of points". A last attempt with the batch-program concept 
involved using 20 batch programs, each with just 1 0 iterations. 
910213a 180 132 
Below is a chart of the number of iterations achieved by the program using different numbers 
of batches and roughly comparable delay times 
number of batches wait time (seconds) number of iterations 
managed 
1 180 138 
6 180 116 
6 180 136 
20 180 132 
A copy of the programs were sent to Philips along with an explanation of the problems being 
encountered to see what solutions they could offer. While waiting for an answer from Philips 
the batch-programs were abandoned, but some other tests were done to ensure that the 
computer was not hanging when it tried to access the hard disk with data. This was done by 
changing the WAIT commands used after the file data commands to 10 seconds (for an earlier 
reference see page 216). 
910215a 180 117 
It was thought that another possible reason for the failures was that the GPffi-232CV buffer 
might have been overfilling and thus causing the crash. To test this theory a routine was 
written that would read temperature data and store it as quickly as possible. 
ROUTINE #1 READ TEMPERATURE 
Termination condition: iterate 5000 times 
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Initialise 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable: Y 
Wastebasket 
Device Clear 
End-Routine 
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The routine ran all 5000 iterations without fault, the only observation to be made was that 
while the data transfer started off very quick it did slow down quite dramatically as the routine 
continued. 
A program was then written which would display on the screen what was going on at any 
given time during the experiment (simply a case of inserting messages at each process point), 
the object behind the exercise was to run a program a number of times and see if the crash 
occurred at the same point each time. The program was called FLAG.SAV and included 
messages to indicate the state of the data lines (open data line, transfer data, close data line) 
between the temperature controller and the computer, and the oscilloscope and the computer. 
It also included short wait statements just prior to changing the selected device. 
910222 150 149 
910225 120 138 
The results showed that the programs were still crashing according to schedule but no 
particular command could be established as the "break-down" point. 
5.6 Testing the Hardware 
To ensure that the problem encountered was not a hardware fault, the Asystant software was 
loaded onto a Viglen 386 machine and routine #2 "wait test" (see page 222) was run. The 
computer crashed after 245 iterations indicating clearly that the problem was in the software as 
this was less than the 287 iterations managed by the Elonex 286 used in the lab. 
A second copy of the Asystant Software was obtained from Pltilips and again the routine #2 
"WAIT TEST" was run. This time the computer only managed 177 iterations, showing that the 
software problem was not simply limited to one copy. 
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After some time the Philips representative confirmed that, after testing the software, their 
engineers had found that the software clock reset itself after 12 hours of WAIT commands had 
accumulated. This was causing the programs to crash and there was no-way to correct the 
error because the only way to reset the clock was to turn the computer off. This explained why 
the batch programs had not worked. 
5.7 Creating a Delay Mechanism 
It seemed that the only way to safely create a delay would be by making the computer do some 
repetitive task, timing how long it took, and use that knowledge to create a clock. A pair of 
routines were devised for this purpose: 
ROUTINE #22 WAIT MASTER 
Command: 0.0000 STORE E 
Exec Rout #24 
End-Routine 
ROUTINE #24 WAIT SLAVE 
Termination condition: Comparison E > # (number (#) depended on delay required *) 
Command: E 0.1 + STORE E 
End-Routine 
(*) When this technique was first used the option picked was for strict equality to 
terminate the routine, but for some reason this did not always work and the comparison 
method was switched to greater than or equal. By setting the # number to different values and 
measuring the routine mn-time with a stop-watch it was possible to get a graph of "Variable 
number" vs. "Delay time", the time taken for the computer to complete the task of counting. 
Initially expectations were that a large number of readings would need to be taken, but the first 
three points fitted so well on a straight line graph that this did not seem necessary (see below). 
Wait variable 100 300 900 
Delay time 23 seconds 68 seconds 205 seconds 
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Wait Variable vs. Delay Time 
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Graph showing the relationship between the length of time the delay routine runs and the value of the "wait 
variable" used in the routine. 
A graph similar to the one shown above was also drawn to give a sliding scale of "Wait 
variable" Vs. "Program run-time" (using the assumption that a program would run for 600 
points). 
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Delay V2Iriable Setting 
Graph showing the predicted run time, in hours, of a program of 600 data points for different values of the 
"wait variable" in the delay routine. 
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The program TEN. SA V was immediately adapted to incorporate these routines. The first run 
of the revised program was not connected to any of the peripherals, but rather ran as a test 
program to see if the computer would run overnight. It passed the crucial test and then was 
switched off at a temperature of 61.6 C, after 316 points, to allow a full scale experiment to be 
run. The program completed successfully, with a count of 850 for the thermal stabilisation 
time, equivalent to about 195 sec, which led to an overall run-time of about 32 hours. 
5.8 Processing the Data 
It was necessary to consider how the data could be best processed and so a number of ways 
were investigated. 
5.8.1 Fourier Transforms 
Obtaining a fourier transform of the fringe intensity pattern would have been very useful in that 
the characteristic frequency of the fringes in each experiment could be obtained quickly with 
easily definable errors. The F ourier Transform option in the file processor software was 
selected to achieve this end. However, it only seemed possible to get complex arrays of data 
using this analysis and they could not be interpreted graphicaUy. 
Later work succeeded in getting the transforms displayed but the information still could not be 
correlated to meaningful frequency data. 
To extract meaningful data from the experiments the "WAVE PROCESSOR" function of the 
software was used. In this mode it was possible to obtain the exact temperatures at which the 
fringe intensity reached its maxima and minima. These temperatures were then noted, and from 
this the erE data could be calculated. 
Another way of processing the data that was explored was curve fitting. But when trying to fit 
the data to a polynomial curve of the flfth order the error message "Not enough space in 
unnamed array" was encountered. This error also occurred for the 4th, 3rd and 2nd order 
polynomials, only eventually working for the 1 st order. 
The space available to the arrays was examined (displayed briefly when the software was 
initially entered) and it was found that 35 Kb of memory had been allocated to the unnamed 
arrays. By removing a memory resident program, DOSSHELL, from the computer the memory 
was increased to 37 Kb and it was found that the software would allow 2nd order polynomials 
to work. 
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By booting the computer from a "system disk", thus removing all the memory resident 
programs in the boot up procedure, the memory allocated to the unnamed arrays went up to 70 
Kb. This was enough to get a 4th order polynomial approximation, but no more. A better 
answer came while searching the manuals for an explanation. There was an option in the 
software for creating a new array by reducing the number of points in the existing one. This 
was achieved by removing every nth point (keeping the sequence of the data in tact). 
Using the option it was then possible to reduce the arrays to half or a quarter of their original 
size and then because of the reduced size the curve fitting presented no problems. The results 
gave empirical curve fits within the data ranges but to be meaningful it was necessary to fit to 
trigonometric functions and so the technique was abandoned. 
5.9 Heating at Different Rates 
A program was written, called SPEED. SA V, which gave only one set-point temperature, so 
that the oven temperature would increase at the fastest possible rate. This would allow the 
interferometer to be tested for thermally induced beam drift and high frequency oscillations 
(see appendix 4). 
A second program was also written to use the temperature controller's alternative temperature 
range (coarser but with a greater range). The differences in the two programs lay in the change 
of format of the data strings between the computer and the temperature controller. The 
program was called BIGSPEED.SAV, but was not used much as the oven heating apparatus 
was not geared to go much beyond 1500 C, which did not give a large enough temperature 
range to make up for the loss of accuracy. This could, however, easily be changed by 
upgrading the oven transformer at a later date. 
After some initial runs, attempts were made to develop the SPEED.SAV program to make the 
temperature gradient during the experiments more linear. The first modification was done by 
changing the Athena damping parameter to 02 (from 00), this had the effect of slowing down 
the heating process. 
This produced a slower temperature increase at higher temperatures which then led the data to 
show a marked decrease in stability towards the end of the run. As a consequence it was 
decided that the method for improving the linearity of the ramping was not to adjust the 
Athena damping parameter but to provide a number of increasing set-points to make the oven 
temperature increase in a linear fashion. 
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TEN. SA V was rewritten so that as soon as each of the set-points was reached the data would 
be taken and the next set-point given immediately (with no delay for stabilisation). This 
program was of an intermediate length (slower than SPEED.SAV but faster than TEN.SAV) 
giving a linearity of temperature increase without the instability induced by the longer 
programs. Called ELEVEN. SA V, it would provide a program suitable for testing the apparatus 
for thermal stability before going on to the full blown experiments with temperature 
stabilisation. 
At this stage there appeared to be a problem with the updated version of TEN. SA V crashing 
with a bus timeout error. When the program was run it seemed to have problems with # 1 0 and 
#11, the phase quadrature device routines. The oscilloscope was going through the lengthy 
procedure of doing a plot for each of the Phase quadrature routines (taking a long time). 
Looking at the routines in the NEWSPEED.SAV program it was found while there were very 
few differences in the commands the latter program worked while the former did not. The talk 
commands were rewritten to make them the same but for some reason the program still did not 
work. Complete reproduction of the routines from NEWSPEED.SAV worked. 
The routines were then modified in stages; 
1. Removed the first Dev. CIf. 
2. Removed the first Wait. 
3. Removed the final Dev. Clr and Wait 
Steps 1. and 2. had no appreciable effect but stage 3. caused the routine to break down. The 
conclusion drawn was that in the context of the program, Wait commands had to be used to 
take the disk access time into consideration as before (see page 216). 
A program, called CALIB. SA V, was written to allow tests to be run on the equipment. It was 
similar to SPEED. SA V but the program monitored the temperature and the light intensity 
repeatedly as the oven was cooling down, data points being separated by only a few seconds 
(the first run of the program took 12,000 points). The program was used after a quick heat up 
(the program can be seen in Appendix 1). 
A number of programming changes were subsequently made to CALIB.SA V in order to make 
it monitor the oven heat up. There were 9 versions created, each one a development of the 
previous one. The first program was written to heat up the oven quickly and constantly 
monitor the data. Later versions became more oriented towards providing a linear temperature 
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ramp over varying time scales. The development Ichange in the programs reflected the 
progression of the interferometer apparatus from calibrating the temperature controller 
parameters to testing the oven for long term thermal stability. During this time some fine 
tuning was done to the programs, so that two were eventually used in the CTE experiments 
(See chapter 3). 
5.10 Phase Quadrature Device 
The phase quadrature device was designed to provide extra information from the interference 
fringes by externally changing their phase by a known quantity. By observing the fringe 
intensities before and after the phase changes the data could then be combined to ensure that 
(I) The accuracy of the CTE measurement was uniform over the whole length of the 
experiment (see chapter 2) and (2) The accuracy of the CTE measurements was increased over 
that possible without the device. 
The device consisted of a quarter-wave plate which could be flipped into the path of the 
interfering beams by a rotating solenoid motor mounted on an L-bracket. If the orientation of 
the wave plate was correct the phases of the two interfering beams would be rotated by 90° 
with respect to each other. By then taking the ratio we expected to be able to generate a Tan 
function which would have high sensitivity throughout the fringe cycle (see phase quadrature 
device, chapter 3). 
The device was to be operated by a solenoid motor controlled by the computer. The main 
problem that was encountered was that the computer software had no facility to output to 
anything other than GPIB devices during the course of the experiments and the cost of buying 
a converter to operate the solenoid was prohibitive .. 
The departmental electronics workshop had little experience in the area of GPIB control. Their 
suggestion was that the computer could be made to call a GPIB address such that one of the 
address bits, not being used by the existing devices, go high. That could then be made to 
trigger the solenoid. 
The addresses being used by existing devices were 5 (00101) and 8 (01000) This would leave 
addresses where the second or fifth bit went high as usable, e.g. 
2 00010 
3 00011 
6 00110 
7 
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A switching system was built to utilise the second address line to activate the device. However, 
as soon as the device was plugged in to the GPIB lines and switched on it activated the 
solenoid. This was thought to have been because a properly referenced zero voltage was not 
being read by the device. A resistor was put between the two input lines to ensure that the 
positive lines did not "float". 
However, the machine did not respond to the measure taken. A probe was connected to the 
oscilloscope and the GPIB lines were monitored to confirm that they were behaving as 
expected. 
The first stage of the test was to make the software believe that it had a device at address 2 
and then access it and one of the genuine addresses in turn while monitoring the data lines. 
This was done by writing a short routine to access the addresses, and then monitoring a single 
data line, with an oscilloscope, each time the routine was run, and then repeating the process 
until all the data lines had been checked. 
When this was tried the pulse configurations appeared to be the same for both devices (see 
Pin number I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Select Dev 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
Select Athena (5) 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
talk 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Select Philips + talk 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Select 2 + talk 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
chart below), which was not as had been expected. 
The "talk" referred to in the table was a simple TALK: LITERAL statement (no message was 
sent) used as an example of a normal command. The next stage of the testing was to try using 
one of the existing programs, TEN. SA V, and running commands from that. 
When the solenoid was actually connected to the GPIB line and routine #30 ATHENA 
PARAMETERS was run, the solenoid was seen to chatter at high speed. The reason for this 
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was not immediately apparent but it appeared that other commands were triggering the 
solenoid. 
The IEEE technical overview showed that "GPm commands" were separated from "normal 
commands" by the use of the ATT line (11). 
The above experiments were repeated while paying closer attention to the data YD lines 
Lines I 2 3 4 13 14 15 16 11 
SelectDev 2 I 1 0 1 0 1 1 I 0 
Select Athena 1 1 0 1 0 1 I I 0 
Talk to Athena * 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Talk to Athena 0 I 0 0 I I 1 1 1 
Talk Dev 2 ** 0 I 0 0 1 1 I I 1 
(1,2,3,4,13,14,15,16) and the ATT line (11). 
* denotes that the Athena GPIB converter was switched off. 
** denotes Talk Literal (no data string). 
The point of this experiment was to clearly define the binary addresses of the devices and to 
establish the operation of the ATT line as understood from the handbook. At this point it was 
still not possible to understand the address system, but the operation of the ATT line could 
clearly be seen. The line was, in fact, going low rather than high. 
To prevent normal commands from causing the solenoid to oscillate I constructed a flip-flop 
AND gate from lines 2 and 11. 
Because the addresses of the devices could not be discerned from the binary representations of 
the data lines the GPIB lines were then observed during communication with the Athena 
temperature controller in an attempt to become more familiar with the operation of the system. 
The device was selected and then TALK: LITERAL. statements were used to transmit the 
numbers 2 and 5. 
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1 2 3 4 13 14 15 16 11 
ifS" 0 I 0 I 0 0 I I I 
"2" I 0 I I 0 0 I I I 
By concentrating on the zeroes it was possible to see the binary representations of the numbers 
in lines 1,2 and 3, therefore, if a TALK: LITERAL statement were set to "0" then the data 
lines 1,2,3,4 would be expect all to go high. When this was tried in practice the lines did go 
low, showing that the normal communication could be deciphered by observing the data lines. 
In light of this the solenoid switch was designed to work when lines 1,2,3,4 and 11 were all 
high (equivalent to a TALK: LITERAL "0"). 
When the arrangement was built and connected to the GPIB lines it did not behave as 
1 2 3 4 13 14 15 16 11 
Talk "0" 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Talk"" 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 
Go To Local 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Talk "10" I I I I 0 0 I I I 
predicted. Again the lines were tested with different commands being sent by the computer. 
By trial and error the TALK "10" was found to work, but when running established routines 
the solenoid was still observed to be oscillating rapidly. 
To establish why, a chart recorder was connected to each of the GPIB lines in turn while two 
different routines were run. In that way the responses could be analysed in more detail. The 
routines used were # I 5 from TEN. SA V and one specially written, #2 TALK" 10". 
ROUTINE #2 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device clear 
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The results of these recordings showed that the data lines were much more active than had 
previously been supposed, there were sections of the routines where the data transfer was too 
fast for the chart recorder to follow. 
As a result of the observations line 4 was disconnected and line 8 connected instead. This 
allowed the solenoid to switch during routine #2 but not to react during # 15. The electronics 
was then modified from using a flip-flop to switch the solenoid on and off to using a counter to 
observe pulses, count 1 - switch on, count 2 - switch off. 
Once the counter was included in the circuitry it was found that routine # 15 was having some 
effect on the solenoid. Returning to examine the operation of the data lines showed that data 
line 8 was no longer going high during the routines. There was no explanation for this. 
It was decided to offer up a series of pin connections to see whether the solenoid could be 
pin connections solenoid operation 
#2 #15 
1,2,3,8,11 no yes 
1,2,3,8 no yes 
1,2,3,8,8 no yes 
1,2,3,11,11 no yes 
1,2,3,11,13 yes yes 
1,2,3,11 no yes 
1,2,3,11,14 yes yes 
2,3,11,14 no yes 
made to operate systematically. 
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None of the combinations tried had worked and so it was decided to try a completely different 
approach. By looking at the analog plotter output at the back of the Phi/ips storage 
oscilloscope it was possible to isolate a TTL 5 Volt pin output activated by a "pen-up, pen-
down" command. By connecting this line to a counter it was possible to get the solenoid to 
work exclusively by the use of two routines. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
PHOTOPOL YMER IMAGING MATERIALS 
In this chapter details are given of two types of experiment carried out with the 
photopolymers supplied by Dllpont. These are variable index materials capable of real 
time grating formation. 
(1) By spin coating a thin layer of mono mer onto the surface of a blank etalon and 
then inserting into a laser cavity it was hoped to create a photo polymerisation effect in the 
laser cavity that would cause single-mode selection. 
(2) By ingressing photopolymers into blocks of porous silica it was hoped to create 
composite materials that would be optically clear. It was then hoped that these materials 
would have the rigidity of the silica and the strength of the polymer. It was then proposed 
to record volume optical gratings in the materials. The recording of such grating might 
have a number of uses, such as creating volume holograms, making DFB (Distributed 
FeedBack) lasers, or making some form of photopolymerised mode selecting device for 
lasers. This could be considered to be a first step on the road to the development of 
multifunctional materials. 
All the experiments in this chapter were carried out during the periods of down-time for 
the main body of work and as a complement to that work. As a consequence the sections 
covered may appear rather open ended. This is because the problems encountered need 
considerably more time and effort than was available to be overcome. It must be noted 
that it is believed that work in both areas could prove fiuitful if the proper time and effort 
were made. 
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6.1 Spin-Coated Etalons 
n light beam 
glass block of refractive index n 
-d-
light beam 
spatially periodic refractive index 
Fig. 6-01 Showing a beam of light reilected from a two blocks of glass. 
In the top figure the amplitude of the reflected light is determined by the Fresnel equation 
n-l (if the light is incident normally), while the mechanism for the reflected light in the 
n+l 
lower diagram has been derived, by Collier, Burkhandt and Lin [I), as being: 
AmplitUde reflectance oc tanh v r 
where vr 1td Lln . h h' k f hid' , d IS t e t IC ne ss 0 t e samp e and 8n IS a spatially perio IC 
Aa 
refractive index modulation. 
. With this second arrangement very high values of amplitude reflectance can be achieved 
with only small refractive index variations. It was thought that if a thin layer of the Dupont 
photopolymer were coated on one face of a blank etalon, which was then inserted in a 
laser cavity, the standing waves in the laser would cause a refractive index variation which 
might cause mode selection (the alternative result would be the formation of a reflecting 
surface for the dominant mode, a so called Bragg reflector). 
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The danger with the "filter" thus created, would be that it could only be positioned once, 
prior to exposure, and that the grating would be then be extremely positionally sensitive, 
any microscopic movements of the plate would be likely to cause it to reject all the modes. 
6.1.1 Apparatus Set-Up 
The apparatus used to coat the samples can be seen in Plate 6, while the apparatus used to 
investigate the spectral and power output of the laser is shown in Fig. 6-01, including an 
, 
Argon ion laser running at a wavelength of 514.5 nm, a Photon control power meter, a 
Spectra Physics spectrum analyser and a Philips DSO. 
Fig. 6-01 
power 
meter 
oscilloscope 
laser 1--+--"" mi rror 
L::---+7I' 
spectrum 
analyser 
beam 
splitter 
mirror 
Experimental arrangement shows light from the laser being monitored simultaneously 
by the spectrum analyser and the power meter. 
The apparatus was used to observe the output beam spectrum as the laser power was 
increased until the single-mode operation broke down at that point the output beam power 
was noted. Initially a standard, commercially coated, etalon was inserted into the laser 
cavity and the laser output spectrum was observed and recorded on the DSO (as shown 
below). 
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Fig. 6-02 Spectrum analysis of Argon ion laser with intra-cavity etalon. 
The single-mode operation of the laser did not break down at any power with the 
commercial etalon. The etalon was then removed and the output spectrum observed in the 
multimode state 
Fig. 6-03 
~. 
Spectrum analysis of argon ion laser without intra-cavity etalon showing single line, but 
multi-mode output. 
A blank etalon, obtained from Tee Optics, was then spin-coated with a dilute solution of 
Dupont monomer HRS-600. The solvent was a 3:1 mixture of Ethyl Methyl Ketone: 
Toluene recommended by Dupont as being best at preventing the polymer from 
microcracking due to over rapid drying. The dilution factor was 2: 1, solvent: monomer. 
The laser etalon-housing was cooled to ambient temperature and the prepared blank etalon 
inserted into the cavity. At 20 Amps laser current no light output was observed (this 
current was easily enough to get the standard etalon to work). The laser current was 
increased to 25 Amps and then to 30 Amps to try to force the laser to overcome the losses 
of the coated etalon and produce an oscillating action. However, this did not work, 
perhaps due to a combination of the critical nature of the etalon alignment within the 
cavity and the losses of the coating ensuring that any success would have been a statistical 
improbability. 
Another possible reason for the failure might have been that the monomer coating was not 
fully dried when it was inserted and that this was having some impeding effect on the 
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polymerisation rate, however, it is not clear what mechanism for inhibiting the 
polymerisation could be. 
A more dilute solution of the monomer was prepared, 4: 1 solvent: monomer, and the spin 
coating process repeated. On this occasion the coated sample was left overnight to ensure 
that the monomer was properly dried. Again the sample was inserted into the laser etalon 
housing (at ambient temperature) and mounted in the cavity. The current was brought up 
to 20 Amps before the laser shutter was opened but again no oscillation action was seen. 
The current was gradually increased up to 30 Amps with no result. 
6.1.2 Extra Cavity 
It was decided to expose the monomer coating outside the cavity to find out if a simple 
polymer coating formed there would then allow a laser action when the sample was 
reinserted in the cavity. Again no output was observed implying that the losses induced 
were too high for the laser to overcome. However, this did not make sense as the coatings 
were thin enough to allow good optical clarity inspected by eye. 
It was found that by adjusting the orientation of the coated etalon, laser action could be 
induced with the arrangement described above. The etalon was then re-coated with 
monomer layers and reinserted in the laser cavity. Its orientation was then adjusted until a 
laser action was observed. The spectral and power output characteristics of the laser were 
observed for a number of wavelength and tube current settings. However, as soon as some 
angular dependence of the elalon was shown it became obvious that the mode selection 
mechanism observed was a straightforward Fabry-Perot effect rather than any effect due 
to the polymer. The experiments were carried out anyway, to establish if there was any 
contribution to the mode-selection from the photopolymerisation effect. 
Note. The original intention of the experiment had been to expose the monomer in the 
cavity under controlled and stable cor.ditions. Due to the mode selecting properties of 
even a blank etalon it had become necessary to adjust the angle of the 6talon until laser 
action was observed. This adjustment meant that one could not reasonably expect to 
observe a photopolymerisation effect ofthe type described earlier. 
wavelength tube current power output Diagram 
488nm 20A lOmW(A) Fig. 6-04 
488 nm 25A -(B) Fig. 6-05 
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477nm 25A Fig. 6-06 
501 nm 27A 10mW(A) Fig. 6-07 
514 nm 27A 40mW(A) Fig. 6-08 
514 nm 27A -(C) 
A Highest power achieved for a single dominant mode 
B Mode selection had broken down 
C. The etalon had been tilted for flash condition and the spectrum showed 2 
competing modes of equal power (no diagram). 
______ .Jv ....,.'--_~ 
Fig. 6-04 Fig. 6-05 
... '.. ""  ....... 1" .... """ ._ 
Fig. 6-06 Fig. 6-07 
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Fig. 6-08 
As a comparison the polymer coating was then stripped off and the etalon reinserted to 
establish its uncoated characteristics. 
514nm 24A 40mW(A) 
The results showed that the spectrum and power handling of the monomer coated etalon 
was matched by the uncoated etalon and, further, the efficiency of the uncoated etalon was 
greater. 
A better way of looking for a photopolymerisation effect intra-cavity in the future might 
be by coating the monomer onto a thin glass plate. The thinness of the plate, along with a 
suitable lack of parallelism, would insure that it would not mode select. Any changes 
wrought by the polymerisation could then be clearly seen. 
6.2 Composite Materials 
The composite materials that were of interest to the project were those that might be made 
by impregnating porous gel-silica with the Dupont monomer, HRS600. This would give 
the gel-silica the strength that it lacked, and at the same time would afford the monomer 
with a stable support matrix allowing it to be used as a bulk photographic medium for the 
first time. In our case this would provide the facility to write bulk gratings into the 
mono mer with thicknesses up to the full three millimetres (or more) thickness of the gel-
silica samples. Later interest focused on a gel-silica, PMMA composite material because 
the variation in optical path with temperature for the two materials are of opposite sign. A 
composite of the correct percentage might allow for a zero optical path change with 
temperature. Examples of this type of composite material were brought in from a number 
of sources for testing with the dilatometer apparatus. 
The gel-silica glass was obtained from Hench and West, Florida university, as part of the 
work carried out for the US-UK Optical Glass and Macromolecular Materials Symposium 
(OGAMMS). 
Regarding the impregnation of porous gel-silica samples a procedure was laid out by 
Hench and West, which involved first baking the glass sample under vacuum and using a 
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cold trap in the vacuum line, for at least twenty four hours at a temperature of 
approximately 1350 C in order to remove all the water from the pores of the sample (the 
porous sol-gel was known to be extremely hydrophilic). The sample should then be 
allowed to cool after which the monomer could be introduced to the dish holding the 
sample, so that the glass would lie in a pool of the monomer, but not completely covered 
by it. This would allow capillary action to force the monomer into the pores in a time 
estimated to be between two and thirty days, depending on the viscosity of the monomer. 
The cold trap was used in conjunction with the vacuum pump to remove the water from 
the sol-gel samples. Cold traps work by condensing the vapours that pass through them 
and are commonly used to retrieve water from vacuum systems. However, they tend to 
take a long time (the closer they are to the system the faster they work) to work (24 hours 
was suggested above). By using a sorption pump the effect of vapour condensation can be 
greatly enhanced. A sorption pump consists of a container containing activated aluminium 
granules connected directly to the vacuum chamber. When the container is cooled (by 
immersion in liquid nitrogen) the surfaces of the aluminium granules adsorb the 
surrounding gases. The sorption pump removes water vapour much more efficiently than 
cold traps mainly because of the very close proximity and the huge surface area of the cold 
aluminium granules. 
The apparatus chosen to do the impregnation consisted of two parts, a vacuum oven, and 
the sample holding chamber. 
6.2.1 Vacuum Oven 
A GaJenkamp oven was used to prepare the samples as shown in Plates 7 and 8. It is a 
glass fronted, large capacity (15 litres) vacuum oven easily capable of attaining and 
holding a rough vacuum, with a rotary pump and was rated for temperatures up to 2000 
C. Because it was glass fronted it was the ideal oven to use for attempting to inject 
monomer solutions onto the sol-gel samples in vacuo as the actions could easily be 
observed. 
Heavy modifications were made to the oven in-house to facilitate the addition of the 
sorption pump and a vacuum leadthrough (Fig. 6-09). The original, small gauge, vacuum 
line was abandoned in favour of a large bore pipe leading out of the rear of the chamber to 
a sorption pump fitted behind a heat shield. 
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butterfly valve sorption pump 
r--t- activated aluminium 
liquid nitrogen 
Schematic of the vacuum oven with sorption pump fitted. 
The second modification involved cutting a section of the top of the oven chamber away, 
to allow a vacuum lead through with a rubber membrane to be fitted (Fig. 6-10). This 
would allow the monomer to be injected into the sample dish, using a syringe, without 
atmospheric contamination of the vacuum. 
vacuum lid 
o ring------, ~ 
chamber roof 
Fig. 6-10 Section of vacuum oven modified to incorporate the vacuum membrane. 
The construction consisted of a thick rubber membrane held between two aluminium rings. 
An aluminium cap could then be bolted on the top to ensure a good vacuum seal after the 
syringe had punctured the rubber membrane. 
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The vacuum oven modifications allowed the baking time to be reduced from 
approximately twenty four hours to only two or three hours as described in the following 
procedure: 
I. The chamber was evacuated, using a standard two stage rotal)' pump, down to a 
pressure of approx. 2 x 10-2 torr, and heated up to the required temperature of 1250 C. 
Once it reached this temperature the oven was left for between 1 and 1 112 hours. 
2. The sorption pump was activated while the rotal)' pump was switched off. The pressure 
would then drop to around 10-3 torr. The temperature and vacuum would then be 
maintained for a further hour to complete the water removal process. 
6.2.2 Sample Chamber 
A number of different sample chambers were used during the impregnation attempts. The 
first sample chamber was simply a low circular tray, made of stainless steel while later 
versions included automatically closable lids. 
6.2.3 Testing The Samples 
The first sample used, SM90-2201-26, was a rectangular sample (25 x 15 x 3 mm) of 
pore size 10 A. This was placed into the stainless steel dish positioned directly below the 
vacuum membrane. The chamber was heated in the way described above, allowed to cool 
(but not enough, only to 500 C), and flooded with nitrogen. A solution of monomer and 
solvent (1: 1 ratio) was injected through the membrane onto the sample dish. This process 
was found to be much more difficult than had been anticipated due to the quick 
evaporation of the solvent that meant that the syringe would jam up vel)' quickly, only 
becoming unblocked when the syringe was soaked in pure solvent. Within one hour the 
solution had completely dried out. 
Note. The syringe being used was an all glass/stainless steel design to ensure that there 
would be no contamination of the sample, but was too small to allow the volume required 
to be inject in one shot and so was replaced with larger, plastic disposable syringes that 
might have allowed contamination more readily, but were only used once. 
Once the oven had cooled to room temperature attempts were made to re-inject the 
solution. These led to vel)' similar reslllts, again because of the vel)' fast evaporation of 
the monomer solvents. 
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As a reaction to this result a sample holder was designed that would severely limit the 
level of solvent evaporation (Fig. 6-11) by allowing a lid to be automatically shut down 
over the sample dish once the solution had been injected. 
lid • 
sample chamber 
spring 
I 
Fig. 6-11 Side view of the spring loaded sample dish. 
The lid was spring loaded and was held open by the shaft of a solenoid motor. When a 
DC. current was passed through the motor its shaft would withdraw, allowing the lid to 
snap shut. This did not completely seal the chamber from evaporation but did cut it down 
quite considerably, subsequently allowing the chamber to be flooded with nitrogen and the 
oven door to be opened so that the sample dish could be sealed more securely (using a 
thick ta pe). 
*" The second sample, SM90-2201-24, was used in a comparative fracture test, in the 
materials engineering department, as a control to the first sample. It was hoped that before 
the monomer had dried on the first sample some of it had ingressed into the silica. If that 
was so then the monomer would give the silica some improved strength. The results of the 
tests showed that the first sample was, if anyth:ng, slightly weaker than the control. 
"" The third sample, SM90-2201-20, was put into the chamber only to be observed to 
discolour during the heating process. This was found to be due to oil streaming from the 
rotary pump and thus contaminating the hot sample and necessitating the complete 
dismantling and cleaning of the apparatus. The problem had occurred when the sorption 
pump was switched on and the valves in the vacuum system had allowed a competition 
between it and the rotary pump to draw oil vapour, from the rotary pump, into the 
chamber and lines (see below). 
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three having an average pore radius of loA and a pore fraction of about 35 %. 
Fig. 6·12 
vacuum 
chamber 
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-+ to sorption pump 
2 
L-______ - to rotary pum 
Vacuum system. Valves 1 and 2 both must be shut before the sorption pump is activated 
to avoid oil streaming from the rotary pump. 
The fourth sample, SM90-2201-28, was baked, cooled and flooded with nitrogen before a 
much more dilute solution of the monomer was injected - 20: 1 solvent: monomer - onto 
the sample. In this instance it was decided that the mono mer should be prepared and 
injected onto the sample under safe light conditions to ensure that it was not pre-exposed. 
This had been a concern in the previous samples as the polymerisation process would 
inhibit ingression in the porous network. A consequence of this action was that it was very 
difficult to tell how much solution had been added to the sample dish, and so too much 
was added and the sample was completely covered. The lid was shut remotely and after 
the oven was flooded with nitrogen to atmospheric pressure tape was wound round the 
sample holder to improve the seal. The oven was then re-flooded with nitrogen, to a 
positive pressure, for half an hour, to remove any air that had entered during the taping 
procedure. 
The sample was then left in the chamber for five days to allow the mono mer to ingress 
before being removed. The monomer had dried around the sample (difficult to say how 
long the process had actually taken). The sample was put in a home-made storage jar (see 
below) to await exposure to form a grating. 
lid 
sample 
stand --+--IF===Tl 
jar 
solvent-~ 
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Fig. 6-13 Sample storage jar. 
While the sample was in the storage jar it remained clear, but once the sample had been 
removed for drying before exposure it was observed to become cloudy. This seemed to 
indicate that the amount of monomer in the pores was very small compared to the solvent 
and that the solvent, not the monomer, was causing the index matching to make the 
sample appear clear. 
An attempt was made to expose a volume grating in the sample using the apparatus shown 
in Fig. 6-14. The laser (a Coherent 165 Argon ion laser) was set at a current rating of25 
amps, for 2 minutes, with a further 1 minute blanket exposure afterwards to "fix" the 
polymerisation, but as the sample was opaque the expectation of results was Iow, and 
results were negative. 
Fig. 6-14 
6.2.4 Aerogel 
pinhole 
biprism 
collimating 
lens 
sample 
Apparatus used to create volume grating. 
The 'next sample used was a piece of Aerogel that was used for two reasons: (1) The 
average pore size of the Aerogel was approx. 100 nm as compared with only 10 nm for 
the sol-gel, this meant that it would be much easier to impregnate an Aerogel sample using 
capillary action than a sol-gel sample. (2) It was possible to cut the Aerogel with a scalpel 
to any size required. A thin slice was used to improve the chances of complete 
impregnation. The improvement in ingression can be predicted by considering the equation 
for capillary flow down a tube as derived by Hatschek [2]. 
For stationary flow through a capillary tube we find that 
Q = nPR
4 T 
I 8 LT] 
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Where Q, is the volume passing a given point in a time T. 
R is the radius of the capillary tube while L is its length. 
P is the pressure differential between the ends of the tube, and 11 is the viscosity of the 
liquid. 
It can be seen that the ability to increase the pore size and reduce the path length will 
greatly reduce the time taken to impregnate the sample with a given fluid and pressure 
differential. 
The sample was prepared in exactly the same way as the gel-silica sample had been 
previously, baked in the vacuum oven for 2 hours in total, flooded with Nitrogen and 
soaked in monomer for a period of two days. 
When the sample was removed from the oven, far from producing an optically clear 
sample, it was pure white with two of its surfaces smooth and some appearance of 
cracking along its other two. It was concluded that the glass had reacted somehow with 
either the monomer, the heat or possibly a combination of the two. 
By testing further samples of the Aerogel it was found that the glass would react with both 
the monomer and its solvent. When some monomer was simply poured onto an 
unprepared sample there was an initial reaction that turned the sample white. after a few 
days the glass was found to have completely powdered and was only held in place by a sac 
of dried monomer. 
6.2.5 Vacuum Forcing 
The fourth gel-silica sample, SM90-2201-30, had the same baking treatment as the 
previous samples but once the baking was completed the sample was left to cool overnight 
under rough vacuum rather than being flooded by nitrogen. 
The idea was to evacuate all the pores in the glass sample then inject the monomer 
solution onto the sample until it was completely covered. The pressure in the chamber 
would then be increased to atmospheric by flooding with Nitrogen gas. The resulting 
pressure differential between the sample pores and the chamber would drive the monomer 
into the sample. 
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The following morning a monomer solution was prepared, diluted 1: 1 with solvent, and 
injected onto the sample. At the first attempt only about one third of the syringe contents 
could be injected into the sample holder, before the rapid evaporation of the solvent 
blocked the syringe needle up. The solution in the chamber was observed to rapidly boil 
off. Further efforts to get the solution into the chamber failed so that the dilution of the 
solution had to be changed to 1:2. This was easier to inject (even so some effort was 
required) and it was possible to fill the sample container completely. The chamber was 
quickly flooded and the holder lid ~hut. the sample was then left overnight, although it was 
believed that the pressure effect would work on a much shorter time scale. 
The next day the sample was removed from the chamber and placed in a small jar to dry 
slowly with the remaining fluid monomer. More neat monomer was added until the sample 
was completely covered to ensure that the drying process was slow. At this stage the 
sample appeared to be very clear even though comparatively little solvent had been used. 
The jar was removed to a darkroom to allow the sample to dry at a slow rate to avoid any 
micro-crazing (this was a reported problem due to excess solvent evaporation). By leaving 
the sample submerged in neat monomer it would end up encased in dried monomer so that 
the pores would remain moist. 
The following day the monomer level was found to have dropped completely so that there 
was only a thin layer of the mono mer covering the walls of the jar and the sample. On 
inspection of the sample it had remained clear. 
The sample was removed from the jar to allow its underside to dry, within an hour the 
sample had started to turn cloudy and it was decided to expose it to a grating as soon as 
possible. 
The sample was prepared for exposure by paring away the excess monomer on the faces 
of the sample using a scalpel blade. Once the excess monomer had been pared and peeled 
away it could be seen that the sample underneath was very clear. However, within 5 
minutes it had begun visibly to cloud. Some adjustments to the apparatus were necessary 
so that by the time the apparatus was ready to make the exposure the sample was not clear 
enough to expect any success with a v01ume grating. The exposure was made, running the 
laser at 45 m W beam power. The interfering beams were exposed for 4 minutes followed 
by a 2 minute blanket exposure. No signs of a grating were observed - not even a surface 
grating. 
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6.2.6 Further Experiments 
It was decided to try neat beam exposures into the sample to find out two things; 1) What 
sort of power was necessary to get visible polymerisation? 2) To what extent the 
impregnation had taken place in the samples. 
With the laser set again at 45 mW the sample was given exposures of between five and ten 
minutes. The higher times were found to be enough to get polymerisation with a visible 
depth (between 0.5 and 1 mm). 
A 45 mW beam exposing the sample for 10 min. gives a power 
P = 27 Joules This was a surprisingly high power in order to get polymerisation. 
It was also noticed that one face of the sample seemed to expose better than the others but 
there was no obvious reason why. However, the face that would not expose was the face 
that dried out last. 
To find out how deep the impregnation was the beam power was increased to about 65 
mW and the sample struck repeatedly with this beam at a single point. By doing this it was 
hoped to force polymerisation right through the sample depth. 
After three 10 minute exposures a faint line of polymerisation was visible throughout the 
sample, after five such exposures the photopolymerisation process seemed to have reached 
a saturation point with little chance of being improved, the line through the central part of 
the sample was still very faint. After teh results of this experiment further samples were 
exposed with gratings, but for longer than had previously been attempted, the results can 
be seen in Plate 9. 
The results of the experiments suggested that the impregnation technique was working as 
well as had been initially hoped. The bad news was that the initial grating exposures had 
achieved nothing, at least partly because they were under exposed. It was noted, however, 
that the under-exposure may have been a result of the cloudiness of the sample. 
After the sample was exposed with the neat beam it was observed to start cracking, one 
large crack running though the centre of the sample and one smaller from a different edge. 
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Over a period of hours the cracks extended eventually breaking the sample into pieces. 
The initial conclusion was that the polymerisation was accompanied by a change in volume 
(some shrinkage is usual in MMA) that was stressing the silica matrix overly. 
It was noticed that with subsequent samples that after they had been dried under the 
monomer for a period of time, and the protective layer was peeled off, they tended to 
crack. 
6.2.7 Clouding of the Sample 
A number of possible reasons for the clouding phenomena were suggested: 1) Reaction 
with the monomer. 2) Over-rapid drying causing micro-crazing. 3) Reaction with Oxygen 
in the air. 
Little was known about the third possibility as the Dupont company, who were 
developing the photo polymers, would not give any information about it. 
1. After the result of the experiments with the Aerogel glass it was thought that there 
might be a reaction going on between the monomer and the sample that was causing the 
clouding in the sample - manifesting on a much smaller scale with the sol-gel than with the 
Aerogel. 
2. The reason for using a two phase solvent for the monomer was that over rapid drying 
had been a problem in the early stages of the monomer development at Dupont and the 
two phase solvent was the best solution they had produced. The later gel-silica samples 
were treated using quite concentrated solutions for the impregnation and drying steps so 
that over rapid drying was not anticipated as being a likely cause of the problem. 
However, a quick test was carried out as follows: 
A glass microscope slide was cleaned using acetone. Some neat monomer was then 
poured over it and left to dry overnight in a darkroom. When it was examined the next day 
there was some clouding of the thicker central region of the monomer, which led to the 
proposal of a fourth possibility. 
4. The monomer naturally tended to cloud when it dried but this effect had not been 
noticed before as only thin layers had been used in previous (spin coating) experiments. 
Continuing with the test a second slide was prepared with the monomer but this time 
allowed to dry in a chamber with a high solvent vapour pressure (Fig. 6-15). 
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monomer 
glass slide 
solvent 
Fig. 6-15 monomer dried in atmosphere of solvent vapour. 
Although the sample was dried much more slowly ultimately it still had the cloudiness 
associated with the loss of solvent. This was confirmed when an older gel-silica sample 
was immersed in a bath of solvent (Ethyl Methyl Ketone). After two hours the sample was 
optically clear. 
Note. Upon insertion the existing crack in the sample immediately increased in size until, 
after a few minutes, the sample collapsed in pieces. Removing a piece and drying it for 15 
minutes led to a return of the cloudiness and increased cracking. 
6.2.8 New Samples 
Some 4 run pore radius samples were delivered which were intended to give improved 
impregnation speed for the mono mer and perhaps reduce the difficulties encountered with 
the earlier samples. 
As the solvents content in the Dupont HRS600 seemed to be too high to allow the 
monomer to properly impregnate the samples it was decided to form a copolymer solution 
using Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) instead of the solvents (Ethyl Methyl Ketone and 
Toluene). Because the MMA was a very mobiJe liquid the viscosity of the HRS600 could 
be reduced without a loss of polymerisation potential. 
A solution of HRS600 and MMA was mixed and deposited on a microscope slide to dry 
as an initial test. This test allowed examination of the visibility of the dried film and also a 
chance to evaluate the ability of the copolymer mixture to polymerise in the grating 
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regime. Upon drying there were some signs of cloudiness, but not as much as had been 
noted with the straight HRS600. When exposed the sample performed much better than 
previous samples and some very bright gratings were produced. 
On the strength of these results it was decided to impregnate the new samples with the 
copolymer mixture. To save time in the baking process two samples were put together in 
the oven for impregnation. 
When the copolymer mixture was injected into the sample holder and the pressure had 
been equalised the sample jar was immediately removed from the oven, under safe light 
conditions, to allow easier observation of the samples during the ingression and drying 
processes. 
It was immediately noted that the samples were not behaving as expected. The central 
portion of the sample was opalescent in appearance while the outer part was very clearly 
index matched. At first the opalescent portion occupied most of the sample volume but as 
time passed this portion shrank into the centre and disappeared as the whole sample 
became index matched to clarity. This process took about half an hour 
When the samples were removed and left to dry they turned completely white in 
appearance, similar to the behaviour exhibited by the Aerogel. After placing them in a jar 
of MMA the samples cleared again in about 15 seconds. Further samples were given 
longer drying times (over period of days) but the same results occurred so that it was 
impossible to dry them while hoping for an optically clear material. 
The first theory considered was that the silica was acting as a molecular sieve in the 
vacuum oven. When the pressure in the chamber was increased the more volatile solvents 
were able to race to the centre of the sample causing damage to the pore walls by the very 
nature of their fast movement which then shattered, causing the opalescent appearance. 
Because the pressure differential had been equalised by the ingress of the solvents there 
was then no driving force to get the monomers into the sample. 
To test the theory it was necessary to inject a single phase viscous liquid onto a sample. A 
sample was baked in the oven as previously. Pure glycerol was injected and vacuum 
forced into the sample. The appearance of the sample was exactly the sam,e as in the 
previous experiments. However, the time scale over which the effect took place was 
considerably greater than in previous experiments. The central portion remained 
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opalescent for some time while the outer edges appeared clear, presumably as the glycerol 
progressed into the pores. This effectively destroyed the theory. 
The idea of a fast-moving fluid shock-wave was destroyed, but not the idea of ingressing 
fluid cracking the pore walls due to a pressure differential. The second theory was that 
because the pore walls were not perfectly interconnected the ingressing fluid would reach 
some pores but not others, the pore walls would then crack under the pressure differential. 
As the pore walls collapse then large scattering centres would be formed causing an 
opalescent effect (due to Mie scattering). As the fluid ingressed then the index matching 
made the sample appear clear. 
The experiment was repeated with methanol. Because its index was poorly matched to the 
silica it was thought that it might be possible to detect the pore wall damage. The effect 
described above was noticed over a' time scale similar to the HRS600 in solvent but 
although the index matching was not good it was not possible to see any damage in the 
index matched potions of the silica. 
The problem of the opalescence was never resolved satisfactorily, but the introduction of 
samples with a range of pore sizes and pore fractions may eventually lead to a technique 
for effective impregnation. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
RESULTS 
In this chapter we will examine some of the results obtained using the interferometric 
dilatometer. We will start by showing the stability of the fringes, and therefore the apparatus, 
during a !'nuIl", test on the base mirror, and then go on to examine the thermal dispersion for 
Dynasil and~fuIiy densified gel-silica. Then a full examination of the properties of PMMA 
samples is given. Lastly, a sample of a silica-PMMA composite material is investigated. 
In all the experiments performed the vacuum oven was heated in steps of 0.10 C and then left 
to equilibrate for three minutes before the fringe intensity data was taken. Although the 
optimum equilibrium-time would be higher time constraints on the project meant that it was 
necessary to produce the results quickly. 
The two basic arrangements are shown below 
Apparatus 
The interferometer apparatus used to obtain thermal data on the samples described in 
this chapter can be seen in Plate 2. while a schematic of its operation can be seen in Fig. 
, 2.04. While a picture of the oven assembly can be seen in Plate l. 
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Fig.7 .. tH Showing the experimental arrangement for thermal dispersion measurements (on the left) and 
the CTE measurements (on the right). 
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The photodetector was set to monitor the fringes at a maxima point so that any fringe shift 
observed could easily be evaluated. A drop of intensity down to zero, therefore, would be 
equivalent to a fringe shift of IJ2. 
The peak fringe intensity (maxima) ~ 0.11 V 
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Average fringe intensity = 0.107021 V 
Minimum fringe intensity = O.I02V 
The difference between peak and average = 2.979 x 10-3 V 
The difference between average and minimum = 5.021 X 10-3 V 
So that the largest variation from the mean signal is 4.56% of the peak value. 
This equates to a variation of 4.56% of 'JJ2 
If the wavelength of the light was I.. = 514.5 nm, then the fringe variation observed was about 
11.73 nm., roughly 'JJ42. This, then, is the accuracy attained for the apparatus. 
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Periodicity Graphs 
The periodicity graph show the temperature difference between successive maxima, and 
minima, against the temperature midway between the two temperatures. From these 
graphs the thermal variation of both the eTE and the refractive index of the various 
materials can be can be observed. 
Result Trends 
The periodicity graphs of all the materials tested clearly show some decrease in 
periodicity (and hence values of eTE and Thermal Dispersion) with increasing 
temperature. Both the glasses and the composite material gave decreases of about 18% 
over a 40:'" 50° e range (the Dynasil figure is extrapolated from the 25° e range shown), 
while the reduction for the PMMA is about 28% over the same temperature range. 
These results are in general agreement with existing literature 
Plummer, W.A. and Hagy, H.E. 1968, Applied Optics, Vol. 7, No. 5.,825-31. 
Berthold III, J.W. and Iacobs, S.F. 1976, Applied Optics, Vo1.15, No. 10,2344-7. 
Iewell, I.M., Askins, e and Aggarwal, ID. 1991, Applied Optics, Vol. 30, No. 25, 
3656-60. 
Chapter VII Results. 
Average fringe intensity = O.107021V 
Minimum fringe intensity = O.102V 
The difference between peak and average = 2.979 X 10-3 V 
The difference between average and minimum = 5.021 x 10-3 V 
So that the largest variation from the mean signal is 4.56% of the peak value. 
This equates to a variation of 4.56% of'JJ2 
If the wavelength of the light was A = 514.5 run, then the fringe variation observed was about 
1l. 73 run., roughly 'JJ42. This, then, is the accuracy attained for the apparatus. 
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Periodicity Graphs 
The periodicity graph show the temperature difference between successive maxima, and 
minima, against the temperature midway between the two temperatures. From these 
graphs the thermal variation of both the eTE and the refractive index of the various 
materials can be can be observed. 
Result Trends 
The periodicity graphs of all the materials tested clearly show some decrease in 
periodicity (and hence values of CTE and Thermal Dispersion) with increasing 
temperature. Both the glasses and the composite material gave decreases of about 18% 
over a 40:"" 50° C range (the Dynasil figure is extrapolated from the 21 C range shown), 
while the reduction for the PMMA is about 28% over the same temperature range. 
These results are in general agreement with existing literature 
Plummer, W.A. and Hagy, H.E. 1968, Applied Optics, Vol. 7, No. 5.,825-31. 
Berthold Ill, J.W. and Jacobs, S.F. 1976, Applied Optics, Vo1.l5, No. 10,2344-7. 
Jewell, J.M., Askins, C and Aggarwal, LD. 1991, Applied Optics, Vol. 30, No. 25, 
3656-60. 
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7.2 Dynasil 
The first sample to be tested was a Dynasil blank etalon supplied by Technical-Optics. It was 
decided to concentrate on measuring the thermal dispersion for the silicas as, being a much 
larger number, it would allow significantly more fringes to pass for a given temperature 
increment. The experimental arrangement used for the glass samples involved coating the 
lower face of the sample with an aluminium coating. The interrogating beam was passed 
through the sample, to be reflected off the lower surface and, hence, measure the change in 
optical path with temperature (see Fig 7-0 I). 
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Fig. 7-03 Variation of fringe pattern with temperature. 
A graph of periodicity, for both the Maxima and Minima (shown below), was created in order 
to establish the temperature increment necessary to shift the fringes through 21t, and to 
highlight any potential errors during the experiment. 
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The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average . 
. Maxima Minima 
Average 3.122, C 3.100 C 
Standard Deviation 0.109. C 0.256 C 
The Optical path change is given by equation 2.30 (note that the expansion term shown in 2.29 
is ignored because its contribution is so smalI) 
1 fm A.a y=--=--
n~T ndtiT 
Where 
This gives us 
A.a =514.5nm±0.1 
n = 1.463 ± 0.001 
d = 1O.15mm±0.005 
~T = 3.122C ± 0.109 
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514.5 X 10-9 
y = (1.463)(10.15 x 10-3)(3.122) 
y = 11.1: X 10-6 le ± 0.4 x 10-6 
The "Instrumental" Optical path is defined as (n -1)d. 
~[(n - l)d] (n -1)~d d~n 
o = = + ..,-----,--(n -1)d (n -1)d (n -1)d 
n 
0=( )y +aL n-l 
Using previously published data for u L from Technical Optics catalogue. 
U L = 5.5 X 10-7 1° e 
0= 1.46(11.1 x 1O-6)+5.5x 10-7 =35.8 xlO-6 / 0 e 
0.46 
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7.3 Gel-Silica 
A fully densified gel-silica sample was obtained from Professor Hench, Florida University. It 
was cut and polished to the same size as a standard intra-cavity etalon (cylinder of 15 mm 
diameter and 10 mm thickness). The test done on the sample was on the thermal dispersion, 
allowing direct comparison with the results obtained for the Dynasil. 
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The graph below was created in order to highlight potential experimental errors in the fringe 
display. 
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Periodicity vs. Temperature 
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Fig. 7-06 Variation of peak to peak periodicity vs mean temperature over period. 
The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Maxima Minima 
Average 2.987. C 3.000 C 
Standard Deviation 0.189 C 0.154 C 
The Optical path change is given by equation 2.30 (note that the expansion term shown in 2.29 
is ignored because its contribution is so small) 
1 An y=--
nAT 
Where 
Aa 
ndAT 
Aa =514.5nm±0.1 
n = 1. 463 ± 0.001 (same as DynasiJ) 
d = 9.99mm± 0.005 
AT = 2.98C ± 0.189 
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This gives us 
514xlO-9 
y = (1.463)(9.99 x 1O-3}(2.98) 
The "Instrumental" Optical path is defined as (n -1)d. 
Ll[ (n -1)d] (n - I)M dt-n 
o = +~---(n -1)d (n - l)d (n -1)d 
""'n 
o ( ) Y + elL n-l 
Using previously published data for elL from Technical Optics catalogue. 
elL = 5.5 X 10-7 /0 C 
0= 1.46 (ll.8 x 10-6 ) + 5.5 x 10-7 = 38.0 xlO- 6 /0 C 
0.46 
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7.4 PMMA 
The PMMA sample was obtained from standard in-house stock and was of the form of a 
square . (15 mm by 20 mm by 5 mm). This was coated in a number of ways and tested 
fully. Firstly for thermal dispersion. 
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The graph below was created in order to highlight potential experimental errors in the fringe 
display. 
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Periodicity vs. Temperature 
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Fig. 7-08 Variation of peak to peak periodicity vs mean temperature over period. 
The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Maxima Minima 
Average 0.605 C 0.604 C 
Standard Deviation 0.095 C 0.091 C 
The Optical path change is given by equation 2.30 (the expansion term shown in 2.29 is 
ignored because its contribution is so smaIJ) 
1 ~n Aa y=--= 
n~T nd~T 
Where 
This gives us 
Aa =514.5nm±O.l 
n = 1.49l± 0.0005 
d =5.23mm±0.005 
~T = O. 60C ± 0.0955 
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514.5 X 10-9 
Y = (1.491){5.23 x 10-3 )(0.60) 
Y = -10.9 xlO- s IC 
The "Instrumental" Optical path is defined as (n -1)d. 
(n-l)M d6n o = + ..,.----,.-(n-l)d (n-l)d 
n 
0=( )y+u L n-l 
Using previously obtained data for the CTE (see next experiment). 
u L =8.7 xlO- s loC 
0= 1.491(_10.9'. xl0-s)+8.7· xlO- s =-2.4xlO-4 / 0 C 
0.491 
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7.4.1 PMMA C.T.E. Measurement 
In this experiment the sample was reversed from its orientation of the previous experiment so 
that the reflecting surface was uppermost and the interrogating beam would measure the 
physical expansion, of the sample, only. 
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Fig. 7-09 Variation offringe pattern with temperature. 
The graph below was created in order to highlight potential experimental errors in the fringe 
display. 
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Periodicity vs. Temperature 
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Fig. 7-10 Variation of peak to peak periodicity vs mean temperature over period. 
The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Average 
Standard Deviation 
The Optical path change is given by 
I.M Aa 
a =--=--
L d~T 2d~T 
Where 
This gives us 
Aa =S14.Snm±0.1 
d = 6.0Imm± 0.005 
~T= 0.49C± 0.071 
Maxima Minima 
0.492 C 0.492 C 
0.071 C 0.070. C 
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514.5 X 10- 9 
U L = ...,..(2-,)(-6.-01-x-1-0-"""'3)-:-(O-,4"""'":'9) 
e = 8.7 X 10-> le ± 1.2 x 10-6 
The "Instrumental" Optical path can be found in the previous results for PMMA. 
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7.4.2 PMMA 50/50 Cut 
The arrangement for this experiment can be seen in Fig. 2-07, it allows one of the interrogating 
beams to be reflected off the lower surface of the sample, while the other is reflected off the 
top face. The theory behind the operation is detailed in chapter 2. 
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Fig. 7-11 Variation offringe pattern with temperature. 
The graph below was created in order to highlight potential experimental errors in the fringe 
display. 
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Periodicity vs. Temperature 
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The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Maxima Minima 
Average 8.866 C 8.750 C 
Standard Deviation 3.619 C 3.923 C 
Due to the very high frequency of the fringe movements, in opposite directions, of the two 
experiments for y and E we suspect that the effects are almost completely cancelling each other 
out in this experiment. The resultant fringe movement is therefore slow and somewhat 
unpredictable in nature. We are currently attempting to model this behaviour mathematically to 
establish its significance. 
We do not expect to see a repeat of this behaviour with the silica samples as the thermal 
coefficient of refractive index will be very much more dominant while the thermal coefficient of 
expansion will combine additively. 
In simple terms, we could as a first approximation, say that as the temperature changes then for 
PMMA 
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Note that this does not solve the problem of thermal independence of the "instrumental" optical 
path. i.e. we are still constrained by the condition 
PMMA is seen to be difficult to assess because of the relatively large numbers associated with 
y and 1:. Control of its properties may well be achieved using ingression in the pores of a low 
expansion material such as silica. 
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7.5 PM MA-Silica Composite 
The composite sample was provided by the Laser group of the Physics Department at 
Manchester University as part of their work on impregnating porous gel-silicas. The sample 
was first sent for polishing at Optical Works Ltd. On its return it was subjected to a series of 
tests. 
7.5.1 Initial Testing of The Sample 
The sample was weighed and measured to obtain values for its mass and volume. 
M = Ppmma Vpmma +PsVs 
The volume fraction taken up by the PMMA is given by F, where 
F =_V~pmm=a_ 
Vpmma + Vs 
The total volume of the sample is given by Vo 
substitute for Vs from 7.1 in 7.3 to get 
This simplifies to 
V [l_ppmma]+M=v prruna 0 
Ps Ps 
Thus we have a value for Vpmma 
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7.1 
7.2 
7.3 
7.4 
v._M 
o P. 
1- Ppmm• 
Ps 
And by substituting 7.3 into 7.2 we get a value for F 
M Vo--
Ps 
1- Ppmm• 
F = _-,--:-:---"-P,-s _ 
Vo 
We obtained the following values: 
Mass M = 0.9141 g 
Radius r = 8.4mm 
thickness d = 3.49mm 
:. Volume Vo = 0.773 cm3 
Silica de.usity Ps = 2.2g / cm3 (quoted for fused silica) 
PMMA density Ppmm• = 1.19g / cm3 
Chapter VII. Results. 
7.5 
With these values we obtained numbers indicating a volume of PMMA equal, within 
experimental accuracy, to the total volume of the sample. 
M Vo-- 0.773 _0.9141 
V - Ps - __ ----:---:-:!'2"".2'-- = 0.779 cm 3 pmma - - 119 
1- Ppmm• 1-~ 
Ps 2.2 
This strongly suggested that the sample was pure, or almost pure PMMA. The technician 
polished the sample from both outside surfaces in order to produce a result of maximum 
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optical clarity. Though we had hoped that he had retained a reasonable amount of PMMA 
silica mix, it was realised that all the silica had been polished away. 
A working value for the density of the porous silica was obtained by weighing and measuring a 
raw sample in the same way as above. 
Mass M = 1.3970 g 
Radius r = 6. 915rnm 
Thickness d = 11. 96mm 
:. Volume Vo = 1. 796 cm3 
Density p. = M =0. 778g! cm3 
Vo 
Note. This is the density of the raw sample rather than the true density of the silica. That is 
obtained by knowing the pore fraction of the sample. 
In our past work we have had little need to establish clearly the density of pore fractions of 
gel-silica samples but have concentrated almost exclusively on the pore radius, our future 
samples will undergo a more thorough categorisation and we have every hope that the future 
will bring success. 
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7.5.2 C.T.E. Measurement 
Fringe Display vs. Temperature 
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The graph below was created in order to highlight potential experimental errors in the fringe 
display. 
Periodicity vs. Temperature 
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Fig. 7-14 Variation of peak to peak periodicity vs mean temperature over period. 
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The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Average 
Standard Deviation 
The Optical path change is given by 
1 ~d Aa 
a =--=--
L d~T 2dL\T 
Where 
Thi s gives us 
Aa =514.5nm±0.1 
d = 3.49mm±0.005 
~T= 0.7C± 0.103 
514.5 X 10- 9 
Maxima 
0.700 C 
0.103 C 
a L = 10.5 x 10-
5 IC ± 1.5 x 10-5 
Minima 
0.707 C 
0.104. C 
The "Instrumental" Optical path can be found in the next results for the composite material. 
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7.5.3 Thermal Dispersion 
Done with the lower face of the sample mirrored. 
Fringe Display vs. Temperature 
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Fig, 7-15 Variation of fringe pattern with temperature, 
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The graph below was created in order to highlight potential experimental errors in the fringe 
display. 
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Periodicity vs. Temperature 
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Fig. 7·16 Variation of peak to peak periodicity vs mean temperature over period. 
The chart below shows the average periodicity for both the maxima and minima along with the 
standard deviation of the points about that average. 
Maxima 
Average 0.767. C 
Standard Deviation 0.071 C 
The Optical path change is given by 
1 .1n Aa y=--= 
n.1T nd.1T 
Aa =514.5nrn±O.1 
Where 
n = 1.463±O.OOl (quoted for PMMA) 
d = 3.49mm±O.005 
.1T = O.768C±O.0716 
This gives us 
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Minima 
0.767 C 
0.078 C 
514.5 X 10-9 
y = (1.463)(3.49 x 10 3)(0.768) 
Y = - 13.1 x 10-5 le ± 1.2 x 10-5 
The "Instrumental" Optical path is defined as (n -1)d. 
cS=(n-l)ad+ dan 
(n-l)d (n-l)d 
n 
15 = ( )Y + elL n-I 
Using the previously obtained data for elL' 
elL = 10.5 x 10-5 1° C 
15 = 1.46 (-13.1 x 10-5 ) + 10.5 x 10-5 = -3.1 x 10-4 /° C 
0.46 
Chapter VII Results. 
These results are slightly larger than those obtained for PMMA in magnitude and of the same 
sign. Obviously our first sample has not behaved as we had hoped but, as can be seen from the 
analysis below, this may simply indicate that further work needs to be done on the 
impregnation side. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
It has been conjectured, in chapter two, that a material of refractive index "" 1. 4 will give an 
optical path invariant with temperature (if the Lorentz-Lorenz relation holds true for optical 
solids). Since our researches cast doubt on the validity of the Lorentz-Lorenz for optical 
. solids (e.g. high temperature silicas) it seems clear that the fabrication of a suitable 
composite material provides the most pragmatic path for investigation. However, clearly one 
can not simply grind up the silica and then mix the two materials together to form the required 
material. It is necessary to start with a porous matrix of silica in which the MMA can be 
ingressed, and then polymerised. In this way the large thermal expansion of the PMMA will be 
controlled by the much smaller expansion of the silica, thus allowing us to consider how to 
match the thermal dispersion's of the two materials. Even with this regime there is no way of 
knowing in what proportions the materials should be combined, or at what stage the expansion 
of the PMMA stops being modified by the silica. However, we hope to report on this aspect of 
the work in the near future. 
We note that if it is found that the expansion of the silica PMMA composite is of the 
order of magnitude of that of free PMMA, then it can be assumed that the host silica has 
micro-fractured during the ingl'ession of the MMA monomer or, perhaps during the 
polymerisation process. 
It has been shown that there are two different forms of optical path that must be considered, 
depending on the use chosen for the optical component being investigated, so that we may 
choose to examine the conservation of I) The optical path, nd of the sample. 2) The 
"instrumental" optical path, (n-l)d. Each of the two possibilities might be realised by 
varying the ratios of the silica to the PMMA. 
Our own attempts to impregnate porous silica with a number of monomers is detailed, but 
the main characterisation work was done on a number of samples of porous silica 
impregnated with PMMA obtained from outside sources, the change of refractive index of 
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PMMA being negative while that of silica is positive. Samples were tested for the two 
possible conditions mentioned above. 
There are many possible applications for such thermally invariant material including cheap yet 
thermal dispersion-free lenses and laser cavity optics of ultra high precision and freedom from 
thermal drift. 
During the development of the dilatometer a number of factors have been demonstrated as 
being important in the system stability including efficient damping of the air paths for the two 
interrogating beams, good thermal isolation of the optical components and accurate optical 
path compensation. Further, a number of novel optical components have been demonstrated: 
A novel beam splitting optic has been designed which allows a single beam of light to be split 
into two parallel beams of equal intensity and orthogonal polarization's, allowing near perfect 
splitting and recombination. Further, the path lengths of the two beams are perfectly matched 
negating the need for a compensator. The construction of the optic has been limited to a non-
polarizing version, for cost reasons, which has, nevertheless, shown a great ease of alignment 
and very good splitting qualities. Further the optic allows considerable variation in the 
separation of the two split beams. 
A phase quadrature device that relies solely on two quarter wave plates has been developed to 
enhance the data resolution of the system. This represents a different approach to that usually 
taken by researchers in which a piezo drive operates in conjunction with some kind of fringe 
locking circuitry. For our application it was thought that the long term stability requirements 
would be too stringent for this system. In addition the hysteresis related expansion of piezo 
drives can make them undesirable. Our system allowed us to remove the dependence on laser 
intensity, increase the differential sensitivity, and hence the resolution while ensuring that no 
instabilities were introduced to the interferometer. 
The dilatometer apparatus finally assembled allows the measurement of CTE, thermal 
dispersion, and thermal dependence of optical path length for optically transparent materials, 
up to 2 cm thick, with a very high degree of accuracy (A/42). Further to this the ability to 
measure the thermal dependence of optical path length in materials combined with the further 
development of composite materials could lead to the development of optical components 
totally insensitive to thermal change. 
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Appendix 1 
CAlIB.SAV 
This program was written to monitor the cooling down process. An end temperature about 
ambient was entered at the beginning and from then it merely monitored the apparatus as it 
cooled without trying to alter the natural heat loss rate. We took the data from these runs 
merely as a qualitative confirmation of the results obtained in the heating programs because the 
initial temperature loss was much too fast. With more time we would write a ramp/hold type 
program for the cooling. 
ROUTINE #1 START CALIB 
Input Parms "Input End Temperature" parameter A 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Talk: 
Literal: #05MI 0 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
0.01 Seconds 
Parameter A, 1 pt 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Literal: C 
Device Clear 
Exec Rout #2: CALIB 
End Routine 
0.01 Seconds 
Routine # 1 is the control program. It starts by asking the user to input the desired end 
temperature (a temperature slightly lower than ambient was used). It inputs the temperature to 
the temperature controller in three separate "talk" commands separated by very short waits. 
This was because the data rate of the computer was higher than that of the temperature 
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controller making the second and third statements unreliable and the wait statements were the 
simplest and most reliable solution. The routine then hands over to #2. 
ROUTINE #2 CALIB 
Termination condition: 20,000 iterations or when a key was pressed. 
Set Device: PHILlP 
Device Clear 
Wait: DELAY 
Talk: 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable S 
C:B.DAT: APPEND S 
Set Device: A THENA 
Device Clear 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: U05RO 
Wastebasket 
VariableR 
Wastebasket 
C:A.DAT: APPEND R 
Exec Rout U4: WAIT 
End Routine 
Routine #2 makes up the bulk of the program, iterating some 3000 times. It simply gathers 
intensity and temperature information from the oscilloscope and temperature controller storing 
it in data files A.DAT and B.DAT. Once it has done that it calls up routine #4 to introduce a 
delay before the next data is taken. 
ROUTINE #4WAIT 
Setup Param A 
Exec Rout U5: WAIT 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #5WAIT 
MASTER 
(= 0) 
SLAVE 
Termination condition: Numericalcomparison: A> = #. 
Command: A 0.1 + STORE A 
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End Routine 
Routines #4 and #5 combine to create a delay. #4 iterates once, firstly setting parameter A to 
zero and then calling #5. Routine #5 simply calls up the number in parameter A and adds 0.1 to 
it before restoring it as A. This is repeated until the termination condition is reached. 
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Appendix 2 
CALlB8.SAV 
This program was designed to allow the sample to be heated up from a chosen start point to a 
chosen end point in increments of the users choice (0.1 0 C steps were the minimum) by simply 
entering those parameters at the beginning of the program. The computer would create a series 
of set points at successively higher temperatures so that the sample would heat up to each set 
point and be given time to reach thermal equilibrium, by the use of a delay time chosen by the 
user, before the fringe intensity data was taken and the next set point entered. 
ROUTINE #1 
Reset T&L Index: R 
Reset T &L Index: S 
Reset T&L Index: T 
Reset T&L Index: Z 
Input Parms 
START 1 
Command: F 4500 * 17.5 / STORE F 
Exec Rout. #8: SET 
Command: C A - G * 1 - STORE B 
Message: NOW ENTER PROGRAM MODE AND ADJUST THE NUMBER OF 
Message: ITERATIONS IN ROUTINE #6 TO ... 
Message: Param B 
Message: PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
Wait: KEY 
Message: ... AND THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN ROUTINE #26 
Message: TO ... 
Message: Param F 
Message: ... AND THEN RETURN, AND RUN #2 "START 2" 
Message: PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
Wait: KEY 
Message End 
End Routine 
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Routine # I sets all the relevant parameters and variables to zero and then asks the user to 
input; a start temperature, an end temperature, a temperature increment and the delay time 
between increments. It then instructs the user on the two programming parameters it cannot 
control and how to set them (The number of iterations of routine #6 and the comparison for 
the delay in routine #26). 
ROUTINE #2 START 2 
Exec Routine #5: 
End Routine 
Routine #2 is a front routine that simply calls #5 
ROUTINE #5CONTROL HEAT CYCLE 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Rout #25: WAIT 
Exec Rout #28: SET PT. 
Exec Rout #7: GET DATA 
Exec Rout #25: WAIT 
Exec Routine #9: GET DATA 
Device Clear 
Exec Routine #6: CONTROL 
End Routine 
Routine #5 is the first of the two control routines. It calls the function routines in the correct 
order to start the program and then hands control over to routine #6. 
ROUTINE #6 CONTROL HEATCYCLE 
Termination Condition. The routine iterates a number of times defined by the user after 
instructions from routine # 1. 
Device Clear 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Routine #28: SET PT 
Command: H D + STORE H 
Exec Routine #7: GET DATA 
Exec Routine #25: WAIT 
Exec Routine #9: GET DATA 
End Routine 
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Routine #6 is iterated approximately 600 times and controls the order of events in the same 
way that routine #5 did. 
ROUTINE #7 GET DATA 
Termination condition: numerical comparison I > = H. 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Rout #21: READ TEMP 
Device Clear 
End-Routine 
Routine #7 interrogates the temperature controller, VIa routine #21, for the current 
temperature. When the temperature reaches the set point temperature it terminates. 
ROUTINE #8 SET START TEMP 
Inputparros 
Command: 1 D / STORE G 
Command: C A - G * N:RAMP 
Command: G / A + STORE Z 
End Routine 
START TEMPERATURE AS A 
END TEMPERATURE AS C 
TEMPERATURE INCREMENT AS D 
Routine #8 is called by routine #1 at the start of the program. The data entered by the user in 
this routine is used to create an array of" set point" temperatures, stored in variable Z, that the 
program subsequently uses to control the temperature. 
ROUTINE #9 GET DATA 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Rout #20: READ TEMP 
Device Clear 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Exec Rout #15: MEAN INT. 
Device Clear 
End-Routine 
Routine #9 operates once the temperature has stabilised and controls the gathering of 
temperature and intensity data. 
ROUTINE #10 PHASE QUAD o 
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Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Literal: FRO 0, MSC AUX, SCREENPLOT ANALOG, 
Literal: PENUP ° 
Literal: SCREENPLOT OFF 
Wait: Delay 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #11 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
PHASE QUAD 1 
Literal: FRO 0, MSC AUX, SCREENPLOT ANALOG, 
Literal: PENUP 1 
Literal: SCREENPLOT OFF 
Wait: Delay 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
AppendixIL 
Routines # I 0 and # 11 operate the phase quadrature device. The device driver lines run from 
the plotter output of the oscilloscope. 
ROUTINE #15 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
MEAN INT. FROM SCOPE 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable R 
Wait: Delay 
Selected Dev CIf 
C:A.DAT: Append R 
End Routine 
The intensity data is read from the oscilloscope and stored first in a variable (R) and then 
appended into the data file A.DAT. 
ROUTINE #16 MEANINT. 
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Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable T 
Wait: Delay 
Selected Dev Clr 
C:C.DAT: Append T 
End Routine 
Appendix 11. 
The intensity data is read from the oscilloscope and stored first in a variable (T) and then in the 
data file C.DAT. 
ROUTINE #20 READ TEMPINTO R 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable S 
Wastebasket 
Wait: Delay 
Selected Dev Clr 
Command: S [ I ] STORE I 
C:B.DAT: Append S 
End Routine 
The temperature data is read from the temperature controller and stored temporarily in a 
variable (S) before being appended to the data file B.DAT. It is also stored in parameter I for 
comparison use in routine #7. 
ROUTINE #21 READ TEMPINTO R 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Literal: #05RO 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
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Variable S 
Wastebasket 
Wait: Delay 
Command: S [ 1 ] STORE I 
End Routine 
Appendix!L 
Routine #21 is used by routine #7 to monitor the temperature of the oven and store that data in 
parameter I for comparison. 
ROUTINE #22 WAIT COMMAND 
Command: 0.0000 STORE E 
Exec Rout: #24: WAIT 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #24 WAIT SLAVE 
Termination Condition. Numerical comparison E > = #. 
Command: E 0.1 + STORE E 
End Routine 
Routines #22 and #24 combine to make the program pause for a given length of time which is 
pre-set by entering a value in the comparison entry of #24. The routine #24 will continue to 
iterate until the value of the parameter E >= #, pre-set value. 
ROUTINE #25 WAIT COMMAND 
Setup Param F 
Exec Rout: #26: WAIT 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #26 WAIT SLAVE 
Termination Condition. Numerical comparison: F > = #. 
Command: F 0.1 + STORE F 
End Routine 
Routines #25 and #26 combine to make the program pause for a given length of time which is 
pre-set by entering a value in the comparison entry of #26 as instructed by routine # 1. The 
routine #26 will continue to iterate until the value of the parameter F >= #, pre-set value. 
ROUTINE #28 SET PT 
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Selected Dev Clr 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: H05Ml 0 
Variable Z, 1 pt 
Literal C 
Wastebasket 
Selected Dev Clr 
Command: Z [ 1 ] STORE H 
End Routine 
AppendixIL 
Routine #28 programmes the temperature controller to the next set point temperature. Once 
this command has reached the temperature controller it reacts by heating up the oven. The 
command at the end of the routine puts the value of the set point in parameter H for 
comparison in routine #7. 
ROUTINE #30 SET-UP 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: H05M4 0009 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: H05M5 0085 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: H05M6 0000 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: H05M7 0085 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
ATHENA PARAMETERS 
This routine is used to set the parameters of the oven controller. 
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Appendix 3 
TEN.SAV 
This program was designed to allow the sample to be heated up in steps of 0.10 C by 
programming a series of set-points at successively higher temperatures. The sample would then 
be given time to reach thermal equilibrium at each set-point before the fringe intensity data was 
taken and the next set-point entered. 
ROUTINE #5 
Setup Param I 
CONTROL HEAT CYCLE 
Reset T&L Index: R 
Reset T &L Index: S 
Reset T &L Index: T 
Reset T &L Index: Z 
Exec Rout. #8: SET 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Routine #30: SET-UP 
Exec Routine #28: SET PT. 
Exec Routine #22: WAIT 
Exec Routine #20: READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
Exec Routine #15: MEAN INT. 
Exec Routine #10: PHASE QUAD 
Exec Routine #16: MEAN INT. 
Exec Routine #11: PHASE QUAD 
Device Clear 
Exec Routine #6: CONTROL 
End Routine 
Routine #5 set up the initial parameters of the program before handing over to #6 
ROUTINE #6 CONTROL HEAT CYCLE 
Device Clear 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Routine #28: SET PT 
Exec Routine #22: WAIT 
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Exec Routine #20: READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
Exec Routine #15: MEAN INT. 
Exec Routine #10: PHASE QUAD 
Exec Routine #16: MEAN INT. 
Exec Routine #11: PHASE QUAD 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
Routine #6 is iterated approximately 600 times and controls the order of events 
ROUTINE #8 SET START TEMP 
Input Parms 
Command: 90 A -
Command: 10/ A + 0.1 -
Command: STORE Z 
End Routine 
Appendix IlL 
Routine #8 allows the user to define the starting temperature for the experiment by offering 
them an input box. The data from that entry is then used to create an array of "set-point" 
temperatures that the program will use. 
ROUTINE #10 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
PHASE QUAD Q 
Literal: FRO O,MSC AUX,SCREENPLOT ANALOG, 
Literal: PENUP 0 
Literal: SCREENPLOT OFF 
Wait: Delay 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #11 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
PHASE QUAD 1 
Literal: FRO O,MSC AUX,SCREENPLOT ANALOG, 
Literal: PENUP 1 
Literal: SCREENPLOT OFF 
Wait: Delay 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
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Routines #10 and #11 operated the phase quadrature device, the device that inserted the 114 
wave plate in the path of the interference pattern. The device driver lines ran from the plotter 
output of the oscilloscope. 
ROUTINE #15 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
MEAN INT. FROM SCOPE 
Literal: FRO O,SPL CURSOR,MEAN ON,MEAN? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable R 
Selected Dev Clr 
C:A.DAT: Append R 
End Routine 
The intensity data was read from the oscilloscope and stored first in a variable (R) and then in a 
data file ADAT 
ROUTINE #16 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
MEAN INT. 
Literal: FRO O,SPL CURSOR,MEAN ON MEAN ? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable T 
Wait: Delay 
Selected Dev Clr 
C:C.DAT: Append T 
End Routine 
The intensity data was read from the oscilloscope and stored first in a variable (T) and then in a 
data file C.DAT 
ROUTINE #20 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable S 
READ TEMP INTO B 
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Wastebasket 
Wait: Delay 
Selected Dev Clr 
C:B.DAT: Append S 
End Routine 
Appendix IlL 
The temperature data was read from the temperature controller and stored temporarily in a 
variable (S) before being transferred to a data file B.DAT. 
ROUTINE #22 WAIT 
Command: 0.0000 STORE E 
Exec Rout: #24 
End Routine 
ROUTINE #24 WAIT 
COMMAND 
SLAVE 
Termination Condition: numerical comparison, E "?:.#. 
Command: E 0.1 + STORE E 
End Routine 
Routines #22 and #24 combined to make the program pause for a given length of time which 
was pre-set by entering a value in the comparison entry of #24. The routine #24 would 
continue to iterate until the value of the parameter E "?:.#, a pre-set value. 
ROUTINE #28 
Selected Dev Clr 
Talk: 
Literal: #05Ml 093.3C 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
This routine set the maxImum oven temperature. Once this command had reached the 
temperature controller it reacted by trying to heat up the oven as quickly as possible. 
ROUTINE #29 
Selected Dev Clr 
Talk: 
COOL PT 
Literal: #05Ml 025.0C 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
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This routine operates at the end ofthe program once the temperature has reached its maximum 
and all the data has been stored this sets the "set-point" to 25 0 C and the oven is allowed to 
cool down to that temperature. 
ROUTINE #30 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M4 0009 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M5 0085 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M6 0000 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M7 0085 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
ATHENA PARAMETERS 
This routine was used to set the parameters of the oven temperature controller. 
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Appendix 4 
SPEED.SAV 
This program was written to monitor the heating process. An end temperature of 93.3° C is 
entered at the beginning and from then it merely monitors the apparatus as it heats up. The 
program then allows the oven to cool at the end of the run. 
ROUTINE #5 CONTROL HEAT CYCLE 
Reset T&L Index: R 
Reset T&L Index: S 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Rout #30: SETUP 
Exec Rout #28: SET PT 
Exec Rout #20: READ TEMP 
Selected Dev Clr 
Exec Rout #15: MEAN INT 
Device Clear 
Exec Rout #6: CONTROL 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Rout #29: COOL PT 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
Routine #5 controls the start of the program. It sets up the various parameters being used and 
inputs the temperature data before handing control over to #6. Once the high temperature is 
reached #6 hands control back to #5 to allow the oven to cool. 
ROUTINE #6 CONTROL MAIN LOOP 
Termination Condition: I > = # (93) 
Device Clear 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Exec Rout #20: READ TEMP 
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Selected Dev Clr 
Exec Rout #15: MEAN INT 
End Routine 
Appendix IV. 
Routine #6 is iterated continuously until the temperature (stored in I) reaches the termination 
temperature. It controls the order of events in the same way as routine #5. 
ROUTINE #15 MEAN INT. FROM SCOPE 
Set Device: PHILIP 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Literal: FRO 0, SPL CURSOR, MEAN ON, MEAN? 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Variable R 
Selected Dev Clr 
C:A.DAT: Append R 
Command: R [ 1 ] STORE I 
End Routine 
The intensity data is read from the oscilloscope and stored first in a variable (R) and then 
appended into the data file A.DAT. It is also transferred to I for use in the termination of 
routine #6. 
ROUTINE #20 READ TEMP 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Device Clear 
Wait: Delay 
Talk: 
Listen: 
Literal: #05RO 
Wastebasket 
Variable S 
Wastebasket 
Selected Dev Clr 
C:B.DAT: Append S 
End Routine 
INTOR 
The temperature data is read from the temperature controller and stored temporarily in a 
variable (S) before being appended to the data file B.DAT. 
ROUTINE #28 SET PT 
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Selected Dev Clr 
Talk: 
Literal: #05Ml 093.3C 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
Appendix IV. 
Routine #28 programmes the temperature controller to give a set point temperature of 93.3° 
C. 
ROUTINE #29 
Device Clear 
Talk: 
COOL PT 
Literal: #05Ml 025.0C 
Listen: 
Wastebasket 
Device Clear 
End Routine 
Routine #29 programmes the temperature controller to set a cooling temperature after the 
programme is completed. 
ROUTINE #30 SET-UP 
Set Device: ATHENA 
Initialize 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M4 0009 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M5 0085 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M6 0000 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
Talk: 
Literal: #05M7 0085 
Listen: 
Waste-basket 
ATHENA PARAMETERS 
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Selected Dev Clr 
End Routine 
This routine is used to set the parameters of the oven controller. 
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Appendix IV. 
Plate 1 Showing the vacuum oven. Made of Tufnol - a phenolic composite. Inside 
the Tufnol is a Cervit oven floor which is glued to the steel base plate. Vacuum is made 
through the middle of the steel base plate to conserve cylindrical symmetry. 
Plate 2 The fi nal interferometer design. Our novel beamsplitter (to the edge of the 
top plate) looks across at the pentaprisl11 beam folding device. Note the absence of complex 
clutter as compared with the original approach (Plate 5). 
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Plate 3 Phase Quadrature Device 
Plate 4 Ostroumov Coupler. A device that transmits light in air but restrains the 
formation of convection cell s when the lower end of the coupler is at a significantly higher 
temperature than the upper end , 
Plate 5 (a) & (b) Two views of the interferometer showing the invar leg 
structure and upper interferometer structure. The device with flying leads is a galvo-
scanner which drives a rocking plate This device permits non-ambiguous determination of 
the sign of the phase shift on expansion. Fringes can be moved by thermal expansion and 
then returned using the galvo-scanner. The complexity of this original design is to be 
compared with our final approach (plate 2). 
Plate 5 (b). 
Plate 6 Spin coater and fume-hood assembly for the coating of thin films of 
photopolymer. 
Plate 7 Showing a view of our two vacuum ovens. The oven on the left was used 
for the studies of photopolymer impregnation. 
Plate 8 Showing structural modifications to the rear of the vacuum oven to provide 
a powerful sorption pump for moisture removal from porous silica samples. 
I 
I 
Plate 9 Showing a block of porollS sil ica irradiated with white light diffracted into 
different colollrs as a result of the recording of volume diffraction gratings in the silica by 
impregnation with Du Pont imaging Illonomer. 

